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1.1 Introduction

This Kirkgate Market Feasibility Study RIBA Stage A and B report is 
produced on behalf of Leeds City Council by the NPS Group and its 
specialist partners.

Kirkgate Market is a unique and special place in Leeds and is located 
in a prime retail location in the heart of the City of Leeds. The assets 
that comprise the overall site and buildings of Kirkgate Market come 
with significant challenges, in particular, the Grade I listing. The 
Heritage assets that comprise the oldest parts of the market are by 
their nature a finite and irreplaceable resource. The need to give them 
and the overall market a long-term sustainable future is of fundamental 
importance and this requirement has been carefully considered 
throughout the course of developing this feasibility report.

The Council in setting out the brief for the feasibility study has stated its 
Vision for the market to be:-

“the best market in the UK, highly successful, profitable, •	
sustainable…. 

a centre of excellence for independent retailers and •	
entrepreneurs… 

a top destination for residents and tourists”•	

In addition we have considered and responded to as part of 
this Feasibility Study the Leeds City Council Executive Board 
recommendations as set out at their meeting in February 2012, which 
are appended to this report.

In carrying out the feasibility study a professional and open minded 
approach has been taken to considering the needs of the market 
infrastructure in the short, medium and longer terms. Whilst the 
specific brief for this study, issued by Leeds City Council, has been 
responded to by the team in full, we have not been ‘straight jacketed’ 
or restricted in our innovation and creative thinking as to how best 
to maintain, enhance and improve the overall market buildings and 
retail environment. We have achieved this by adopting a Masterplan 
approach to assess the needs of the market buildings, site and 
infrastructure and have drawn upon the extensive feedback from 
stakeholders and the public resulting from the Stage 1 and Stage 
2 engagement and consultation processes, that took place during 
the period April to December 2012. By adopting a Master planning 
approach we have ensured that any of the improvement and 
development proposals in this feasibility study could be taken forward 
by the Council in a series of incremental steps towards fulfilling its 
ultimate vision for the market.

The approach to developing the feasibility study recognises that the 
Council cannot solve at once all of the challenges associated with the 
buildings and infrastructure that comprise Kirkgate Market. Therefore 
the proposals in this report offer short and medium term improvement 
proposals that will form robust foundation blocks upon which further 
longer term investment, within the context of a Masterplan, can be 
made, as and when funding becomes available further into the life of  
the market. We understand and support the Council’s desire to have 
a clear vision for the market and a considered and strategic approach 
has been taken to ensure that the feasibility proposals are built upon 
a robust and thorough analysis of the existing infrastructure. The 
proposed ‘foundation blocks’ for investment in the market infrastructure, 
which through discussion and agreement with the Council, have been 
identified and are defined as the ‘12 Key Elements’, are listed below:

12 Elements 

1   Fixing the basics 

2   Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls 

3   Heating and cooling 

4   Finding your way around 

5   Creating Zones 

6    Creating a Heart 

7   Creating a new route through the market 

8   Layout 

9   Improving the look and feel of the market 

10  Reducing the size 

11  Improving George Street 

12  Improving public external spaces

These Elements individually  are then arranged and assembled into 
development and improvement proposals for the market which we have 
referred to as ‘Themes’.  Within this feasibility study we have assembled 
4 Themes consisting of a mix of the ‘12 Elements’  to illustrate options as 
to how the Council might tackle the range of infrastructure work needed 
for the market. Cost estimates have been produced for  4 ‘Themes’, 
although each ‘Theme’ can be further developed to include more or 
less of the 12 Key Elements and therefore a reduced or increased  level 
of capital investment according to the Council’s priorities for the market 
and available funding. This approach will assist the Council in deciding 
what the improvement and development priorities should be, how they 
can be brought together into a capital investment scheme, or number 
of schemes, and how much funding and investment will be required 
to take forward any of the proposals. It will also help the Council in the 
development of the Investment Case, which they are producing, to 
underpin and inform decisions about investment in the market.

1.2 Feasibility Study Overview  

The Kirkgate Market Feasibility Study is structured as follows.

Section 2 - The Project and Constraints – Provides details on the Project 
and the requirements set out in the Leeds City Council client brief.

1. Executive Summary
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Section 3 - Consultation & Stakeholder Engagement – Outlines the 
Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement process undertaken to date 
along with the outcome of this detailed activity.

Section 4 - Market Analysis – Outlines the Market Development 
Concepts and strategies that underpin and inform this feasibility study.

Section 5 - Elements & Themes – Includes an overview of the overall 
Elements and Themes along with the Theme cost estimates. 

Section 6 - Next Steps – Provides the recommendations and further 
considerations following completion of the Feasibility Study. 
Appendices include documentation, from baseline information 
and detailed technical infrastructure survey reports, as well as, the 
stakeholder consultation and feedback responses and analysis that 
has informed this study.

Having received the brief for the feasibility study from the Council in 
April 2012, the design team has considered the content, thoroughly 
read and researched supporting LCC Executive Board reports and 
technical documentation to support the interpretation of the best way 
to progress for the Kirkgate Market feasibility study. 

The design team have undertaken a comprehensive information 
gathering process prior to and throughout the feasibility study  to build 
up a clear picture of the markets past, its present and what its future 
could be. Through an extensive series of stakeholder engagement 
events our approach has included attention to ensuring that the 
market maintains its role as a key component of the economic and 
social structure of the City centre and is capable of responding to the 
changing retail environment within which it operates. 

The study also recognises that the future of the market is not just 
about economic activity and spending money, but it is also about 
maintaining and creating a vibrant environment where social interaction 
can take place and the continuation and evolution of a lively social and 
community orientated City centre landmark and destination.

Therefore, our understanding of the key factors that have specifically 
informed the development of the proposals set out in this study includes:

Kirkgate Market is in a prime retail location in the heart of the •	
City centre which attracts 10 million visitors annually. It has a 
Grade I listing and is housed in five interconnected halls: the 
1904 hall, the 1875 hall, a 1930s extension, 1980s shop units, 
and two ‘hangar’ structures which form the rear of the indoor 
market. These were added in 1976 and 1981 following a fire 
at the market. There is an open daily market at the rear of the 
building which is immediately adjacent to the bus station. 

A mixed retail development by Hammerson, (Eastgate Quarters) •	
covering 1 million sq ft has recently been given outline planning 

permission next to the market, which will reconnect the current 
indoor and outdoor markets with the core retail offer to the west 
and north. It has been recently announced that Phase 1 of this 
development is to proceed with completion reported as late 2016.

The planned construction of the Eastgate Quarters scheme •	
presents a significant opportunity for Kirkgate Market to harness 
reinvigorated interest in this area of the City and re-establish 
itself as a shopping destination and broaden its appeal to a 
wider demographic. The study has looked at Kirkgate Market 
as a component within the City centre Masterplan, with strong 
links formed with the Eastgate Quarters retail development and 
the existing Kirkgate Quarter, which is the subject of a strategy 
for regeneration.  It is important for long term sustainability that 
Kirkgate Market and its neighbouring components react to their 
immediate setting within the City rather than continue to exist as 
single standalone entities.  

The Markets Service turns over between £3.5m and £4m per •	
annum. The overall operating surplus including overheads and 
capital charges is currently £1.5m. 

The above assets come with significant associated liabilities; •	
particularly in terms of the maintenance of the Grade I listed 
buildings and infrastructure. The design team is grateful 
for the detailed information and inputs made by the wider 
Council, market management team, English Heritage and 
the Design Review Panel in respect of the listed buildings 
and the proposals relating to them in this feasibility study.

Also central to the ‘fleshing out’ of what needs to be considered as part 
of the feasibility study has been the independent and comprehensive 
Stage 1 consultation and stakeholder engagement process during 
the 10 weeks prior to the feasibility study commencing. We have also 
ensured that the responses provided by stakeholders during the Stage 
2 feedback period, October through to mid December 2012, have also 
been taken into account in completing this study.

1.3 The Vision and Key Objectives

There are a number of clear objectives to help realise the Council’s 
Vision for the market which it has set out in its Brief for this feasibility 
study. We have considered and used all of these aspirations in our 
thinking whilst developing the overall feasibility study 12 Key Elements 
and the 4 development Theme options to guide capital investment in 
the market infrastructure for the short, medium and longer terms. It 
should be noted that a large number of these aspirations were strongly 
endorsed in the feedback received during the Stage 1 and Stage 2 
consultation and stakeholder engagement sessions and forums.

These include:

Increase footfall;•	

Increase new customers to the market; •	

Increase frequency and duration of customers’ visits; •	

Increase income through new lets and business expansions; •	

Increase the range of and value for money of goods and services; •	

Reduce costs; •	

Reconfiguration of the market halls to improve circulation •	
throughout the market; 

Reduce number of empty units in the indoor market hall; •	

Reduce tenant turnover; •	

Improve the overall look and feel of the market. •	

To address the issues Kirkgate Market faces and realise the Council’s Vision 
requires the combination of the work being undertaken by the Council and 
its technical advisers to consider the business, management and operational 
requirements of the market and the proposals within this feasibility study. Our  
team have consulted and worked closely with the Council and its advisers 
to date in ensuring the cross fertilisation of thinking and ideas to ensure both 
the future management of the market and feasibility study work streams have 
produced well thought out and deliverable proposals. Areas upon which we 
have specifically focussed as part of these discussions include:

Replacement and renewal of existing poor quality or tired building •	
fabric, systems and infrastructure. 

A new streetscape to George Street that responds well to the •	
proposed Eastgate Quarters development in terms of maximising 
the benefits for the market. The redevelopment of the 1930’s 
and 1980’s blocks could not only provide an appropriate and 
transformational response to the Hammerson development on 
the other side of the George Street but would also provide an 
increased revenue stream for the Council. This would be achieved 
by letting the new build shops to local traders on the ground 
floor and alternative uses such as serviced apartments, flats and 
possibly other commercial uses on the upper floors. 

An enhanced central pedestrian ‘artery’ linking North to South •	
movement into and through the market which will significantly improve 
the permeability into and around the market trading zones. This will 
improve sight lines and support better circulation into all areas of the 
market when combined with the reorganisation and refurbishment 
of stalls (as set out in the Theme 3 proposals in particular).
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A new central event space which would form a ‘heart’ for the market •	
and act as a ‘magnet’ to draw people into the trading zones. This 
Element would provide an improved location and availability for on 
site food consumption outlets, seating, exhibition and promotional 
activities that will help increase the time shoppers and visitors dwell 
in the market and surrounding trading areas. 

A combined fresh meat, fish and game produce area. •	

A new and improved international food, fashion and beauty zone •	
from cultures around the world. 

Fruit, vegetables and floral offers deployed across the indoor and •	
outdoor markets in a manner that maximises the draw of shoppers.  

Retain and enhance the mix of specialist and other stalls to •	
maintain the ‘surprise and delight’ aspects of the shopping 
experience in the outdoor and indoor markets. 

Improved and more flexible configuration and size options for the •	
outdoor market trading areas which complement and benefit from 
improved public realm areas and help to draw increased numbers 
of shoppers and visitors towards and into the indoor market halls. 

Further development and increased facilities for the delivery of •	
services from the market including dedicated areas that can be 
used by colleges and schools to increase learning opportunities, 
apprenticeships and support to young people. 

Improved and extended opportunities to support new start •	
businesses with incubator style units and other facilities that 
support and attract new traders.  

Improved deliveries, waste, recycling options •	
and overall servicing of the market.

We have discussed with the Council the strategic and operational 
benefits of the proposed improvements and interventions through 
the 12 Elements and 4 development and improvement Themes, so 
as to effectively inform the development of the overall feasibility study 
in line with the Council’s vision for the market. To this end extensive 
consideration has been given to the refurbishment, redevelopment 
proposals, alongside the Council’s development of possible alternative 
management models. 

The redevelopment of the Kirkgate Market must also encourage a 
new and improved stall and market layout design, which needs to be 
consistently implemented throughout the trading zones. 

Stall design is imperative and is crucial to the future success of the 
market, since it is the spectrum of interesting stalls which provides the 
unique environment of any market, it is therefore important given the 
variety and varying quality of the current stall designs, that a consistent 
approach standard to the way in which stalls are presented is achieved. 

The internal layout of the Kirkgate Market is currently designed on a 
formalised grid system and is largely permeable however, pedestrians 
appear to only circulate round the market to a limited extent and in 
many cases walk in the most direct route through the market. Much 
of the pedestrian flow patterns are not as effective as they could be 
in guiding shoppers and visitors around rather than simply through 
the market trading zones. This can in part be attributed to the less 
than ideal attractiveness and quality of some of the retail outlets. The 
proposals in this study address all of these key issues and objectives.

The opportunity exists to include internal redecorations, and 
environmental improvements, new and reorganised shopping aisles 
and circulation routes, improved signage and new management 
policies such as introducing “market hot spots” to ensure all areas of 
the market trade as successfully as possible. 

In addition a consistent approach to the design of the entrances to 
the market must be employed thereby helping achieve strong external 
identity for the market and provide an attractive and welcoming appeal 
to consumers. The entrances on George Street in particular offer a 
considerable opportunity to attract customers in a more successful 
manner than is currently the case. 

Outdoor market viewed from the Multi Storey Car Park

Existing View of aisle B within 1976 hall

Existing aisle view 1904 market hall

Existing aisle view of 
Butchers Row

Existing external view 
from car park of 1981 
main entrance

Existing aisle A at Post 
Office Entrance

Existing view aisle A viewed towards 
Fish and Game Row
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1.4 Strategic Approach and Investment Priorities

Whilst previous studies and reports have been carried out as to how 
the Council could invest capital and revenue funding into the market 
there are other significant factors that have more recently come to 
the fore that we have taken into account in developing the proposals 
in this report. This includes the Hammerson led Eastgate Quarters 
development on George Street as mentioned above. The proposed 
Eastgate Quarters development has featured significantly in our 
thinking and in particular the George Street interface between the 
proposals from Hammerson for this area and our development of 
proposals to improve Kirkgate Market. In addition, the current level 
of vacant stalls and retail units within the market are over 30% in the 
1976 hall alone along with the Council’s thinking in respect of how the 
market might be managed in the future have significantly informed the 
proposals set out in this study. 

We have also listened to and been very mindful of the views of the 
range of stakeholder groups involved in the consultation process 
which have been wide ranging and in some cases quite challenging to 
respond to given the depth of feeling in some stakeholder groups as 
to what is the right way forward for the market. Some individuals and 
stakeholder groups have been very passionate with focussed thoughts 
on what the Council should or should not do in terms of investment 
in the market. Other stakeholders have taken a broader stance and 
considered the market within the wider developments within the City as 
a whole. In dialogue with the Council, particularly through the Design 
Review Panel, planners and senior officers we have considered the 
known and potential for development in the areas around Kirkgate 
Market and neighbouring Quarters as part of the process that has 
underpinned the development of proposals set out in this report. 
These are set out in the Stage 1 and Stage 2 stakeholder engagement 
analysis reports appended to this study.

One particularly sensitive issue has been the potential reduction in size of 
the market. During the initial consultation phase reference was made to 
the recommendations made by previous consultants about potential size 
reduction of the market. Reference is also made within the brief issued by 
the Council for the feasibility study to consider options around potential 
reductions in size of the market. Our approach has not been to simply 
accept these suggested percentage reductions but to offer the Council 
the opportunity to link the outcomes of its thinking on the investment case, 
management options and operations of the market to the feasibility study 
and scale the extent of capital investment works accordingly. 

In practice this means that the amount of indoor and out door trading 
space, its configuration and how it is operated is not fixed at this stage 
and can be ‘developed’ through RIBA Stage C onwards. We have given 
‘bench mark’ costs for those improvement and development Theme 
options which have the ability to achieve a reduction of up to 25%. 

However, it must be stressed that any reduction in overall internal market 
trading space will ultimately be determined by the investment case that 
supports and guides the investment and operation of the market.  

Within our proposals Element 10 (Reducing the Size) demonstrates 
how the 1976 and 1981 halls could be reduced in size by cutting 
back the size of these buildings. However a combination of Element 
5 (Creating Zones), Element 6 (Creating A Heart) and Element 7 
(Creating A New Route Through The Market) can also allow for a 
reduction in trading floor space if the investment case suggests such a 
reduction makes sense without physically reducing the structure of the 
1976 and 1981 halls.

1.5 Consultation and Stakeholder Engagement

An independent and objective consultation and stakeholder 
engagement process was carried out during April - December 2012. A 
fuller description of this process is set out later in Section 3 of this report.

Stage 1
The purpose of Stage 1 was to gather opinions and ensure that all 
identified stakeholders were given the chance to state their views 
on how the market site and infrastructure could be improved or 
enhanced. Overall 3177 people responded to the paper and on-
line data collection questionnaires, 200 people attended the range 
of stakeholder engagement workshop sessions. In addition, letters, 
reports and other contributions were sent in by interested parties either 
direct to the Council or submitted to Cath Conlon Project Management 
Ltd (CCPM) who led the stakeholder engagement process. We have 
also ensured that the experience from our project team, particularly 
IBI Taylor Young (lead architect) and BCL Market Specialist Consulting 
on other national and international market schemes has been shared 
widely with the Council and stakeholders throughout the Stage 1 
period and feasibility study. We have also provided opportunities to 
research, learn from and visit other markets to identify lessons learned, 
best practice and successful models of delivery and operation.

Stage 2
During Stage 2 of the stakeholder engagement process which ran from 
15th October to 14th December 2012 the Council and CCPM arranged 
and carried out a series of workshop presentations with all of the groups 
of stakeholders with whom they engaged in Stage 1. The purpose 
of Stage 2 was to share with stakeholders the progress made since 
the Stage 1 consultation in developing the feasibility study proposals 
and market management options. In particular feedback was sought 
from stakeholders in Stage 2 as to their views on the 12 Elements 
that underpin the proposals to improve the market buildings and 
infrastructure that have been developed as part of this feasibility study.
At the start of Stage 2, Unit 8 in the 1976 Hall was set up with a 
permanent display of the feasibility study 12 Key Elements and 
information about the management options. Feedback forms and 
project team staff were available at advertised times to discuss with 
and hear the views of stakeholders. The views and feedback collected 
through the Stage 2 engagement process has also been used to 
inform the final content of this feasibility study.

Across both Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the stakeholder engagement 
periods considerable response from interested groups and individuals 
has been received with extensive analysis and reports produced which 
are appended to this feasibility study report.

1.6 The 12 Key Elements and 4 Themes

The approach of our design team has involved extensive analysis 
and review of existing technical data about the condition, suitability 
and sufficiency of the market site and buildings. In addition, 
further comprehensive surveys and technical reports have been 
commissioned to underpin our appraisal of the market infrastructure 
and allow our team to get an in depth understanding of the ‘DNA’ of 
the market.

In addition, the extensive feedback received from stakeholders has 
been key to the development of the 12 Elements detailed above which 

Kirkgate Market Consultation Exercise

Kirkgate Market Consultation Exercise
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provide the strategic building blocks upon which capital funding for 
improvements to the market can be taken forward by the Council. 

The development of the 12 Elements will allow the Council to consider 
which are of the highest priority supported by the Council Investment 
Case and Investment Strategy. This will inform the more detailed 
development of suitable improvement Theme or Themes that will allow 
a significant step to be taken forward by the Council towards achieving 
its vision for the market.  

Within this study we have developed and detailed 4 Themes each 
of which comprise a number of the 12 Elements. Each Theme offers 
an option as to how the Council could take forward investment in the 
market infrastructure.

The 4 Themes and options within are as follows:

Theme 1 – Maintenance  

 Option 1 (Minimum) •	

 Option 2 (Optimum) •	

 Option 3 (Maximum) •	

Theme 2 – Reconfiguration•	   

Theme 3 – New Build / Refurbishment  •	

 Option 1 - New Build George Street and Internal reconfiguration •	

 Option 2 - New Build George Street and Building adaption •	

 Option 3 - New Build George Street with new build hall. •	

Theme 4 – Comprehensive Redevelopment•	

1.7 Theme Overview 

The feasibility study has responded to the Leeds City Council client 
brief in the form of 4 Themes as referred to above. These Themes 
significantly contribute to the Councils vision for the market and 
enhance the historic City block in which the market sits. The Leeds 
City Council Investment Case will inform the more detailed design 
development of suitable improvement Theme or Themes. In addition, 
the proposed improvements set out in the Themes will enable 
appropriate interaction with surrounding developments which are 
scheduled to commence in the near future.

Theme 1 – Maintenance 
Theme 1 comprises  ’fixing the basics’ to rectify all short and long term 
maintenance requirements including works identified in the condition 
survey and check and challenge reports prepared by the Leeds City 
Council Strategic Design Alliance and Faithful and Gould respectively.

For the purposes of the study, dealing with the maintenance 
requirements is considered through three main options namely Minimum 
Maintenance, Optimum Maintenance and Maximum Maintenance.

Option 1 involves minimum works to maintain compliance with 
operational & regulatory standards; no major visual change;
 
Option 2 involves an optimum level of works and deals with 
compliance issues associated with Option 1 plus: improvements 
related to internal layouts; functionality and visual appearance, works 
to address issues with parts of the infrastructure which are nearing 
the end of their intended life span; limited overall change to the  

appearance of the retail environment.

Option 3 is the maximum level of maintenance works and entails more 
extensive improvement from a maintenance perspective, Optimum works (as 
option 2) plus: significant improvement through physical alteration to existing 
elements within the retail environment; replacement of key components with 
new; extended life span and future proofing of the core infrastructure.

Theme 2 – Reconfiguration - Building upon the Theme 1 Option 2 
Optimum level of works proposed
Theme 2 focuses upon the creation of a new zone for the butchers. It also 
comprises targeted maintenance, repairs and Health & Safety works to the 
internal areas. The external appearance of the buildings remaining largely 
unchanged. Some of the internal market stalls would be reconfigured or 
removed to enable the creation of a central ‘artery’, with improvement 
and enhancement to surfaces and stall frontages. In order to create the 
proposed new environment for the butchers, internal relocation consisting 
of refurbishment, reconfiguration and introduction of new stalls would be 
required.  A zone containing fresh meat and fish could be created adjacent 
to the existing Fish and Game Row.  The vacated Butchers’ Row units would 
be refurbished to create new general market stalls.

Theme 3 – New Build / Refurbishment
Theme 3 proposals comprise the significant redevelopment of Kirkgate 
Market through new build and refurbishment proposals options 1, 2 and 3 
which build upon the Theme 1 Option 2 Optimum level of works proposed. 

Option 1 works entail the creation of a new development significantly 
enhancing the area currently occupied by the 1930’s block on George 
Street and would require the relocation of Butchers Row.  Building on the 
concept explored in Theme 2, this option relocates the Butchers to new 
purpose built units within the   1976 hall.  Modification of stalls associated to 
Fish and Game Row allows creation of a newly refurbished trading zone.

The tenants of the shops and offices situated along George Street in the 
1930’s and 1980’s blocks would be relocated, enabling the demolition of 
all the existing structures. The cleared site would enable the creation of 
new public realm which would respond well to the Hammerson Eastgate 
Quarters proposals.  A proposed new building on the George Street 
elevation of the market would enable a 4-5 storey structure to be built 
in a well considered form that compliments the 1904 building.  Dual 
frontage units to the ground floor will enable versatile and double fronted 
trading spaces to be created that front George Street and also into the 
market halls, upper floors of the development could host a wide range 
of uses which at this stage have not been explored in detail but could 
include serviced apartments or other commercial uses.

As outlined in Theme 2, an ‘artery’ (a new route through the market) 
is created as part of the reorganisation of stall locations and 
associated improvements.  
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Option 2 – explores the creation of the central ‘heart’ and a combined Meat, 
Fish and Game Zone as previously mentioned above, In this option, the 
‘artery’ provides a new circulation route, which links and integrates with the 
new central ‘Heart’.  This option would also provide significantly improved 
sight lines throughout the overall building.  

In addition this option would also allow the toilets to be rebuilt and the 
provision of other improved customer hygiene and baby changing facilities 

The proposed public realm works to George Street are an important 
part of increasing the appeal of the market and key to attracting 
shoppers from the Eastgate Quarters development once built.  They 
also provide for the flexible and improved layout of the outdoor market 
and pedestrian areas around the external zones.

Additional external space could be created through the reduction in size of 
the 1976 and 1981 halls.  The existing frame would need to be structurally 
altered with new facades fitted.  The new stall layout would enable 
improvements to aisle sight line, as well as, improving the overall look and 
feel of the internal and external environments.  As part of the structural 
work, the existing building could be adapted to create a new build ‘artery’ 
through the centre of the markets halls with roof lights and new entrances.

Option 3 - Includes the works set out in Option 1 and 2 in terms of the 
George Street and the internal market reconfiguration works.  Additional 
works proposed under this option include the demolition of 1976 and 1981 
halls and the site cleared to enable creation of a new purpose built market 
hall with a reduced footprint.  The design approach to the new build would 
enable creation of the ‘artery’ and central ‘heart’ as and integral part of the 
proposals. This would represent a major improvement to the infrastructure 
and would significantly contribute to the Master Plan concept.

Theme 4 – Comprehensive Redevelopment 
Theme 4 builds on the substantial improvements delivered by Theme 3.  The 
external market is redeveloped to enable greater interaction with the new 
market hall structure, with feature canopies covering flexible trading areas 
and new public realm. The new purpose built hall, central heart and artery 
are created with additional improvements within the 1875 and 1904 halls.  
Restoration and refurbishment is proposed to the key historical features. The 
concept of replacing the 1875 aisle roofs with new coverings, roof lights and 
ceilings concealing plant and services is explored in this option.

In terms of the Improving George Street element the provision of 
double fronted trading units that face onto George Street and also 
open into the indoor market hall would significantly enhance the 
permeability and commercial opportunities for the market.

Theme 1 - Key Features 
 
Key Features are dependent on maintenance level adopted option 1,2 or 
3 which could include; 

No reduction in market internal or external site area•	 ; 

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building; •	
elements which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk; 

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems; 

Targeted maintenance of building fabric and systems; •	

Compliance with current legislative requirements; •	

Improvements to general market environment; •	

Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of sprinkler system; •	

Targeted interventions to buildings and mechanical systems that •	
support  planned and cyclical maintenance regime; 

Targeted interventions to buildings and mechanical systems that •	
support current urban design and conservation principles. 
 

 
Theme 2 - Key Features 

No reduction in overall area; •	

All essential maintenance undertaken to indoor and outdoor •	
markets; 

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building elements •	
which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk; 

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems; 

Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of sprinkler system; •	

New consolidated fresh food area created for Fish,  •	
Game and Meat within Fish & Game Row; 

Vacated Butchers row converted to new general stalls; •	

New central ‘artery’ created on north/south axis.•	

Theme 1 - Maintenance Theme 2 - Internal reorganisation 
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12 Elements proposed under the 4 themes.

The table below shows which Elements are proposed under each of 
the 4 Themes, this is expanded upon in Section 5 of this study.

Theme Strengths and Opportunities 
Themes 1 to 4 pick up the fundamental aspects of the ‘option’ 
requirements set down in Council’s brief but are not constrained by this 
direction. Each Theme can ‘stand alone’ and is not reliant upon further 
funding or any of the other Themes for it to be delivered. In all Themes 
there is a clear recognition and mindful consideration of the heritage 
aspects of the market and how to best preserve these assets. This 
approach has been well received by the Councils Project Board and has 
been refined with the input with the Leeds City Council Design Review 
Panel set up to evaluate the proposals put forward by our design team.

Each Theme can be delivered in ‘phases’ or more rapidly as makes 
sense from a commercial and minimising disruption point of view. 
Within each Theme is the ability to decide to what scale each of the 
component Elements are delivered. For example in Theme 1, which 
incorporates Element 1 ‘Fixing the Basics’, options have been developed 
for three levels of potential funding and capital investment as mentioned 
in section 1.7 above.

Clearly ‘Fixing the Basics’ particularly through an Optimum approach 
would make sense as the basis on which any overall development and 
improvement option is taken forward. 

Theme 3 - New Build to George Street and Market reconfiguration Theme 4 - View of reconfigured outdoor market and public spaces

Theme 3 - Key Features
 
A range of reorganisation options ranging from internal alterations 
or reduction in area through building reconfiguration or new build. 
Key features will be dependent on the option (1,2 or 3 which differ 
significantly, these will include. 

20-25% reduction in market area; •	

Targeted refurbishment and reorganisation of stalls and trading •	
areas; 

Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of sprinkler •	
system; 

Butchers Row moved to new consolidated Fresh Food area Meat •	
and Fish & Game row; 

New Central Artery created on North/South Axis; •	

Flexible ‘heart space’ created off new ‘artery’; •	

Toilets relocated onto external hall for extended hours use; •	

Open market increased in area; •	

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building •	
elements which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk.

Theme 4 - Key Features

Delivery of this  ‘Theme’ ultimately creates a redefined ‘City •	
Block’ within the Kirkgate/Eastgate Quarters with extensive 
demolition and rebuild of the market halls and infrastructure; 

Renewal / extensive improvements to roofs of 1875 Block •	
Shops; 

Refurbishment of 1875 and 1904 aisle coverings, re-grading  •	
to eliminate stall threshold plinths; 

1875 aisle roof reconfiguration enabling concealed integration  •	
of trader and landlord plant and services; 

Heritage refurbishment; •	

Reconfigured outdoor market.•	  

Fire protection issues addressed by upgrading •	
of sprinkler system” in all text boxes
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Other Elements such as Improving George Street and some of the internal 
adaptation and improvement works including a New Route through the 
Market (Element 7), perhaps combined with Creating a Heart (Element 
6), would significantly improve the organisation, appeal and flexibility of 
how the market operates. The improvements to George Street (Element 
11), possibly in connection with the Improving Public External Spaces 
(Element 12) would also be a strong and appropriate response to the 
Hammerson development on the opposite side of George Street. 

With some 10-15 million shoppers and visitors projected for the Eastgate 
Quarters development annually there is a major opportunity for the Council 
to attract into the market a significant proportion of this footfall by investing 
in improvements to the George Street flank of the market site and buildings.

The cost of the 4 Themes, which each comprise one or more of the 
12 Elements, range from approximately £4m up to £40m+. However, 
we clearly recognise that the Council, with limited available funding at 
this time given general cut backs in Public Sector funding, will have 
to make choices as to which of the Key Elements and priorities it can 
address in the short to medium term. 

The extent to which funding is available will inform the issue of a 
Council design brief for the next stage of in the development of a 
bespoke Theme / Option. We have taken great care in assessing the 
opportunities and constraints related to the infrastructure to ensure the 
12 Elements brought together into the 4 Theme options provide logical 
and achievable outcomes to which available funding can be tailored.

1.8 Continuity of Trading During Improvement Works

Improvements and enhancements to the market will inevitably lead to 
disruption and a proposal which attempts to limit disruption completely 
will only achieve short term gain for traders, the Council and City as 
a whole.  Precedents already exist, within Kirkgate Market, which 
demonstrate limited or short term gains of ‘minor’ refurbishment. 

In order to achieve the Council’s vision for the long term sustainability 
of the market, significant intervention will be needed which will entail 
decants and temporary arrangements for the more major Elements of 
work brought together to form the 4 Theme options set out in this study.  

Due to the complex nature of the existing building and the need 
to keep as much of the facility operational at all times during 
redevelopment, the proposals within this feasibility study will need to 
be broken down into phases. 

Continuity of trading is of upmost importance and has been carefully 
considered, with significant effort and discussion undertaken with the 
Council on the decant strategies for each Theme details of which are 
set out later in this report.

1.9 Theme Cost Estimates 

The purpose of the Feasibility Cost Estimate approach undertaken 
is to provide Leeds City Council with an ‘Order of Cost’ to reflect the 
RIBA Stage A and B design proposals for the Leeds Kirkgate Market 
development in response to the Leeds City Council Brief V1.00.

The summary approach to the cost estimates on a Theme by Theme 
basis is as follows.

Theme 1 – Captures the costs associated with the repairs & 
maintenance works which have been identified within the condition 
surveys commissioned and provided by Leeds City Council with the 
exception of works which have been carried out or are programmed to 
be undertaken imminently. 

Theme 2 – Expanding on the Theme 1 cost estimates which were 
derived from the condition surveys. The Theme 2 cost estimates 
include benchmarked and target cost allowance at varying levels for 
the proposed works which have been identified within the Themes and 
supporting design narratives. 

Where works specified within the design narratives are undefined, 
i.e. cannot be broken down into the core building elements, budget 
allowances of ‘spot items’ have been applied. This approach provides 
in the large £/m2 allowance for the works and is typical of cost 
estimating at this early stage of feasibility design.
Theme 3 – Following in the same estimating principals as Theme 2 for 
the majority of the refurbishment works, Theme 3 also incorporates 
benchmark rates applied on a £/m2 basis and checked through cost 
analysis and the creation of specific cost models, where possible, for 
the proposed new build developments. 

Theme 4 – Includes a mixture of all the estimating methods used 
throughout the previous Themes 1 to 3 as this incorporates works ranging 
from maintenance repairs to substantial redevelopment of the markets.

The table below depicts the costs estimates for Themes 1 through to 
Theme 4.

Theme Cost Estimate 

Theme 1 – Maintenance Option 1 (Minimum) £4.2m

Theme 1 – Maintenance Option 2 (Optimum) £6.3m

Theme 1 - Maintenance Option 3 (Maximum) £10.9m

Theme 2 – Reconfiguration £10.5m

Theme 3 – New Build / Refurbishment Option 1 £14.6m

Theme 3 – New Build / Refurbishment Option 2 £24.2m

Theme 3 – New Build / Refurbishment Option 3 £27.3m

Theme 4 – Comprehensive Redevelopment £49m

The detailed Theme cost estimates and the approach to these is 
detailed further within Section 5 and the Appendix of this Feasibility 
Study. This includes £/m2 rates, on costs and exclusions including 
inflation (base date 2Q 2013) and allowances. 
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Theme Delivery 
Set out in the below Table are the suggested timescales relating to 
the delivery of the proposed construction works for each Theme and 
Option within. These timescales do not include an allowance for 
decant, relocation and design works necessary.

Theme Option Works Delivery

Theme 1 1 12 to 15 months

Theme 1 2 14 to 18 months

Theme 1 3 16 to 20 months

Theme 2 18 to 22 months

Theme 3 1 18 to 22 months

Theme 3 2 20 to 24 months

Theme 3 3 24 to 36 months

Theme 4 30 to 36 months

The delivery of all works proposed to Kirkgate Market under the 
respective Themes would be dependant on factors such as phasing 
considerations, decants, legal obligations, trader agreement and the 
availability of funding and capital investment.

1.10 Next Steps

To address the issues Kirkgate Market faces and realise the Council’s 
vision requires a joined up and coordinated approach to taking forward 
the findings of both the feasibility study and investment case and 
management options appraisal work streams initiated by the Council to 
the next stage of design development and project detail. 

The NPS Group and its specialist partners who comprise the feasibility 
study project team commend the acceptance of this report and for the 
Council which we trust will support the recommendations made to the 
Leeds City Council Executive Board in Early 2013.

Assuming the Executive Board wishes to progress with the further 
detailed development proposals to improve the Kirkgate Market 
infrastructure the next step would be the issue of a Design Brief.

The detailed design brief will further expand on the works undertaken in 
this feasibility study in terms of detailing the individual Elements supported 
by the Investment Case and consultation feedback and the necessary 
associated works into a bespoke Option (Theme). This will allow the 
project team to further develop defined proposals to improve Kirkgate 
Market into a concept design. The detailed outcome of the Investment 
Case will inform the design brief and set clear budgetary parameters of 
the bespoke Option the Council chooses to proceed with. The project 

team will work within the budgetary parameters in the development of the 
concept design to improve and redevelop Kirkgate Market alongside the 
necessary investment objectives set by the Council. 

We look forward to instruction from the Council on how they wish to 
proceed and ultimately working on the next stages of the Kirkgate 
Market project which is a unique and exciting project of significant 
importance for the Council and city of Leeds. 

Whilst the Council considers how to progress the more detailed work 
on the Kirkgate Market scheme we would draw the attention of the 
Council to the following key matters:-

a)  To continue to undertake essential Landlord Responsible Maintenance 
Works, including the urgent issues identified in this feasibility report. 

b)  To ring fence an appropriate amount of annual maintenance 
funding to ensure the historic and listed buildings that form part 
of Kirkgate Market are maintained in an adequate manner going 
forward, irrespective of any capital investment in the market arising 
from the proposals outlined in this feasibility study.

c)  Consider the George Street proposals presented within this 
feasibility study and consider the available options as to how 
to progress these as a standalone element given the emerging 
proposals of the Eastgate Quarters development.
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Internal panoramic view of 1904 hall





2. The Project and Constraints
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2.1 Introduction 

The project has been to produce a comprehensive feasibility study (RIBA 
stages A and B) to consider capital investment into the infrastructure that 
comprises Kirkgate Market, in response to the brief prepared and issued 
by Leeds City Council. The approach and production of this feasibility 
study has evolved through the design team undertaking research, and 
consultation with Leeds City Council Kirkgate Market Project Board and 
nominated Project Team. In addition, a wide range of stakeholders including 
the current Market Management Team, market traders, design and technical 
advisors as well as the Public and other interested parties have been 
engaged through the consultation and engagement process that has 
underpinned the study. Through the direction provided by the NPS Group 
with lead specialist inputs from the following partners this report has been 
assembled to help the Council decide how it may wish to invest capital 
funding and other appropriate resources into Kirkgate Market.

Those listed below are the specialist partners involved in the production 
of the feasibility study on behalf of Leeds City Council.  

•	 Design,	Cost	and	Building	Surveyor	Services	–	NPS	Group	

•	 Project	and	Cost	Management	and	ICT	Services	–	Turner	&	Townsend

•	 Lead	Designer	–	IBI	Taylor	Young

•	 Consultation	and	Data	Analysis	–	Cath	Conlon	Project	Management	
and Qa Research

•	 Market	Specialist	–	BCL	Consulting

•	 Sustainability	–	CO2	Sense

•	 Mechanical	and	Electrical	/	BREEAM	–	John	Packer	Associates

2.2 Responding to the Leeds City Council Brief

The feasibility study report has been produced in response to the 
Leeds City Council (LCC) Client Project Brief (V1.00FINAL dated 12 
April 2012). Alongside, additional requirements and changes instructed 
by the Council throughout the life of the commission.

The original Brief for the Kirkgate Market Feasibility Study project as 
provided by Leeds City Council is included in full in Appendix I of this 
feasibility report. We have detailed below the strategic requirements of the 
brief and how we have responded to these within this feasibility study. 

Five options were set out in the original brief which have been 
considered but have not constrained the thinking contained within this 
feasibility study. The brief requested options and proposals for capital 

investment and improvements ranging from £6m to £20m+. The scope 
of each option was discussed with the Council and key stakeholders at 
the commencement of the commission and the following summarises 
the response of our team. 

LCC Option 1 – Undertake all maintenance works identified in the current 
survey and condition reports. 

Response. Consideration and analysis of this option has informed the 
development of the 12 Key Elements with Element 1 (Fixing the Basics) 
focussing specifically on the condition and maintenance works required 
to the market buildings, site and overall infrastructure.  The feasibility 
study addresses this option through Theme 1, set out in detail later in 
this report (section 5). It is advised that in advance of any decision being 
made by the Council to take forward Theme 1 (including funding and a 
start date for such works being confirmed) the Council should continue to 
invest such monies as required to fulfil its required Landlord Responsibility 
Maintenance Works (particularly Health and Safety related). Depending 
on the scope and timing of such on-going Landlord Responsibility 
Maintenance Works the amount of capital investment to deliver Theme 
1 may vary based on our cost assessment of all maintenance works as 
identified in the current survey and condition reports (circa £4.5m).

LCC Option 2 – Refurbishment of the 1976, 1981, 1875 and 1904 halls 
and George Street shops, including all maintenance works identified in 
the current survey and condition reports.

Response. As for LCC Option 1 consideration and analysis of this option 
has significantly informed but not wholly dictated the development 
of the 12 Key Elements. We have looked in depth and creatively at 
how a range of strategic interventions could be made to improve the 
condition, quality and functionality of the market infrastructure with 
careful consideration of the known and potential neighbouring and wider 
city context and developments. Each of the Elements as detailed in this 
report demonstrate how, dependant on the level of available funding and 
investment, LCC Option 2 could be achieved. 

It should be stated that we have gone further in our analysis of LCC 
Option 2, as defined in the Council’s brief, in that we are proposing 
within Theme 3 the demolition and replacement of the George Street 
shops and other current market buildings (1930s & 1980s structures). 
We do not recommend the refurbishment of the tired and less than 
ideal George Street accommodation. We have developed our thinking 
and proposals for George Street in line with the request from the 
Council to consider the proposed Eastgate Quarters development on 
the opposite side of the road. This would also include the introduction 
of new and enhanced public realm works. 

LCC Option 3 – Demolition of the 1976 hall. Refurbishment of the 
1981, 1875 and 1904 halls and George Street shops, including all 
maintenance works identified in the current survey and condition reports. 
Consideration should also be made of making the George Street 
frontage more permeable and making units double fronted to open both 
inwards to the market and outwards on to George Street.

Response. As for LCC Option 2 we have given LCC Option 3 extensive 
consideration and have not simply accepted the requirement at 
face value. Whilst it is possible to demolish completely the 1976 and 
1981 halls we have developed proposals that show lesser structural 
interventions that, should other factors dictate such as the commercial 
business model for the market, would not require such extensive 
demolitions. However, in Theme 4 we have shown how such major 
demolitions and other more significant new Elements would see the 
complete replacement of the existing 1976 and 1981 Halls.

There is a fundamental issue with the Council’s requirement within LCC 
Option 3 as drafted. It is not advised to demolish the 1976 building in 
isolation of the 1981 structure. It is the technical opinion of the design 
team that to do this would be extremely costly and technically difficult if 
not cost prohibitive.

2. The Project and Constraints

General aisle view within 1976 Hall

Existing George Street Market Entrance
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LCC Option 4 - The demolition and replacement of the 1976 and 1981 
halls to provide a reduction in the size of the market by approximately 
25%. Refurbishment of the 1875 and 1904 halls and George Street 
shops, including all maintenance works identified in the current survey 
and condition reports. Consideration should also be made of making the 
George Street frontage more permeable and making units double fronted 
to open both inwards to the market and outwards on to George Street.

Response. As mentioned above for LCC Option 3 we have investigated 
in detail how this requirement of the Council could be met but again 
have not constrained our thinking and have considered carefully the 
feedback from stakeholders with regard to a percentage reduction in 
the size of the market. Elements 5, 6,7,8,9 and 10, as shown within 
Themes 3 and 4 demonstrate how this LCC Option could be delivered.

The design team recognise that the 25% reduction in size of the market 
(as referred to in the Quarterbridge report) is not fully supported by 
some stakeholders. Our view is that the commercial business case 
being developed by the Council, retail demand, economic conditions 
and other factors will need to be considered, in due course prior to a 
decision being made to proceed with any reduction in the size of the 
market. Our proposals under Theme 4 equate to a potential reduction 
of around 25% but this is ‘scalable’ in that the extent to which any 
re-built or reorganised 1976 and 1981 internal structures and trading 
spaces could provide as much Gross Internal area (GIA) as is deemed 
appropriate to meet demand and business objectives. Theme 4 will 
also involve complete refurbishment and improvement of the outdoor 
spaces and public realm, as well as, the reconfiguration of the outdoor 
market space(s) where not already dealt with in Themes 2 and 3.

LCC Option 5 - The demolition and replacement of the 1976 and 1981 
halls to provide a reduction in the size of the market by approximately 
25%. Refurbishment of the 1875 and 1904 halls including all maintenance 
works identified in the current survey and condition report. The demolition 
and replacement of the George Street shops including consideration of 
making the frontage more permeable and making units double fronted to 
open both inwards to the market and outwards on to George Street.

Response. In a similar manner to our proposed response to LCC 
Option 4 above, Elements 5, 6,7,8,9 and 10 would significantly 
contribute to realising the objectives set out in the Council’s brief for 
this option however by adding in Elements 11 and 12 a comprehensive 
and transformational set of vision outcomes would be achieved. 

Clearly the delivery of any one or more of the 12 Elements brought together 
into an overall capital build scheme (Theme) will have varying degrees of 
decant and phasing requirements particular to each hall / trading area in the 
market. We have given this matter careful consideration and liaised closely 
with the Council and Market Management teams to identify appropriate early 
decant and phasing plans and strategies which are detailed later in this report.

The scope of the feasibility study as set out by the Council in the brief 
for all options requires:

Asbestos removal as part of refurbishment works to be included as an 
extra over option

•	 Response.	The	feasibility	study	includes	consideration	of	the	work	
and costs arising from this requirement;

Identification of the different access requirements, e.g. deliveries, 
storage, pedestrian / visitor, emergency etc and how these are 
accommodated in each option.

•	 Response.	Through	discussions	with	the	markets	management	team	
analysis has been undertaken of the current access strategy and 
issues and ways in which these can be addressed which is further 
expanded upon later in the report. Clearly this is a RIBA Stage B 
report and precise levels of detail would follow from RIBA Stage C 
onwards. What is included is the overall ‘Strategy’ for pedestrian 
access as this forms the backbone of how our Feasibility study 
proposals link with the wider Leeds City area and developments 
such as Eastgate, Victoria Quarter etc. Emergency access is not 
compromised by any of the feasibility study Elements and Themes 
and deliveries is an area that we have broad strategies for but will 
require further detailed examination at RIBA Stage C onwards.

Assessment of the impact on the listed buildings.

•	 Response.	This	consideration	has	been	central	to	our	feasibility	
study investigations and much work has been done by our historic 
buildings and architectural consultants in liaison with Leeds City 
Council and English Heritage. We are grateful for the issue of 
the Kirkgate Market, Simplifying its DNA (a study of givens and 
possibilities) document by the Council which has been very 
informative on the general history and listed buildings.

The programme and phasing of works including how the market can 
remain operational during the construction works, consideration of the 
legal processes required to ensure vacant possession when needed 
for building works and a cost-effective sequence of working for the 
contractors, whilst minimising revenue implications 

•	 Response.	Phasing	considerations	and	details	are	included	in	the	
feasibility study for each of the Themes that we are proposing. 
Works programmes are also included for each of the Themes and 
options within for consideration.

Procurement options, assuming that Leeds City Council procure the 
works, i.e. traditional, design and build etc.

•	 Response.	Following	discussions	with	the	Council	we	have	agreed	
to omit procurement considerations at this stage given the options 
appraisal that is underway as to how the market might be managed 
in the future.

Presentation drawings and 3D CAD images to illustrate the quality of 
the designs, both internally and externally, including the open market.

•	 Response.	Imagery	has	been	included	throughout	the	study.	A	3D	
electronic and a physical 3D model are included within the Feasibility 
study outputs including a ‘fly through’ interactive model that shows 
how the market might look if works up to Theme 4 are taken forward.

In addition, the scope of the feasibility study for LCC Options 2, 3, 4 
and 5 shall include:

Consideration from the Quarterbridge Report of the recommendations 
for additional stalls on the ground floor, additional space at balcony 
level for a food court and public WC’s relocated from the ground floor, 
additional storage area and additional plant area.

•	 Response.	These	requirements	are	covered	in	the	feasibility	study	
although the reference to additional stalls on the ground floor 
has to be clearly linked to the requirements and assumptions 
arising form the work the Council is carrying out in respect of the 
commercial business case for the market.External Market viewed from Vehicle access route
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Works to the balcony to be included as an extra over option, as this 
could form a discrete project.

•	 Response.	No	substantial	suggestions	as	to	how	the	balcony	could	
be used (other than storage for traders and a meeting room) has 
emerged from the consultation and feasibility study processes. The 
balcony has limited footprint space and would need strengthening 
to cope with any significant increased development or use of the 
area. Proposals could be developed further at Stage C to look at 
increasing storage capacity only on the balcony area but if wider 
public usage was deemed appropriate then the addition of lifts, 
DDA and other specific requirements would need to be considered. 

In addition, the scope of the feasibility study for LCC Options 3 and 4 
shall include:

An option for the replacement of the George Street shops in lieu of 
refurbishment, including consideration of making the frontage more 
permeable and making units double fronted to open both inwards to 
the market and outwards on to George Street

•	 Response.	This	is	covered	as	Element	11	in	our	Theme	3	and	4	proposals

In addition, the LCC brief asks that the feasibility study for LCC Options 
3, 4 and 5 to include:

Space-planning across the site to reduce secondary or tertiary trading 
locations as much as possible, including consideration of the zoning of 
different uses and the balance of trades;

Provision of data services to each stall;

Consideration of how the market sits alongside other areas, its 
strategic position within the city as a whole, the relationship between 
the indoor and open markets, servicing requirements and links to car 
parks, bus and coach stations etc.

Location and layout of the open market (similar size as existing);

•	 Response	prior	to	all	of	the	above.	All	of	the	above	are	covered	in	our	
proposals for Themes 2 through to 4 which are all scalable.

An option for putting the open market under cover.

•	 A	separate	cost	is	identified,	outside	of	those	assembled	for	each	
of Themes 1 to 4. However, detailed design work would need to be 
undertaken with regard to the delivery of such a structure as part of 
RIBA Stage C if this requirement remains a priority.

As detailed within the brief it is the intention of Leeds City Council to 
report back to Executive Board in early 2013 with recommendations on:

•	 A	specific	recommendation	or	recommendations	from	the	
feasibility study with proposals on how improvements to the market 
infrastructure could be funded.

•	 A	clear	recommendation	on	the	future	ownership	and	management	
arrangements for Kirkgate market.

We believe the content of this feasibility study will provide the 
necessary details in supporting the Council to effectively prepare and 
submit its recommendations to the Executive Board.

2.3   Base Line Information 

A significant amount of work has been undertaken to gather 
background and base line information to inform the work undertaken in 
this feasibility study relating to:

•	 Background	to	the	project	and	information	in	support	of	the	brief; 

•	 Site	and	setting	of	the	market; 

•	 Buildings	and	infrastructure	technical	reports; 

•	 Layout	of	the	market	in	terms	of	stalls	and	trading	/	ancillary	
support spaces; 

•	 Historic	records,	reports	and	context; 

•	 Planning		and	urban	design	policies	and	considerations	 

•	 Issues	affecting	the	current	operation	and	day	to	day	management	
of the market; 

•	 Constraints	and	other	influences	for	any	design	proposals.

In particular reference has been made to “Kirkgate Market – Simplifying 
its DNA, a study of givens and possibilities” issued by the Council which 
has been very useful in terms of informing the design team about the 
history, context and challenges of the market site and its infrastructure.

2.4  Feasibility Study Surveys and Supporting Information

The Council has also commissioned an in house provider to undertake 
Stage 1 Checks Appendix II, including surveys and other technical 
investigations which have been utilised fully as part of this RIBA 
AB feasibility study. All such documents where relevant have been 
appended to this report along with a master checklist schedule for 
ease of reference (refer to Appendix III). In undertaking the feasibility 
study and compiling this report, a number of further survey reports, 
historical data and archived information including those listed below 
have been commissioned and relied upon which would need to be 
further analysed, checked and supplemented where necessary at RIBA 
Stage C. 

ITEM SURVEY DESCRIPTION Company

1. CCTV below ground drainage MET SURVEYS

2. Measured Survey Malcolm Hughes

3. Accommodation schedule survey Malcolm Hughes

4. George Street and 1981 office 
condition survey

NPS Group

5. Photographic survey IBI Taylor Young / 
NPS Group

The outcomes of the surveys undertaken and how they have informed 
the feasibility study is expanded upon in sections 4 and 5 of the report.
Copies of the surveys commissioned as required for this feasibility 
study have been formally issued to Leeds City Council for their 
records, and are appended to this study. Please refer to Appendix X, 
XIX, XX, XXI, XXII. 

We have used visits to other UK markets, case studies from Europe 
and the Americas as well as the market specialist expertise of both 
BCL Consulting and Taylor Young to advise, guide and inform the 
development of the infrastructure improvement options contained within 
this study.  Visits to UK markets including Bury, Ashton, Blackburn, 
Borough and Brixton (the latter two both in London) have been very 
helpful in illustrating to traders, market management, Council officers 
and Member representatives best practice and lessons leaned  in terms 
of other market organisation and management improvement schemes. 

C
onsultation D

raft 

Kirkgate Markets 0 - 1 

Contents

The DNA Report Prepared and Issued by LCC
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2.5  Planning, Ownership and Legal

Throughout the development of our proposals we have referenced 
the local planning context as set out in the Leeds City Centre Unitary 
Development Plan (UDP).  Planning policy, both in the saved UDP 
provisions and the NPPF appears very supportive of change and 
evolution of facilities at Kirkgate Market. This demonstrates that the 
planning policy context has been considered, as any future planning 
application (required to be submitted for changes at the market) would 
need to be determined in accordance with these provisions. This will be 
explored further at the next stage of design development.

During the consultation and feasibility study stages the NPS led design 
team have maintained close contact and liaison with the Design Review 
Panel and Urban Design specialists of the Council to ensure any 
emerging proposals developed in this study do not conflict with planning 
policies and aspirations for the Kirkgate area and wider city centre.
The feasibility study has been produced in a format suitable for 
underpinning further design and development work to the point where a 
pre-planning and full planning application submission may be required. 

We have also consulted with a representative from the Council’s 
Planning Department, English Heritage and other appropriate contacts 
in the development of the proposals for Kirkgate Market and the 4 
specific Themes set out in detail in Section 5 of this report. 

Two notable factors summarise the ownership and legal considerations 
in respect of Kirkgate Market:-

•	 Issues	relating	to	building	and	land;

•	 Matters	relating	to	individual	tenancies.

The complexity of individual trader tenancies is to be addressed as 
part of a Council business case study being undertaken by officers and 
technical advisors. 

The Council have provided an overview of site ownership boundaries 
and appropriate supporting legal documentation. The proposals set 
out in this report reflect the Council ownership boundaries which 
prevail on site.

Although Leeds City Council hold freehold leases for the buildings 
listed below, additional long term leases have been entered into with 
third parties which may restrict wider development opportunities they 
do not however prevent Themes 1-4 set out in the feasibility study 
being delivered.

•	 Leeming	House	and	Kirkgate	Chambers;

•	 Multi	storey	car	park	building;

•	 New	York	and	Westminster	Buildings.

Land Registry Titles included in Appendix IV have been reviewed and 
indicate that Leeds City Council hold the Freehold ownership of the 
site. However, attention is drawn to the extensive register of charges 
and schedules of leases on the titles. The land is appropriated with 
Economic Development.

The site is bounded by a Highway on three sides and the Central Bus 
Station (Land Registry Title WYK582934) on the remaining side. It 
appears that, as well as a number of specific units, all the properties 
fronting New York Street including the Multi Story Car Park are leased.

The Leeds City Council Land Records data base also indicates that 
Kirkgate Chambers, Leeming House and the properties fronting 
Ludgate Hill are also leased.

The title indicates that part of the site has been dedicated as a 
Highway. Title Plans were prepared for individual market stores in 
2009, there appears to be no record on the title that these have 
been formally leased. Legal Services and the appropriate Council 
department are to clarify on the current position on these planned 
leased arrangements.

The titles, charges and leases on this site are numerous and complex 
and it is advised that the Councils Legal Services are asked to clarify 
accordingly and that a Land Forum arrangement may be necessary.

Consideration also needs to be given to the bus station located along 
the eastern boundary of the site. The primary access road is of particular 
importance due to it’s proximity to the outdoor market. Party Wall and 
Right to Light considerations will need to be carefully considered as the 
design of the Theme proposals advance into RIBA Stage C and beyond. 

In order to preserve continuous operation for existing tenants. the 
close proximity of any potential works and development site(s) whilst 
improvements are carried out  that influence arrangements for access, 
trading and servicing demands will have to be carefully assessed and 
temporary arrangements implemented where and when needed. We 
have included in this feasibility study options  and details on temporary 
decants and other arrangements that will be required to facilitate the 
more major works to the market site that cannot be carried out by 
leaving traders in situ. 

A number of complex ‘Schedule of Notices and Charges’ are 
appended to the ownership title registers. This body of data relates 
to the freehold associated with the indoor market building. Further 
negotiations will be a prerequisite with the Councils legal services to 
inform the way forward for any capital investment works.

The NPS Group Planning Report is included in Appendix XXVIII of this study.

2.6  Investment Case 

In parallel to the development of this feasibility study Leeds City 
Council has been producing an Investment Case for the Kirkgate 
Market project. The Council cannot afford to undertake all of the 
elements ‘in one go’ therefore it is important to determine which 
elements are the most important and viable to undertake initially as 
an option. The Stage 2 consultation feedback will partly inform this, 
however each of the key elements will require a robust investment 
case to enable the Council to determine the most appropriate option 
to proceed with along with the necessary level of investment that will 
deliver improvements and sustain and support Kirkgate Market’s future 
for generations to come.

The Council Investment report provides an investment case for each of 
the elements. This approach will help determine what the improvement 
and development priorities are, how they could be brought together 
into a capital investment scheme or number of schemes and how 
much funding and investment will be required.

2.7  Project Stakeholders, Partners & Organisation

Throughout the development of the feasibility study the NPS Group 
and specialist consultants, as shown below, have continually worked 
with the Leeds City Council Project Team and other key stakeholders 
on the proposals presented within this study.  

Leeming House existing Kirkgate Chambers entrance 
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In addition to the above we have worked closely with the following key 
Leeds City Council departments and advisers:

•	 Kirkgate	Market	Project	Team	and	Board 

•	 Design	Advisors	and	Champions	(including	the	Design	 
Review Panel) 

•	 Kirkgate	Market	Management	Team	 

•	 Councillors. 

•	 Conservation	 

•	 Planning 

•	 Sustainability 

•	 Highways 

We have also consulted with the following key external organisations 
and parties:

•		 The	General	Public

•	 Hammerson	(Eastgate	Quarters	Development)
 
•	 Kirkgate	Market	Traders 

•	 English	Heritage

•	 The	Civic	Trust

•	 Community	Forums	and	Groups	

•	 Equality	Hubs	and	Interest	Groups

•	 Leeds	City	Council	Economic	and	City	Development	Teams

In terms of wider stakeholders such as the traders, public, specialist 
interest groups Section 3 of this report sets out in more detail who has 
been consulted and the wide range of inputs made that have informed the 
work of the design team in developing the feasibility study proposals.

NPS Leeds – Kirkgate Market Project Team Structure 
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2.8  Project Timescales 

The timescales associated with the Kirkgate Market Feasibility study 
project as per the requirements of Leeds City Council are as follows:

•	 February	2012	–	LCC	Executive	Board	aggress	to	the	Feasibility	study;		

•	 April	2012	–	NPS	Group	appointed	to	undertake	the	Feasibility	
study on behalf of LCC;

•	 May	2012	–	Consultation	commences;	

•	 September	2012	–	12	Key	Elements	produced;	

•	 October	2012	–	Further	consultation	and	feedback	undertaken;	

•	 December	2012	–	Kirkgate	Market	Feasibility	study	issued	to	Leeds	
City Council.

Upon the completion of the Kirkgate Market feasibility study, the Kirkgate 
Market Management and Ownership Options Report and the Kirkgate 
Market Business Case. It is the intention of Leeds City Council to report 
back to Executive Board early in 2013 with recommendations on:

•	 	A	specific	option	from	the	feasibility	study	with	proposals	on	how	it	
could be funded;

•	 	A	clear	recommendation	on	the	future	ownership	and	management	
arrangements for Kirkgate Market.

The Leeds City Council Executive Board is to then make an informed 
decision on how it wishes to proceed.

Decorative Iron work to 1904 Balcony 
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3.1 Introduction

Prior to the appointment of Cath Conlon Project Management Ltd 
(CCPM) who have led the stakeholder engagement process, the initial 
range of consultees and stakeholders for Stage 1 of the consultation 
had been identified by Leeds City Council in the Client Project Brief 
(dated 12th April 2012). The timeline for stakeholder engagement was 
agreed with members and officers with the key dates being:-

Stage 1 Stakeholder Engagement Consultation – May 2012  •	
to	July	2012

Stage 2 Stakeholder Feedback – October to December 2012•	

The purpose of Stage 1 was to ensure that all identified stakeholders 
were given the chance to state their views on how the market site and 
infrastructure could be improved or enhanced. 

The purpose of Stage 2 was to ensure the progress made since the 
Stage 1 consultation in developing the proposals for the development 
of both the feasibility study and market management options were fed 
back to stakeholders. Feedback has been sought from stakeholders 
in Stage 2 as to their views on the 12 Elements that underpin the 
proposals that have been developed as part of this feasibility study.
A full separate report on the Stage 1 and Stage 2 stakeholder 
engagement and consultation processes and findings has been 
produced by CCPM and Qa Research. These reports are appended 
to this feasibility study (refer to Appendix V,VI,VII) as it has been a vital 
and significant influence on the formation of the Elements and Themes 
that form the basis of the proposals as to how the Council could invest 
capital funding into the market.

CCPM noted that in determining the timeline for consultation, there 
is an acknowledgement by the members and officers of Leeds City 
Council of the importance of early consultation with stakeholders. 
This demonstrates a commitment to full stakeholder engagement 
at meaningful points in the process which allows the outputs to be 
fully and effectively utilised. Best practice requires consultation to 
take place at a stage when there is scope to influence the policy/
decision making for which the consultation process is a tool; this has 
been demonstrated by the Council by ensuring early engagement 
with stakeholders and consultees for Stage 1 of the Kirkgate Market 
Consultation.

A commonly expressed view of respondees to public consultation 
processes is that through the establishment of a formal public 
consultation a public body is conducting an exercise to justify a decision 
which has already been made and for which endorsement is needed 
from the weight of public opinion. This criticism is often levelled when 
a consultation process is embarked upon at a later stage in a process, 

however to guard against this for the purposes of Stage 1 Consultation 
for Kirkgate Market the Council established the consultation at the 
beginning of the process. It should be noted that many consultees 
remarked positively on the opportunity which was provided for their early 
involvement and the forums that were made available by the Council 
through CCPM to give their views and opinions.

CCPM independently reviewed the information on stakeholder 
engagement supplied by the Council and made recommendations 
back to their project team on the consultation methods to be used, 
schedule of consultation and stakeholder events, data capture and 
reporting. In addition, discussions were held with the Council by 
CCPM to agree the refinement and extension of the final schedule of 
stakeholder groups and consultees for Stage 1 and Stage 2.

The consultees identified fall into three broad categories; members of 
the general public, consultees with a vested interest in the market e.g. 
staff and traders and special interest groups. These categories include 
the following key groups listed below; a full schedule of who has been 
consulted is provided in Section3 of the Stage 1 consultation and data 
capture report and summarised below: -

Leeds City Council Markets Management Team;•	

Markets Staff;•	

Market Tenants / Traders;•	

Equality Hubs;•	

Members of the public;•	

Citizens Panel;•	

Young People;•	

Local Interest Groups – Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market and the •	
Civic Trust;

Leeds City Council Urban Design and Planning;•	

Local Business and Development Forums.•	

The Consultation team members supporting CCPM for each Stage 
of the consultation process were the NPS Group, Turner & Townsend 
(Lead Consultant, Project and Cost Management), Taylor Young 
Architects (Lead Designers), BCL Market Specialists and a range of 
multi-disciplinary specialists.

3.2  Consultation Activities

Stage 1
The purpose of Stage 1 was to gather opinions and ensure that all 
identified stakeholders were given the chance to state their views 
on how the market site and infrastructure could be improved or 
enhanced. Overall 3177 people responded to the paper and on-
line data collection questionnaires, 200 people attended the range 
of stakeholder engagement workshop sessions. In addition, letters, 
reports and other contributions were sent in by interested parties either 
direct to the Council or submitted to Cath Conlon Project Management 
Ltd (CCPM) who led the stakeholder engagement process. We have 
also ensured that the experience from our project team, particularly 
IBI Taylor Young (lead architect) and BCL Market Specialist Consulting 
on other national and international market schemes has been shared 
widely with the Council and stakeholders throughout the Stage 1 
period and feasibility study. We have also provided opportunities to 
research, learn from and visit other markets to identify lessons learned, 
best practice and successful models of delivery and operation.

Consultation activities included Engagement Workshops with a range 
of stakeholders including the market traders, specialist interest groups, 
citizens panel. Survey formats were the Kirkgate Market Your Say On 
Line Survey for members of the public and a Paper Survey. The on 
line surveys were hosted by Leeds City Council, the paper surveys 
were distributed to agreed locations across the City including Libraries 
and One Stop Shops and were also available from the Consultation 
Stall which was established in the 1904 Indoor Market for three weeks 
during Stage 1.

The workshops were designed to explore stakeholders’ opinions of 
the market in its current form and identify areas for future development 
and/ or improvement. A number of qualitative techniques and exercises 
were used to obtain the views of the stakeholder attendees, these 
included:

“Stick and Tell” – This exercise presented large scale aerial images •	
of the Kirkgate Market indoor and outdoor markets and invited 
workshop attendees to set out their thoughts on what is good 
about the current market buildings and infrastructure and what isn’t 
good and needs improving.

Top 5 Priorities; “What Do You Think They Are?” - This exercise •	
asked groups of stakeholders to consider and list the top five 
priorities they felt needed addressed relating to the indoor and 
outdoor market buildings and infrastructure. 

3. Consultation & Stakeholder Engagement
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Stage 2
During Stage 2 of the stakeholder engagement process which ran 
from October to December 2012 the Council and CCPM arranged and 
carried out a series of workshop presentations with all of the groups 
of stakeholders with whom they engaged in Stage 1. The purpose 
of Stage 2 was to share with stakeholders the progress made since 
the Stage 1 consultation in developing the feasibility study proposals 
and market management options. In particular feedback was sought 
from stakeholders in Stage 2 as to their views on the 12 Elements 
that underpin the proposals to improve the market buildings and 
infrastructure that have been developed as part of this feasibility study.
At the start of Stage 2, Unit 8 in the 1976 Hall was set up with a 
permanent display of the feasibility study 12 Key Elements and 
information about the management options. Feedback forms and project 
team staff were available at advertised times to discuss with and hear 
the views of stakeholders. The views and feedback collected through 
the Stage 2 engagement process has also been used to inform the final 
content of this feasibility study.

Across both Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the stakeholder engagement 
periods considerable response from interested groups and individuals 
has been received with extensive analysis and reports produced which 
are appended to this feasibility study report.

In summary the key findings from Stage 2 were drawn from a total of 
1900quantitative responses from a combination of written and online 
surveys with the general public and surveys with members of the 
Leeds Citizen panel. In addition to the quantitative data, a number 
of engagement sessions were held with stakeholders. Open, written 
responses were also received from individuals via email and letter.

The quantitative survey asked respondents to rate the importance of 
twelve elements of the Market in need of development. These elements 
were constructed in response to a feasibility study which looked at 
the key issues facing the Market buildings, site and infrastructure that 
need to be improved, replaced, re-furbished or re-built in order to 
meet Leeds City Councils vision for Kirkgate Market. A description of 
the various elements suggested following the feasibility study and the 
reason for their inclusion can be found with ‘The Future of Kirkgate 
Market’ document, appended to the end of this report.

Those elements seen as the highest importance for development were 
‘fixing the basics’ (72% of respondents rated the importance of this 
element as high), ‘improving the look and feel of the market’ (55%), 
and ‘replacing the roof of the 1976 and 1981 halls’ (44%).

Those areas seen as being of lowest importance were ‘creating a new 
route through the market’ (43% rated this element as low importance), 
and ‘reducing the size’ of the market (deemed of low importance by 
66% of respondents).

3.3  Consultation Outputs

Full details of the output and data analysis from the consultation are 
provided in Appendix V and VI of this feasibility study report.

A snapshot of responses yields the following information: Overall some 
3000+ people responded to the paper and on-line data collection 
questionnaires, 200 people attended the range of stakeholder engagement 
workshop sessions across both the Stage 1 and Stage 2 sessions. 
In addition, letters, reports and other contributions were sent in by 
interested parties either direct to the Council or directly to CCPM. The 
data analysis in the Consultation Report include all responses received 
up to 14th December 2012 which included an extension of the original 
end date for the on-line survey questionnaire and additional workshop 
sessions in Stage 1 of the stakeholder engagement. 

Comparison of Data Sets
The detailed data sets for each of the main consultation data sources 
were analysed by data analysis experts Qa Research in liaison with 
CCPM. Qa Research provided detailed commentary, observations 
and recommendations that have been central to the development of 
the feasibility study as well as informing the Council on key points 
related to their work on considering the day to day management and 
operational aspects of the market.

Summary, Conclusions and Findings
The key findings identified by the Qa Research for Stage 1 included:-

1  Regardless of any physical changes which take place to the 
market, it is clear that users wish to see an improvement in 
cleanliness of the market space; Bad smells, rubbish in the 
aisles and dirty toilets were all mentioned as detracting from 
the overall appeal of the market. These are aspects which need 
to be improved.

2  The overarching feeling with regards any renovation that does 
take place, suggested there should be a focus on brightening the 
space. Making the entrances more appealing by using brighter 
colours and creating a more open space, would encourage a 
greater number of individuals to access the market.

3  Similarly, there needs to be a focus on improving the lighting 
within the building. Inside the market there was an emphasis on 
using natural light. Future lighting schemes should highlight the 
Victorian architecture of the original building.

4  Rationalising the layout of the stalls was a priority for many, to 
make it easier to navigate the market, help with cleaning and 
potentially help with alleviating smells.

5  A number of facilities were highlighted as needed particular 
attention. The toilets were felt to be in need of a complete 
overall, with a focus on providing better baby changing facilities.

6  Air conditioning and ventilation was singled out as needing 
particular attention. Partly this was driven by the heating within 
the market, which was felt to be too hot in summer and too cold 
in Winter, but also this was linked to the smell.

7  The signposting within the market needs attention, individuals 
would like to see clear maps at the various entrances to the 
market. If undertaken hand in hand with a rationalisation of 
the market layout, this should improve individual’s navigation 
within the space. Improving signposts to toilet facilities was 
particularly important.

8  It was noticeable that less frequent visitors did less shopping 
within the market and were less likely to undertake a range of 
activities whilst there. Creating open, attractive spaces within 
the market where individuals can sit, possibly with a dedicated 
space for events and music would help attract individuals and 
encourage them to stay.

 

View of existing 1875 market area 
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9  Views were polarised on whether a re-size was necessary. 
Should any the market size be made reduced the Council will 
need to clearly demonstrate how any extra space will be used 
to the benefit of the market, such as the provision of an open 
space for events and activities.

10  If the market size is not reduced, the Council will need to 
demonstrate to users of the market a commitment to encourage 
the uptake of empty stalls.

11  The newer sectionof the market created in the 1970s is seen to 
detract from the overall appearance of the market. Ensuring the 
presentation of this space is more complementary to the other 
areas of the market will improve the visual attractiveness of the 
market overall. For less frequent visitors the buildings heritage, 
history and appearance are seen as a key strength, these need 
to be protected and enhanced if the market is to encourage 
more frequent visitors.

12  The car park is seen to be dangerous, with accessibility via the 
roundabout often cited as a problem. Individuals would like 
to see a greater number of car-parking spaces with improved 
traffic management and improved surfacing.

Summary of respondents importance rating of various market elements.

In addition, Qa Research reported a number of findings relating to 
rents and other management and operational aspects of the market 
which were not directly relevant to the feasibility study. These findings 
have been referred to and considered by the Council as part of their 
parallel work stream in respect of management options and Investment 
case development activities. 
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Existing view within 1981 Hall
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4.1  Kirkgate Market Existing Analysis 

Kirkgate Market covers both the indoor market halls the outdoor 
market, and the shops on George Street. It does not include the shops 
on Vicar Lane, or the shops on New York Street, or the NCP car park. 

As an overview Kirkgate Market provides:

Over 400 businesses offering a range of affordable goods and •	
services; 

Direct employment for an estimated 2,000 people; •	

Opportunities for new entrepreneurs to enter retail and catering; •	

A tourist destination; •	

A social and economic offer to the local community.•	

Kirkgate Market is in a prime retail location in the heart of the city 
centre. It is Grade I listed and is housed in five interconnected halls: 
the 1904 hall, the 1875 hall, a 1930s extension, and two ‘temporary’ 
hangar structures which form the rear of the indoor market. These 
were added in 1976 and 1981 following a fire at the market. There is an 
open daily market at the rear of the building on the land between the 
indoor market halls and the bus station, which is immediately adjacent 
to the Milgarth Police Station. A £650m mixed retail development by 
Hammerson (Eastgate Quarters) covering 1 million sq ft has recently 
been received outline planning permission for Phase 1, which will 
reconnect the markets with the core retail offer to the west and north. 
It is anticipated that Phase 1 of the Eastgate Quarters development will 
be completed by 2016.

The Markets Service turns over between £3.5m and £4m per annum. 
The overall operating surplus including overheads and capital charges 
is currently £1.5m. 

However the above assets come with significant associated liabilities, 
particularly in terms of the maintenance of fabric of the Grade I listed 
buildings.  Two ‘hangar like’ structures which form the rear of the 
indoor market, erected after a devastating fire in 1975, are showing 
signs of their age, particularly the roof which is nearing the end of its 
life and getting beyond economical repair. 

A recent condition survey put the works necessary at an estimated 
£4.5m.

Leeds markets are currently wholly owned and managed by Leeds 
City Council through its Markets service. Leeds City Council owns the 
Market Charter rights.

The Markets service is responsible for managing and developing all 
the council’s retail markets, street trading and licensing commercial 
markets in the Leeds district. Its flagship is the Kirkgate Market which is 
located in the city centre and attracts over 10 million visitors annually. 
An important part of this feasibility study has to work closely with 
the council, its Market Management team and independent market 
specialists to ensure the capital interventions proposed in this report 
through the individual improvement Elements and overall development 
Themes take into account, as far as is possible, the business and 
commercial needs and objects of the market.

The pedestrian links to and from the market are somewhat inconsistent 
with the 1904 hall having much the stronger links to shoppers, indeed 
the entrances at George Street are less inviting to new visitors and 
shoppers, due to the lack of charm at the current entrances from 
George Street, therefore at present it is difficult to find new visitors and 
suffers poor street presence.

The following matters have informed our thinking in the production 
of this study and are to be carefully considered by the Council in 
progressing improvements to the Market.  

The internal layout of the Kirkgate Market is designed on a •	
formalised grid system and is therefore permeable, however, 
pedestrians do not appear to circulate round the market but walk 
in the most direct route through the market, therefore producing 
secondary areas of pedestrian flows, especially at the periphery. 
Much of the pedestrian flow patterns can be attributed to the quality 
of the surrounding attractiveness of the retail outlets. 

Signage within the market halls needs to be reviewed as at the •	
present time is inconsistent. 

The needs of people with disabilities will be an integral part of the •	
design process; accessibility for all applies to every aspect of any 
urban environment and re-development. 

The quality of the street environment on George Street needs to be •	
improved substantially during refurbishment works; it feels like a 
back house service road rather than an important pedestrian link to 
the entrance to the market. 

The Kirkgate Market is a listed building with great historic value and 
architectural significance. In any new regeneration and refurbishment 
initiatives, the integrity of the design and building can be retained, 
with appropriate new interventions that will enhance the quality of the 
historic environment whilst achieving a modern feel to the market. 

The quality of stalls displays varies through the market. Predominantly 
non-food stalls have on the whole been put together with little care and 
consideration by the traders. Generally stallholders do not appear to 
have invested in quality lighting, innovative signage, or merchandising 
systems maybe with the exception of Butchers Row.

One of the key debates is the value of public car parking to the market; 
most traders believe that good and valued car parking provision is a 
valuable asset to the future development of the market. The loss of 
suitable car parking in the immediate vicinity to the market without 
suitable replacement, would constrain the types of customer using 
the Market, the range of goods sold, the hours over which the Market 
would be used and the type of activities that could take place.

Traders are in general geared to delivering improvements, especially 
since the uncertainty over the future of the Market is a continuing 
source of anxiety. The Council has already made very positive moves 
to improve communications with traders by holding tenant meetings 
and issuing newsletters relating to the proposed development. These 
initiatives should continue and be stepped up as the recommendations 
of the feasibility study are implemented.

4. Market Analysis and Concept Development 

Existing view of Fish and Game Row Existing view of Butchers Row
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Fresh food, particularly fresh meat, fish, fruit and vegetables, are an 
important part of the user mix at Kirkgate Market. This is recognised 
by the market Management Team on the importance of this fresh food 
sector and the competitiveness between so many traders results in 
the popularity and loyalty from shoppers. The market has a reputation 
for value in these commodities and a large majority of the existing 
customers visit the market for that very reason. This is a major strength 
that has kept the market going for many years, and well publicised by 
the Leeds Markets Management Team.  However that said, Butchers 
Row and the fish traders lack a real identity that is apparent in other 
traditional retail markets for example Bury & Nottingham that have their 
own traditional independent Fish and Meat Halls. This is a major selling 
and promotional opportunity for the new redevelopment and should be 
considered essential in any new market re-development.

It is considered that the importance of meat, fish and greengrocery 
sectors need to be strongly represented and must continue to act as 
anchor users. In addition there is a need to step up on the promotional 
efforts of the Markets Management Team and further encourage 
successful food specialists such as coffee, tea traders as well as game/
egg traders and encourage diversity in the increase of ethnic food 
goods. All these commodities where possible should be separately 
zoned in their own avenue. This would ensure healthy competition and 
make it user friendly for customers to easily find the stalls they seek.
. 
The demands and trends to improve the current market environment 
include: 

Improvement of the market internal environment; •	

Improvement of the pedestrian links to surrounding areas; •	

Creation of an attractive environment around the Kirkgate Market •	
by covering the adjacent streets especially George Street with 
enhanced public realm attractions; 

The opportunity to further develop  a new identity for Kirkgate •	
Market as a landmark attraction within the city of Leeds; 

The development of further enhanced markets and events and an •	
upgrade of the existing outdoor market.

Finally the purpose of the feasibility study is to define how to achieve 
one of the best traditional markets in the country by means of 
refurbishment, redevelopment, management and improvements in 
tenant mix.

The combination of history, architecture, location and existing strengths 
of the Kirkgate Market make this a realistic and achievable goal.   

4.2  Architectural Analysis 

Kirkgate Market is established within the city centre context. Historically 
the site has reacted to changing needs and trends, often through 
the creation of significant built form. The resulting architectural form 
was created not only to establish the market as a key city trading 
destination but also to promote the city regionally and nationally as 
being vibrant and successful. Over the last thirty years, the market’s 
prominence has slipped, due to changes in shopping habits, customer 
expectations, forced building change and the evolving shift in city 
centre shopping patterns through the creation of individual shopping 
arcades or quarters.

The reactive architectural form consisting of the 1976 and 1981 halls, 
resulting from the major 1975 fire, conflicts significantly with the 
historic architectural form created in 1904 to Vicar Lane and completely 
obscures the significant historical assets formed of the 1875 Block 
Shops. The feasibility study has explored and advocates strong 
intervention along George Street, which reflects historical precedent 
for a ‘grand’ response to its surroundings. The study presents possible 
solutions to George Street, how the 1976 and 1981 buildings can be 
addressed to create a coherent legible building both internally and 
externally in which the market can be laid out to complement the 
enhanced environment created by the 1904 and 1875 refurbishment. A 
strong need to blend a more flexible outdoor trading environment with 
the internal trading and improved overall public realm spaces has been 
established and the study explores how this could be delivered.

The planned construction of the Eastgate Quarters retail development 
to the North side of the site presents a significant opportunity for 
Kirkgate Market to harness reinvigorated interest in this area of the 
city and re-establish itself as a shopping destination and broaden 
its appeal to a wider demographic. The feasibility study has looked 
at Kirkgate Market as a component within a city centre Masterplan, 
with strong links formed with the Eastgate retail development and the 
existing Kirkgate Quarter to the south of the site, which is the subject 
of a strategy for regeneration. It is important for long term sustainability 
that Kirkgate Market and its neighbours components react to their 
immediate setting within the city rather than continue to exist as single 
standalone entities.

The feasibility study addresses this through, for example the creation 
of a North South axis through the market complex to improve 
permeability and reinforce existing linkages.

The market building as a whole is Listed Grade I, making it of national 
significance. However, it is clear that some elements contribute to 
this more than others, the 1875 Block Shops and the 1904 Vicar Lane 
construction being the key parts.

The 1875 Block-Shops
Each Blockshop is about the size of a domestic garage, two storey in 
height and arranged in a grid layout. They form the oldest surviving 
element following the 1975 fire and have since been subsumed into 
the site as a whole. Part of this process included the addition of a 
common roof over former open-air walkways between each unit. Each 
Blockshop has up to 6 tenanted units. With a stall-riser at ground 
floor level the first floor windows have attractive arched brickwork 
now marginally obscured by the 1994 roof additions (smoke extracts 
and rooflights). Most surfaces are painted brickwork. The first floor 
spaces are used as storage, accessed by internal stairs. Originally the 
Blockshops incorporated their own chimneys. To address the sloping 
floor each Blockshop stands on a wedge-like plinth, the thinner part to 
the west, the thicker to the east, creating a step into each Blockshop, 
the size of which varies with location and layout.

The 1904 Extension
This	ornate	stone	construction	designed	by	John	and	Joseph	Leeming	
develops their earlier work at Halifax market. The following text is taken 
from Pevsner Architectural Guides: Leeds, by Susan Wrathmell: “It 
provides an extravagant display in Flemish style, with Art Nouveau 
detailing, from Thewis & Co’s draped well-fed putti supporting the 
entablature between shops on the ground floor, to the elaborate 
chimneys, balustrades, domes and steeple of the skyline. Inside the 
restored market hall the atmosphere is rich and airy. The massive steel 
and	cast	iron	structure	by	J.	Bagshaw	&	Sons,	engineers	of	Batley,	
has a total of twenty-eight clustered Corinthian columns supporting 
a glazed clerestory, lantern roofs and central octagon carried on 
lightweight trusses. Fierce dragons support the gallery, reached via 
spiral stone staircases at the corner entrances. These have moulded 
inner arches of Burmantofts faience and walls lined with glazed bricks.”

Historical 1904 Iron Work
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Tenants in the 1904 area have separate first floor stock storage facilities 
which are not connected to their units. These originally formed butchers’ 
preparation areas accessed via communal stairs. While the 1904 building 
stands as an entity it trades as two parts. The shop frontages fronting 
onto Vicar Lane are subject to long leases to the individual tenants who 
trade independently of Kirkgate Market. The stalls within the Market which 
back onto these shops are a part of Kirkgate market itself. This feasibility 
design commission excludes the Vicar Lane leased shops. The 1904 area 
includes a number of food stalls, discharging smells into the air above 
having passed first through grease filters mounted on their respective 
roofs. There is a limit to the appropriate concentration of such stalls given 
the need to maintain air quality whilst acknowledging that markets are 
places of such diversity.

The 1930s Extension
Standing along a part of the George Street frontage is the double 
internal run of stalls known as “Butcher’s Row” with other shop units 
facing onto the street. Effectively there are 14 purpose-built identical 
butcher’s shops on the north side with 10 adapted stalls within the 
Blockshops on the south side. The northern shops are serviced by a 
rear alley. Each unit here has a dedicated store and WC.

The 1976 Extension
The hall is formed with steel columns at about 16m intervals rising to 
about 11m supporting a deep space-deck roof construction. The external 
elevation is clad in profiled metal sheeting. Inside, the rear of this sheeting 
shows in some places while other internal faces have painted sheet 
material, some of which is asbestos. The junction of the 1976 roof structure 
and the 1875 has been investigated. The 1976 roof rises well above the 
1875 with maintenance access between the two along a wide gutter. 

The 1981 Extension
Of a similar form to the 1976, this hall abuts the other for which it 
provides some structural support. Along the George Street frontage 
are two storey brick shop units with offices at the first floor level. These 
were built in the 1980s. The dark red bricks and heavily articulated 
form are typical of the era. Grey slate roof tiles complete these bland 
forms. They include two entrances to the market offices above. Shops 
located onto George Street are thereby able to trade after the market 
has closed and this is important to the current occupiers. Of equal 
importance to the occupiers is the fact that shoppers also have access 
to these shops from the market side.

The 1996 Elevation Works
The 1976 and 1981 extensions were refaced along the east elevation 
with a leaf of brickwork to about 4m high and an array of columns with 
canopies similar to those in the city centre. The cylindrical columns of 
this metallic construct rise to just above the 1976-81 roof level.

The Outdoor Day-market
The outdoor trading area is sometimes referred to as the outdoor 
market and sometimes as the day market. For clarification – those 
tenants wishing to trade for a day in this open-air space on an adhoc 
basis may turn up on the day in question and rent space. Most 
attend regularly. About 200 brightly-coloured roofed fixed stalls are 
arranged in a grid layout. The hard wearing surface is formed from 
block paviours. Stalls are powered by means of “uprights”. Servicing 
the outdoor market is strictly controlled in order to prevent vehicular 
movements amongst pedestrians. After early morning deliveries, from 
9.30 am, bollards at the George Street entrance achieve this. One 
exception is the occasional activities of the City Cleansing team as 
they go about their business of keeping the area tidy and moving their 
vehicles offsite to attend other parts of the city centre. At these times 
a banksman is used. It would be good to achieve a new configuration 
that designs out this need.

Scale and Massing
The urban grain of the area shows a broadly orthogonal street layout 
orientated north south - east west, arranged as a framework of about 
three hierarchies - the major streets like Vicar Lane; the lesser streets 
like New York Street and the minor alleys that run between. Kirkgate 
provides an exception to this layout, running at an angle from the 
parish church to the market. Sitting within this grid the market has 
one of the largest single footprints in the area. The magnitude of the 
market area becomes clear on seeing the scale of the shop units in the 
surroundings. The other buildings on a similar scale are the Playhouse 
and DHSS building. The Eastgate Quarters scheme will also bring units 
of a comparable size. 

The height of the markets varies with the different elements that 
compose it.

As the tallest element, the 1904 block on Vicar Lane, has a •	
basement storey, it’s very tall ground floor topped by 3 generous 
storeys on top with attic rooms above. Collectively these rise about 
25m, excluding the domes. Behind this Vicar Lane frontage stands 
the glass and metal trading stalls area which rises to a similar 
height.

The 1875 block-shops stand about 8.5m high. These are obscured •	
from view by the buildings encircling them, including the 1976 and 
1981 halls which rise to about 12m. Even taking into account the 
slope of the site these buildings dominate the area they sit in.

The Vicar Lane element, built at a time of huge competition between 
Councils, was built to impress. The 1904 building is a massive 
structure in itself, but the use of articulation, ornament and scale brings 
this down satisfactorily. 

Internal view of the 1904 Hall View of 1904/Leeming House taken from New York Street
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By contrast, the other parts of the market are large unadorned blocks 
of a scale seldom found anywhere else within the city centre. Again, 
the 1904 building displays a varied juxtaposition of materials (brick, 
steel, glass, terracotta, timber) and colour. Meanwhile the 1976 and 
1981 halls are very large areas of standard masonry plinth, brickwork 
and sheeting materials presenting an industrial aesthetic.

While the Vicar Lane 1904 element can be described as having a highly 
ornamented and articulated elevation with large areas of glazing, the 
1930’s element is a very flat and unadorned surface. The 1980’s shops 
and offices are more articulated but still of limited adornment. The 1976 
and 1981 halls have extremely plain surfaces and a flat roofscape. The 
more interesting fabric of the 1875 Blockshops with its domestic scale 
and rhythm are however subsumed into the surrounding fabric.

1904 Balcony
The upper levels of the 1904 market hall have not been accessible to 
the general public for many years. Indeed there is an unused café, 
installed after the original completion date (now temporarily converted 
to a meeting room). There is a desire to bring this back into use as 
a cafe, replacing it with something more suited to current needs and 
catering legislation. English Heritage has endorsed the removal of 
the existing, and in principle to widen the balcony. Fire escape routes 
through Leeming House need to be retained. Uses on the balcony 
could, include arts and crafts workshops, cafe linked to a trading stall 
within the market or as lettable space for incubator units. A further 
consideration is the option to allow the balcony area to function 
as a separate entity out of hours (with or without other hospitality 
areas elsewhere). However, during stage 1 consultation no strong 
suggestions came forward so this would need to be further considered 
at RIBA Stage C.

Site Condition and Suitability 
The market site was partially developed with residential, commercial 
and industrial buildings, prior to the first permanent market building 
being erected in the 1850’s. This was demolished and replaced with 
a new market hall, (1904), with Block Stalls and a fish and pig market 
being built, so by the 1890s the site was predominantly given over to 
the market trade. The site continued to be redeveloped with a new 
market hall and, meat market and slaughterhouse. By 1938 the mill 
buildings in the north east corner were demolished, and the derelict 
land used as car parks. More developments came in the 1950s and 
1960s, then a fire in 1975 destroyed most of the market hall. The 
market hall had a phased rebuild, with new halls built in 1976 and 
1981. Following the clearing of old buildings in the south eastern 
corner a multi-storey car park was built by 2004. The site has not been 
redeveloped since.

In the vicinity of the site, the city of Leeds has changed from a mix of 
residential, commercial and industrial usage to mainly commercial. 
Industry has included, over the years, woollen and flour mills, dye 
houses, saw mills and timber yards, shoe factories and engineering 
works, a bus station and a railway. Timble Beck runs southwards, in 
culvert, just east of the site. The River Aire is 200m south of the site. 
Whilst the study finds several significant contamination sources, in the 
absence of chemical testing data and detailed near surface ground 
investigation information from within the site area, it is not possible 
to confirm whether or not significant pollutant linkages are present. 
As noted earlier, contamination potential will need to be assessed 
within the scope of a phased investigation. That investigation should 
include an initial hand-pitting investigation targeting the shallow made 
ground in the vicinity of the former slaughter house and woollen mill to 
determine the presence or absence of anthrax spores. 

On completion of the initial investigation, it is proposed a more 
comprehensive geo-environmental investigation can then be carried 
out comprising a number of boreholes and trial pits formed throughout 
the site area targeting the highlighted sensitive areas. The boreholes 
are required to confirm the ground conditions, to obtain samples for 
testing, and to allow the installation of gas and groundwater monitoring 
wells. The trial pits are required to examine in detail the shallow ground 
conditions of the site.

Appropriate geotechnical testing should also be carried out on the natural 
strata and made ground along with pH and sulphate tests. The site is 
not considered to be stable from a coal mining point of view. Sources of 
landfill and ground gas identified. The underlying rocks are classified as 
a secondary aquifer of variable permeability, with the soils having varying 
leaching potential. Part of the site is at risk from 1 in 100 year flooding 
according to the EA and SFRA. Sources of contamination have been 
identified. Radon protection is not necessary for new buildings.
The archive boreholes indicate made ground across the site, ranging in 

depth from 1.82m to 5.76m bgl, indicating probable backfilled cellars. 
Foundations in areas of deep made ground will have to be deepened, 
possibly by piling.

Shallow mining is likely to be limited to near the surface as evidenced 
by the deep made ground. Within influencing distance of foundations, 
this will have to be dealt with appropriately, by grouting, re-engineering 
of the fill or replacement with a more suitable material. It should also 
be noted that alluvial soils along the eastern boundary of the site will 
necessitate deepened foundations, possibly piles.

Internal view of the 1904 market taken at balcony level External Market towards the bus station
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Final choice of any foundation type will depend on the outcome of 
further ground investigation appropriate to the intended development. 
A ground investigation by trial pits/boreholes should be carried out 
to assess the foundation requirements for any proposed construction 
works. Depending on the location of the buildings within the site this 
should include an assessment of the following:-

Geological profile beneath the intended building layout; •	

Presence and extent of any shallow coal workings; •	

Establish if any foundations/cellars remain from the previous •	
developments; 

The ground bearing characteristics to ascertain a suitable depth/•	
stratum for founding; 

Groundwater regime if encountered; •	

Possible egress of landfill gas from the features identified by this •	
study; 

Properties of sub-grade with regard to carriageway design for any •	
new roads or hard standings; 

If soakaway drainage is required, soakaway tests across the site; •	

The investigations should include tests for contamination on the •	
natural/made ground and any groundwater arising. These tests 
will need to be targeted at potential hot spots related to potential 
source locations identified by this study. 

Generally, the Kirkgate Market buildings are performing as constructed 
to do but exhibit varying degree of deterioration. The worst affected 
building elements are no longer operating as originally designed and 
constructed to do and therefore require urgent attention. This is further 
expanded upon in our Theme 1 proposals and reference is to be made 
to the schedule of maintenance works (included in Appendix VIII) for a 
list of items.

Surrounding Area and Developments
 The Market is located in a well connected urban area on the eastern 
edge of the city centre ‘retail circuit,’ just a short walk east of the city 
train station and adjacent the main bus and coach station. With the 
Trinity Shopping Centre nearing completion and the Eastgate Quarters 
planning application progressing, the location of the market is key to 
the ongoing regeneration of this part of the City Centre and generating 
additional footfall in the area. 

The Surrounding Area of the market comprises the following: 

The Victoria Quarter; •	

City Centre Bus and Coach Station; •	

The Corn Exchange; •	

NGT Route – to be constructed; •	

NCP Multi-Storey Car park; •	

The River Aire.•	

Main retail linkages are from Vicar Lane, Victoria Quarter, King Edward 
Street, Briggate and Kirkgate Quarter, and make up the primary retail 
circuit in Leeds.

Current and proposed developments such as the Trinity and Eastgate 
projects will have a major effect on the retail circuit and will shift the 
effective centre of gravity for retailing within the city centre. In order to 
prevent any decline in the use of the market it is vital to ensure that it 
is well connected into this developing landscape and is perceived as a 
primary destination on the retail route.

The proposals for the adjacent Eastgate & Harewood Quarter have 
been recognised within the market proposals in terms of capitalising 
on the new pedestrian routes, predominantly the north-south axis, 
running through the Harewood Quarter, parallel to Vicar Lane and 
delivering shoppers directly to the 1904 side entrance to the market. A 
proposed new main artery running north-south through the market will 

not only link the Eastgate Quarters with the Kirkgate Quarter and the 
Corn Market, but it will also provide the market with a greater level of 
flexibility and permeability into the market.

The	Eastgate	Quarters	development	will	include	a	260,000sq	ft	John	
Lewis anchor store directly adjacent to the current open market. 
The first phase of the development (Harewood Quarter) is due to 
commence in 2014 for proposed completion in 2016.

Surrounding Retail Areas:
Other surrounding retail areas include the following:

Victoria Quarter – popular, high end shopping arcade linking •	
directly to Eastgate; 

Corn Exchange & Kirkgate Quarter – Established retail area of •	
cultural and heritage significance; 

The Core – Established Shopping Centre, refurbished in 2010; •	

Merrion Centre – Established Shopping Centre to the North of the •	
City Centre, currently undergoing refurbishment; 

Trinity – New Shopping Centre, currently under construction for •	
completion Spring 2013; 

Wellington Place – MEPC retail and commercial ongoing •	
development West of the City Centre.

The image overleaf highlights the position of the market and its relative 
neighbours. Throughout the feasibility study the project team has 
maintained regular dialogue with adjoining developments to ensure 
that the market fully acknowledges future plans and the changing 
landscape within the East of the City.

Market view from Vicar Lane
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Site context analysis sketch
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The Urban Design Principles of Leeds City Council
 In carrying out the feasibility study we have been aware that the 
Council has “Ten Urban Design Principles” which should be used by all 
those influencing urban design quality throughout Leeds. However for 
the Kirkgate Market feasibility study, the Council has directed our team 
to five specific urban design principles set out here. 

The site sits on a West/East axis with Vicar Lane running North/South 
on the West Boundary; Running West/East is the 1904 stage of the 
development. These are Grade I listed, consisting of Leeming House 
facing Vicar Lane with a 2 storey cast iron glazed roof market behind/to 
the East. Continuing to run to the east is the 1875 Butchers and Game 
rows/blocks, some of which have been lost as a result of fires. Further 
to the East are the 1976 and 1981 modern market buildings, and 
further still to the East is the open market adjacent to the bus station.

The NPS Group can confirm that it has ensured the feasibility project 
team has upheld, promoted and used these principles as set out 
below.

Principle 1. General (creative inter-disciplinary teams,  
analysis-based approach)

Creative inter-disciplinary teams; •	
 
Analysis-based approach. 

Principle 2. Use (people, activity, community safety, regeneration) 

Putting people first; •	

Natural surveillance; •	

Comfort; •	

Sustainability; •	

Maintenance; •	

Appropriate innovation; •	

Extension opportunities; •	

Wider area in Leeds. •	

Principle 3. Movement (access (vehicles and pedestrians), linkages, 
easy to find your way) 

Access•	 ; 

Pedestrian-dominant place•	 ; 

Pedestrian routes/ crossings•	 ; 

Legibility•	 ; 

Pedestrian through routes•	 ; 

Access for all•	 ; 

Delivery access•	 . 

Principle 4 Space (landscape/ spatial framework, hierarchy of types 
(public/private), linked spaces) 

Hierarchy/ range of spaces•	 ; 

Sense of space•	 ; 

Respond to the activities•	 ; 

Use of materials/ floorscape•	 ; 

Edge/ boundary treatment•	 ; 

Topography/ levels•	 ; 

Vehicle access•	 ; 

Natural daylighting•	 ; 

Tree planting and other landscape•	 ; 

Habitats•	 ; 

Public art•	 ; 

Lighting•	 ; 

Signage•	 ; 

Street furniture•	 . 

Principle 5. Form (massing of buildings, orientation, presence to the 
street, architecture, style)

Retained features; •	

Massing of buildings Skyline; •	

Street presence; •	

Gridded nature; •	

Architectural style; •	

High quality material. •	
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View towards George Street 1904 ‘Bookend’ gable
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 Consideration to the Urban Design Principles and Our Response
We have met regularly with the Council’s conservation team, Urban 
Design Champion, technical advisers, senior architectural and planning 
advisers throughout the feasibility study stages and ensured that the 
success criteria that the Council has applied to the process has been 
taken into account and achieved as fully as is possible.

In broader urban design terms the design process adopted by the 
NPS team and the emerging design themes that have resulted also 
respond to a further set of design principles that have been advocated 
by the LCC design panel. These principles recognise that any 
design initiatives or proposed developments should contribute to the 
‘rebuilding’ and reinforcement of the concept of the city being a place 
for people and social interaction and should seek to mend the ‘warp 
and weft’ of urban fabric where it has been compromised by previous 
development. 

The team believes that it has taken this ethos into account and has 
responded accordingly as set out below.

Reconnected
The market as currently configured faces challenges from not only 
proposed new developments, such as Trinity and Eastgate, but also 
changing social and demographic trends. If the market is to survive 
in the long term it needs to reconnect itself with the city centre and 
the people of Leeds. It needs to become capable of responding and 
adapting to change whilst becoming more efficient and attractive to a 
wider range of potential customers. Throughout the feasibility study the 
design team has ensured that they maintain dialogue with adjoining 
development to ensure that the market is fully acknowledged in their 
proposal. For the market this has resulted in a proposal to redevelop 
the single storey retail spaces which face onto George Street with a 
more appropriate 3 or 4 storey block that will match the massing of the 
new Eastgate scheme and provide a homogeneous streetscape that 
matches the scale of the eastern end of Leeming House.

Skyline
Currently the markets skyline is defined by the 1904 Leeming House 
building that wraps itself around the glazed sectionof the covered 
market. Leeming House abruptly ends on George Street with a gable 
end that is mirrored on New York Street. To all intents this looks as 
if there were originally plans to extend the ‘wrapping’ of the market 
with a grander set of facades, however this did not occur and around 
1905 the open market was enclosed with a series of four pitched roof 
structures aligned on the east west axis of the market. In 1975 a major 
fire occurred that destroyed these structures and they were replaced 
with a much simpler anonymous box type structure that did not make 
reference to the alignment and, scale and rhythm of the original 
covered market.

The intention of the emerging design proposal is to respect the scale 
and rhythm of the original buildings by ensuring that their key historical 
features are not competed with and that wherever feasible fabric and 
structure that has been concealed will be revealed. The proposals 
allow for two options to redevelop the eastern end of the market. The 
first is by retaining and adapting the existing space frame structure, by 
cutting back the current facades and replacing them with a much more 
transparent enclosure, thus revealing the interior of the market. The 
second option would see the existing space frame totally removed and 
replaced with a smaller pitched roof structure that acknowledge the 
scale and rhythm of the original covered market.

In either instance the main skyline landmark feature of Leeming House 
with its distinctive pitched roofs, domes and turrets would remain 
unaffected.

Connected
The market is currently situated on the edge of the city centre ‘retail 
circuit. Current and proposed developments such as the Trinity 
Quarter, and Eastgate will have a major effect on this circuit and will 
shift the effective centre of gravity for retailing within the city centre. In 
order to prevent any further decline in the use of the market it is vital to 
ensure that it is well connected into the retail circuit and is perceived as 
a primary destination on the retail circuit.

In order to be seen as a primary destination the market will need to 
address issues such as quality and choice across a whole range of 
products and cost levels and then ensure that what it can offer is 
well publicised and understood by its current and potential clientele. 

Physically it is vital to reinforce existing linkages to neighbouring 
areas of the city centre and specifically address the new Eastgate 
development by opening up and aligning a new central arterial route to 
the	prime	anchor	attraction	of	the	John	Lewis	store.

The provision of the new main artery will not only link the Eastgate 
Quarters with the Kirkgate Quarter and the Corn exchange, but it will 
also provide the market a greater level of flexibility by allowing it to 
shut down certain areas but maintain access to others thus enabling a 
greater variety of activities and events to take place within and around 
the market complex. Measures will also be introduced to ensure that 
links between the market area and the bus station and future NGT 
provision are enhance to encourage an increase in footfall across the 
site.

Covered
The market will continue to provide a unique covered environment for 
its primary function of retailing however this will be further enhanced 
by the provision of a series of flexible spaces that can be adapted for a 
variety of different activities. Unlike a contemporary shopping complex 
the market provides shelter from the elements but does not attempt to 
provide a fully tempered ‘shirt sleeves’ environment. By working with 
nature rather than against it a less artificial sustainable environment 
can be created. Externally it is envisaged that the open market will be 
redeveloped and provide a series of outdoor ‘rooms’ with some shelter 
from the elements that again will provide a lively and colourful retail 
environment but with the ability to support the wider social functions of 
a city centre.

Green
Within a ‘hard’ urban setting it is often difficult to soften the 
environment due to lack of space. However the proposals for the 
market envisage that the open market area could be redeveloped to 
provide a much more flexible and adaptable area for trading and social 
events and distinct zones could be defined by introducing planting 
and trees that will provide a degree of shelter and locally moderate 
the micro climate. Internally within the main circulation routes of the 
market it will be possible to introduce planting in the form of suitable 
containerised trees that will not only provide visual screening but also 
act as localised sun screens and microclimate regulators.

Viaduct
The viaduct that runs through the city from the east to the main Leeds 
station is an important landmark and reference point which also acts 
as a physical barrier that limits the number of north south crossing 
points in the city centre. The reinforcement of north south links across 
and through the market will improve permeability and encourage 
pedestrians towards the Kirkgate Quarter and the river zone beyond 
this. The proximity of the market to the viaduct means that the market 
and its immediate environment are visible from passengers on trains 

Leeds City Council Signage
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and hopefully an increased level of activity and events within the 
market area make passengers curious as to what take place in this 
area of the city centre.

Waterfront
The proximity of the River Aire to the south is not immediately apparent 
from the market, however the improved north, south links for this area 
through the Kirkgate Quarter will open up and reinforce the potential 
for enhanced pedestrian areas that from part of the City centre 
transportation plans.

Cultural
The emerging design proposals envisage that there will be flexible 
space provided both inside and outside the new market complex. 
The provision of these spaces is intended to broaden the scope and 
possibilities for social, education and entertainment activities in and 
around the market. Within the indoor market a new central heart 
space has been provided off the main pedestrian artery. This will be 
formed with a level surface producing a raised dais of approximately 
35 x 35 metres (equivalent to 3 tennis courts or a or five aside pitch, 
indoor bowls), the space would be naturally lit via a large glazed roof 
with natural ventilation. The area could either be laid out for pop up 
stalls to support specialist market events or laid out as a performance, 
exhibition / or sports area. The area could be isolated from the rest of 
the market and access provided via the arterial route so that it could be 
used independently outside of market core opening hours. Externally 
the public realm will also be redeveloped to provide a mix and range of 
spaces not only for use by the open market but also for a broad range 
of social and seasonal events. These enhanced facilities could provide 
more accessible venues for some activities that are associated with 
the ‘cultural’ activities that take place within the Quarry Hill area, i.e. 
Northern Ballet, BBC, Yorkshire Playhouse.

4.3  Architectural Design Considerations 

The internal layout of the Kirkgate Market is designed on a formalised 
grid system and is therefore permeable, however, pedestrians do not 
appear to circulate round the market but walk in the most direct route 
through the market, therefore producing secondary areas of pedestrian 
flows, especially at the periphery. Much of the pedestrian flow patterns 
can be attributed to the quality of the surrounding attractiveness of the 
retail outlets.

The needs of people with disabilities will be an integral part of the 
design process; accessibility for all applies to every aspect of any 
urban environment and re-development. The quality of the street 
environment on George Street is very poor; it feels like a back house 
service road than an important pedestrian link to the entrance to the 
market.

The Kirkgate Market is an important example of a covered market in a 
listed building with great historic value and architectural significance. 
In any new regeneration and refurbishment initiatives, the integrity 
of the design and building can be retained, with appropriate new 
interventions that will enhance the quality of the historic environment 
whilst achieving a modern feel to the market. The quality of stalls 
displays varies through the market. Predominantly non-food stalls 
have on the whole put together with little care and consideration. 
Generally stallholders do not appear to have invested in quality 
lighting, innovative signage or merchandising systems maybe with the 
exception of Butchers Row.

Throughout the course of the feasibility study an inclusive process has 
been adopted to ensure that all know potential design drivers have 
been identified and then addressed.

Close liaison with LCC’s Design Review Panel has ensured that a 
design approach has resulted that acknowledges the urban design 
principles adopted by the Council. Acknowledging the surrounding 
retail competition and providing strong links to areas such as Eastgate 
, Trinity and the potential of the emerging Kirkgate Quarter have been 
proved to be key design drivers. This approach should ensure that 
any of the themes that are adopted and progressed to a development 
stage will fit with the overall vision for the city centre and provide a 
cohesive solution that mends and links the urban fabric rather than 
compete in an isolationist fashion.

The emerging themes also strongly acknowledge the historic context 
and architecture of the market. A large portion of the market is Grade 
I listed and as such has and will require very careful consideration 
together with any proposal to alter or add to its fabric. In this regard 
the design approach is to respect the existing historic fabric and 
wherever practical and possible reveal historic features that have been 

concealed by inappropriate past interventions. Any new structures 
that are proposed will be contemporary but complementary, utilising 
a sympathetic palette of simple but high quality materials that do 
not compete with the intricate nature of the Grade I structures. New 
structures will wherever possible aim to reveal and frame the market’s 
historic content rather than conceal it behind unsympathetic blank 
facades as presently occurs.

A further key design driver has been the establishment of clear and 
easily readable routes through the market complex, together with 
reinforced linkage to the surrounding public realm. Incorporating new 
routes through the market complex with primary activities linked directly 
into a new network of stalls and flexible spaces will improve permeability 
and legibility of the interior functions and spaces and provide 
opportunities for a variety of social events and functions to take place, 
thus breathing new life into the market complex. By adopting these 
various design approaches, the resulting new market will have a very 
clear layout and a set of character areas that will accommodate different 
retail aspects of a market and also improve its overall flexibility and ability 
to compete in a constantly changing economic environment.

Existing image of Stalls along Fish and Game Row Existing view within 1904 Hall from balcony
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Delivery’s, Vehicle, Movement, Waste Management, Storage  
and Operations
As part of the study we have reviewed and investigated how the 
existing market facility manages waste and deliveries. This has been 
undertaken through discussion with the Market Management, analysis 
on site and as part of intelligence gathering of both the building and 
wider context in which the facility sits.

At this stage definitive recommendations are not given, we do however 
advise of emerging thoughts in relation to possible management regimes 
or features that could be integrated as part of design development at the 
next stage once LCC have committed to a preferred design option.

Trader deliveries form a significant aspect of the market operation, with 
George Street being a fundamental element.  Through consultation 
with Hammersons relating to the Eastgate Scheme, we have been 
able to understand the approach developed by them with LCC 
highways. Any new development associated with the market on 
George Street or public realm concept will integrate delivery drop off or 
collection provision. There is and will remain a constant flow of vehicle 
movements associated with the trader operations. The agreements 
in place between the Market Management and city centre parking 
department allow dispensation to traders during peak times. Any new 
development or enhancement along George Street will require a review 
of current procedures and involve further consultation with interested 
parties as any scheme design develops.

Extensive vehicle movement occurs across the Open Market currently 
during periods of market set up and close down.  Emerging design 
concepts seek to maintain and integrate the existing north to south 
vehicle movement pattern. Changes which may occur to the buildings 
and public realm could include improvements such as shared surface 
delineation and automated bollards to improve vehicle and pedestrian 
management. 

A possible reduced market hall building foot print could enable the 
integration of a new trader delivery area to the rear of Westminster 
House, serviced from New York Street.  This could be linked to a new 
Fresh Food area within the building.  However, consideration will need 
to be made as to how this new service area integrates with the existing 
traffic flow into the adjacent multi-storey car park.

The Eastgate Quarter development will remove a significant amount 
of surface parking for both market visitors and traders.  Careful 
consideration will need to take place during further stages as to how 
this issue is tackled by the town centre and Market Management.  
The redevelopment of the Millgarth Police Station site as a car park 
associated to the Eastgate development provides opportunity which 
through discussion with Hammerson might enable LCC Markets to be 
allocated some operational parking.

 Waste Management & Storage
The existing waste management operation utilises the ground floor 
of the adjacent multi storey car park, where a central waste area is 
located, the operation of collection appears to work well in terms of 
segregating waste prior to its removal from site.  We would envisage 
limited change to the current arrangement.  Improvements could be 
considered to aid management in movement and segregation of waste 
from within the market halls to the central waste facility. There appears 
to be a need for smaller collection points within developed zones, 
where traders could separate and dispose of  their waste.  These 
discrete collection points could be serviced through the removal of 
waste during  quieter or closed market periods, using a sit on electric 
tow truck with trailers, enabling movement between the halls, across 
the Open Market to the central waste collection area.

Storage needs careful consideration, ultimately a revised layout needs 
to maximise stall area. New internal stall layouts could enable storage 
provisions to those trader groups that require it, to avoid health and 
safety issues arising through the storage of goods in a unsafe manner.   
Beyond the existing provision provided within the multi storey car 
park and balcony area of the 1904 hall, initial design development 
has not explored the integration of additional stand alone storage 
areas.  Possible improvements  will be explored to the existing storage 
facilities during the development of a preferred options which will  
assist  management  and trader efficiency. 

Disability Discrimination Act 
With consideration to the provisions under part M of the Building 
Regulation and the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) we are not 
aware of any DDA specific audit being undertaken of the existing 
market. From review of the condition survey reports however the below 
listed matters have been identified. 
 
 

Entry to Building
There is level access to all main entrances;•	

Parking Provisions
Dedicated disabled parking spaces are available outside the •	
market;

Reception
No public reception point required or exists;•	

Internal Circulation
Site is sloped but gradients are within acceptable recommended •	
limits. All circulation areas within the building have level access; 

Access to stalls are either ramped or stepped. Steps have varying •	
heights ranging between 20mm and 200mm; 

No lifts to balcony area however the balcony is currently used for •	
staff storage hence vertical access is managed thereby complying 
with the DDA requirements;

Toilet Facilities
There are toilets at ground level with disabled toilets with travel •	
distances within recommended limits;

Aids to Communication
No induction loops are provided in building;•	

Visual Aids
Lighting levels are within acceptable limits for the partially sighted; •	

Changes in level are dealt with by gradual gradient within •	
acceptable limits in circulation areas; 

Steps and ramps to stalls require visual aids; •	

Existing signage is within acceptable limits.•	

In summary, the existing provision for disabled access in terms of 
level access to main entrances, circulation areas and toilet provision is 
deemed acceptable. Dependant on the chosen option / theme of the 
Council to be progressed for RIBA stages C+, the stepped access to 
the stalls will need to be reviewed further to ascertain whether it can be 
reasonable to raise the level up the steps to provide a gradient at 1:20 
to all the stalls. Otherwise a management plan will need to be in place 
to demonstrate accessibility to all areas in particular entrance areas of 
the stalls. 

Furthermore we would recommend at the appropriate design stage 
that a full DDA and Access Review is undertaken as part of developing Existing George Street boundary forms a fundamental servicing interface currently and 

will continue to do so within the redevelopment scheme.
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the design proposals for the entire market with a focus on any 
proposed improvements and redevelopments works.  

Feasibility Surveys Commissioned   
Design drivers were identified by reference to the comprehensive set of 
existing material that had been compiled by LCC and the Markets team 
and through a series a consultation exercises and design workshops. 
Where it was felt that there were short comings in some of the 
material additional surveys were commission to ensure that accurate 
information was available.  

In particular a full level and dimensional survey was commission of 
the whole of the market since the existing drawn records proved to be 
piece meal. This comprehensive dimensional survey undertaken of 
the indoor and outdoor market with the exception of Leeming House 
has enabled creation of baseline information that has been used 
throughout the feasibility study by team members; it also provides the 
council with accurate information for next design stages. 

A further outcome of this survey was a 3D point cloud virtual model that 
accurately records the layout of the building to which photographic data 
and tenancy data can be reference for future asset management purposes. 

Given the complexities of the building and site topography a 3D 
laser scan was deemed necessary, as this has enabled creation of a 
comprehensive digital ‘point cloud’. From the digital data, accurate 
floor and roof plans, elevations and sections have been created.  
Numerous site/building sections have been generated from the digital 
information allowing the team to develop a good understanding of 
the complexity of the existing structural layout, stall locations and 
boundaries of the chronology of the markets development. 

All surveys were commissioned to sufficient detail to aid development 
and consultation with heritage bodies should works develop beyond 
feasibility stage.  

In addition to the site and building survey, an accommodation survey 
has been undertaken of the 1904 and 1875 aspects of the site. This 
has enabled a review of all area/room use’s to be established and an 
insight to what fixtures and fittings exist within surveyed spaces.  This 
has allowed the consultant team to quickly familiarise themselves with 
the building and gain a broad understanding to the extent and split of 
landlord, tenant and public areas.   

4.4  Building Services Design Considerations  

Survey and condition reports were undertaken to the 1875, 1904, 
1976 and 1981 halls by the Strategic Design Alliance. These reports, 
amongst the general condition of the market buildings etc. included 
condition reports on the existing mechanical and electrical services 
within each of the buildings of the Kirkgate Market. These surveys and 
reports were produced in 2010 with the surveys being undertaken in 
June	of	that	year.	For	the	1875/1904	buildings	it	has	been	identified	for	
the 1875 market that the replacement of the extract ventilation control 
system be undertaken and within the 1904 market that to provide roof 
mounted extract fans utilising possibly dual purpose smoke/general 
extract fans to replace the existing smoke extract fans, this would 
enable the fans to be used at a lower speed to mechanically ventilate 
the 1904 market in conjunction with opening the automated openings 
above each of the entrance doors. This would ensure a pull through of 
air into the 1904 market providing more comfortable conditions during 
periods of solar gain and warmer temperatures. Dual purpose smoke/
general purpose extract fans are not feasible due to the noise issue; 
please refer to the Ventilation Feasibility Report included in Appendix 
IX this report also details the other aspects of the smoke ventilation 
system that should be upgraded to the current regulations.

The actual details of the works to be undertaken in each of the 
themes and described further in Section 5 of this report, however 
the general approach to the mechanical and electrical engineering 
services proposals beyond Theme 1 where upgrading a new services 
installations as required would generally be as described below. 

Existing mechanical & electrical services to the Kirkgate Market cover 
the 1904 hall, 1875 hall, the 1976 market and the 1981 market hall. The 
1904 hall mechanical services are provided with an unmetered mains 
water service supply with main water service to the stalls, via underfloor 
ducts. Each stall is provided with a water supply below floor level to the 
stall unit. The electrical services to the 1904 hall are supplied from 2No 
LV switchrooms located within the lower ground floors from separate 
YEDL network LV supplies. From each LV switchroom metered 
submain supplies are provided to each retail unit final distribution 
board. The 1875 units are supplied directly from the YEDL LV network 
supply. The record information of below ground LV cable distribution 
illustrates there is a significant number of cables distributed around 
the market floors of the 1904 and 1875 halls. A separate detailed 
investigation is require to ascertain the extent of the supplies feeding 
units and those cables which may be redundant but may still be 
energised beneath the floor slab.

There are 2No substations – George Street and New York Street. It is 
not currently known if there is spare capacity available on each of the 
substations and enquiries will be required to ascertain if there is spare 
capacity, this will be explored further at the next design stage.

1904 Hall
The 1904 hall is also provided with a sprinkler installation which is 
mains served with the mains water service in the floor duct to the 
1904 sprinkler valve set which is in the basement below the Vicar 
Lane entrance. This installation is approximately 15 years old. It is 
noted that part of the sprinkler main runs across the balcony floor 
level at the perimeter. The 1904 hall is also provided with natural 
ventilation through a series of 18 powered roof opening vents working 
in conjunction with opening pivoting windows above the main 
entrance doors into the 1904 hall. It should be noted that currently 
this installation does not operate. The 1904 hall is also provided 
with mechanical smoke extract comprising approximately 26 roof 
mounted extract fans. From the survey report for this installation, we 
are understand that the fans are operational, however the control 
installation to the fans is faulty and not operating.

1875 Hall
The 1875 hall again is provided with mains fed sprinklers with the 
sprinkler valve sets located within the valve chambers at the back of 
New York Street. This system is a pre-action type sprinkler installation. 
The installation is approximately 15 years old. The 1987 hall is provided 
with mechanical ventilation in the form of a series of extract fans, 
extracting through the roof to move air through the hall. At this time 
these fans do not operate.

Smoke extract to the 1875 hall is provided by approximately 15 roof 
mounted extract fans to inlet air for the smoke vent to this hall from the 
1904 hall.

Each of the stalls within the 1875 hall is provided with mains water 
service, with the pipework running in floor ducts and popping up into 
each of the stalls. There is a meter pit serving the central part of the 
1875 hall and this meter pit is located in Butchers’ Row. Butchers’ 
Row is also served from a meter pit located just off George Street. 
The fish market in Game Row is provided with mains water from a 
metered supply located at the back of New York Street. The 1976 hall 
is provided with mains water from a high level main water service ring 
main. This ring main runs through the 1976 hall and feeds into the 1981 
hall, with drops from the high level ring main to each stall location. The 
mains water service, serving this ring main is a metered supply located 
within Plantroom 7 adjacent the back of New York Street.

For further details please refer to the 1875 and 1904 Ventilation 
Feasibility Report included in Appendix IX.
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1976 Hall
The 1976 hall is also served by a high level hose reel ring main, which 
also feeds into the 1981 hall. The 1976 hall is also provided with sprinklers 
served from the manifold room Plantroom 7 located at the back of New 
York Street. The sprinkler installation to the 1976 hall is approximately 35 
years old and is deemed to be beyond its economic life.

The 1976 hall is naturally ventilated, however there are no automated 
openings. The natural ventilation to the rear of the other market halls 
which are linked to it or via the entrance and exit doors to the 1976 and 
1981 halls. There is also no smoke extract provision to the 1976 hall.

1981 Hall
The 1981 hall is provided with mains water distribution running at 
high level. Connected to the mains installation serving the 1976 hall, a 
mains water service drops at high level into each stall. There is also a 
high level hose reel ring main serving the 1981 hall, again connected 
to the high level system serving the 1976 hall. The 1981 hall also has 
a sprinkler installation fed from Plant Room 7, sprinkler manifold plant 
room located adjacent the entrance of the back of New York Street. 
The sprinkler installation in this hall is approximately 31 years old and 
is deemed to be past its economical life. The 1981 hall has no smoke 
ventilation, nor powered mechanical ventilation. Ventilation to the hall 
is by natural means and is provided through entrance and exit doors 
from the 1981 hall and through the 1976, 1875 and 1904 halls.

Heating, Cooling and Ventilation
In general for all areas, that is the 1904, 1875, 1976 and 1981 halls there 
is no heating or cooling. It is in fact an untreated market. A number of 
stalls have cooling equipment, either associated with fridges or similar 
and these are particular to the individual stalls or shops. They are tenant-
owned equipment and generally sit on top of the stall discharging 
heat into the market space. Incoming mechanical services is limited to 
incoming mains water, either for sprinkler use or for water consumption 
at the individual stalls or use in toilets. The installations are mains 
supplied and the mains supply serving the 1904 hall at this stage is 
unmetered. The mains supply which serves the 1875, 1976 and 1981 
halls are all metered. The unmetered supply serving the 1904 hall enters 
the hall on Kirkgate. A supply serving the 1875 hall and Butchers’ Row 
are each located on George Street and on Butchers’ Row and supplies 
serving Fish Market Game Row and the 1976 and 1981 halls are located 
at back New York Street adjacent the entrance to the 1976 hall. 

Ventilation 
To further enhance the ventilation to the 1904 hall, it is also 
recommended that the existing smoke extract fans be replaced with 
dual speed smoke extract fans such that the smoke extract fans 
operating at the lower speed could work in conjunction with the natural 
ventilation openings during extremely warm periods to pull sufficient air 
through the 1904 hall to provide a more comfortable environment for 
the stall holders and the public.

Within the 1875 hall, are a number of mechanical extract fans 
which when operating apparently provide a sufficiently comfortable 
environment for both traders and the public. The intention would be to 
replace these fans with energy efficient units with speed control, which 
would be zoned and operated from temperature sensors enabling 
the fans to pull air through the 1875 market, again to try and provide 
reasonably comfortable conditions during particularly warm weather 
within the hall. All fan controls to both the 1904 and 1875 would be 
monitored and controllable through a Building Management System 
(BMS) with the BMS front end located within the Market Management 
suite enabling technical staff there to adjust set points for the control 
of the ventilation if required. This would also enable the fans to be 
monitored such that any fan fault could be identified and rectified by 
the maintenance engineers.

For the 1976 and the 1981 halls the proposal would be to introduce at 
roof level natural ventilation openings, this would very much depend on 
the capability of the roof and supporting structure to facilitate the natural 
ventilation louvre equipment at roof level and associated controls. In 
conjunction with the roof level openings, wall openings would also have 
to be introduced at lower level to provide sufficient input of air to operate 
the stack effect type ventilation system, ie cooler air entering at lower level, 
warming up and rising at higher level thereby inducing an air flow through 
the 1976 and 1981 market halls to offset higher summer temperatures.

Heating and Gas
Currently not one of the market halls heated. It is noted from the 
report titled Kirkgate Market ‘Simplifying its DNA’ that the issue of the 
market suffering from severe temperature fluctuations between day 
and night in between summer and winter is highlighted. Heating could 
be introduced, particularly to the 1976/1981 section of the market and 
heating could take the form of black tube type gas fired radiant heating. 
This type of heating is very directional, energy efficient and provides 
heating particularly to the aisle ways between the market stalls around 
these areas. thereby providing some degree of comfort to the public 
visiting the markets. However, if the stalls are covered, as most are, the 
stall holders may not benefit directly from such type radiant heating as 
they could be directly shaded from any radiant heat provision. However 
the radiant heating would heat up surfaces within the hall providing 
some lift in temperature making it more comfortable for the stall holders. 
It is also assumed that the stall holders would, if they require, install their 
own heating within their specific stalls for their personal use. 

To provide the gas fired radiant heating, this would necessitate the 
provision of a new incoming gas service with a gas main routed at high 
level round the 1976/1981 market area and the gas radiant heaters 
suspended from the supporting structure to the market. At this time 
we are advised that the existing structure will not support any form 
of additional weight and this would require to be investigated further. 
Alternatively floor standing warm air heaters could be located around 
the market and these could either be gas fired, these units would blow 
warm air into the 1976/81 market hall raising the ambient temperature 
within the hall. However it should be noted that as the roof and walls 
have very poor U values, that is thermal insulation, the heating load 
and hence CO2 emissions associated with such a load would be large. 
Heating the entire volume of the 1976/81 hall would require the warm 
air heaters to consume large amounts of energy/fuel to heat the total 
volume but the temperature stratification due to the heights would be 
enormous. The volume of air would also be replaced constantly with 
colder external air entering the hall either by infiltration or when doors 
open to allow people in and out of the halls.

Gas Provision
At present gas is provided to the Fish & Chip Shop and also to the 
Nail Bar within the George Street Shops. Each of these units has 
their own metered gas supply. Through our proposals we would look 
to reintroduce a gas supply to the market for heating purposes for 
Themes 3 and 4 as is further detailed in Section 5. It is proposed an 
emergency gas shut off system shall be included to the new heating 
system linked to the new fire detection system proposed.

View of existing 1904 Hall Roof
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Water & Toilet Considerations 
The water consumption for the market is given as total water 
consumption and at this time we have the water consumption for 
2010/11 and 2011/12.

Unfortunately at this stage we do not have any breakdown of water 
consumption, ie how much is used by toilets, catering, wash down or 
for any other purposes these are just total water consumption figures 
for the market.

The condition survey reports indentify and recommend the 
replacement and decommissioning of the existing roof top cold water 
storage tanks serving the 1904 toilets and replacing this with a mains 
supply. With regards to the sprinkler installations, particularly in the 
1875 market, it was recommended that the pre-action sprinkler system 
is upgraded to a full wet system and that there is a change from the 
mains fed sprinkler system which currently feeds the 1875 and 1904 
halls to a storage tank/pump system. For the 1976 and 1981 halls 
the report recommends that the domestic mains cold water pipe 
distribution is replaced, that the sprinkler systems distribution pipework 
systems are replaced due to their age, that natural/passive ventilation 
to the main market halls is introduced and that the domestic cold water 
services installation is chlorinated.

Sprinkler and Fire Safety Provision and Strategy 

From the recommendations within the survey and condition reports 
for 1875, 1904, 1976 and 1981 markets, along with a feasibility report 
for the installation of sprinkler cost options produced by the Strategic 

Design	Alliance	with	the	latest	revision	dated	20th	June	2011,	these	
reports identify that a sprinkler storage tank and pump installation 
should be utilised for the sprinkler installation at Kirkgate Market in 
accordance with BS EN 12845 : 2009. The building has a typical 
hazard classification of Ordinary Hazard OH2, hence as as part of 
the approach to the design, we would be initially suggesting that a 
135m3 storage tank, along with sprinkler pumped set with a separate 
incoming electrical supply and generator backup is provided, this tank 
and pump set would then provide pump mains water to each of the 
valve manifolds within the valve chambers to provide a pumped charge 
sprinkler installation to each of the market areas. The works would 
have to be phased to tie in with the themes and the phasing of the 
themes as described in section 5 below.

The entire fire alarm installation will require extensive alterations due to the 
planned phased themes and scope of the work proposed in accordance 
with BS5839 – 1 :2008. The installation in this event would benefit with 
replacement on a rolling programme through each theme. The atria would 
be provided with enhanced detection either through beam detection or 
an aspiration detection system. Small power distribution to landlord areas 
would be rewired on a rolling programme during each theme. The new 
installation will include links to the new sprinkler system, gas system and 
smoke control systems throughout the market.

The existing compartmentation within the market and where it adjoins 
other buildings/occupancies will required upgrading to the standards set 
out in  approved Document B (ADB) of the Building Regulations.  This 
will include compartmentation in Floor voids, upgrading of glazed roof 
lights/external windows, replacement of non compliant fire doors, fire 
stopping around service penetrations and amendments to smoke 
barriers.

All fire stopping materials, fire doors and glazing will be provided by 
Manufacturers who are members of a third party accredited scheme. 
The existing external fire hydrant positions shall be reviewed in line with 
section 15 Of ADB, BS 750 and BS 9990 with regards to numbers and 
their location from an entry point to the building. Fire brigade access to 
the building shall be reviewed and in line with section 16 Of ADB with 
regards to vehicle access and access to the perimeter of the building. 
The proposed fire safety strategy shall be discussed and approved by 
the building insurers, Building Control and West Yorkshire Fire Service 
prior to the installation of any system.

It is proposed that the existing 2No generator sets are proposed to 
be retained and undertake a complete overhaul complete with new 
refuelling systems. Associated electrical infrastructure controls and 
distribution to the smoke control equipment would be replaced.

Power and Lighting 
Energy efficient lighting themed approach shall be provided 
throughout the halls with enphasis on LED lighting technology. In 
particular the main open plan halls will be considered for the use of 
LED high bay lighting. The use of LED lighting offers both energy 
efficient lighting and low maintenance requirements due to the 
longevity of lamp and control gear. Automatic lighting controls will be 
provided offering daylight override control of the open plan areas and 
occupancy control for smaller defined areas.

The formation of new LV switchrooms ought to be provided to facilitate 
the provision of new LV submain distribution throughout. Each 
submain supply shall be separately metered and networked to enable 
landlord billing of the retail outlets directly to the tenant.

Existing emergency lighting system throughout the Market shall be 
upgraded to suit the requirements of BS 5266 – 1:2005. Existing 
exit signage throughout the Market shall be upgraded to suit the 
requirements of BS ISO 3864 – 1:2011.

Lightning Protection 
It is proposed the lightning protection system shall be replaced for new 
with surge suppression protective devices provided on all final distribution 
boards. It is proposed dependant on how the Council wish to proceed 
that new main equipotential and supplementary earthing system shall be 
provided throughout.

Security 
A number of security related issues have been raised which inform the 
feasibility study in particular with regards to the open market. A Secured 
by Design review will be undertaken at the appropriate design stage.

The existing CCTV system would be replaced and enhanced to provide 
coverage to more areas of the market. The security alarm systems 
would be replaced for new to suit the new and existing halls. Phasing 
considerations associated with the mechanical engineering services 
and electrical engineering services are dealt with further in section 5 of 
this report, however to accommodate each of the themes and phases 
within the themes the engineering services would require to be phased 
such that at all times occupied and operational areas are kept fully 
functioning.

1904 Hall Roof space
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4.5     Structural, Drainage and Highways Design Considerations 

Structural 
The elements requiring sensitive maintenance lie within the historic 
portions of the building. Corroding ironwork is in need of cleaning 
and repainting, with measures to install cathodic protection where 
necessary. In one instance an allowance for removing and replacing a 
corroding beam has been made. The limited interventions necessary 
within the historic fabric can be accomplished sympathetically while 
still satisfying the relevant design standards and regulations. Other 
structural maintenance works are restricted to the painting of steelwork 
and minor masonry repairs which are easily accomplished.

The 1875 hall is formed in loadbearing masonry with a timber roof 
structure. This existing structure will accommodate the proposed 
reroofing and internal alterations without difficulty. Westminster 
Buildings, which is proposed as new accommodation for the market 
offices, was refurbished and strengthened for retail and office 
use in the 1990s. The ‘hangar’ like 1976 and 1981 structures can 
function as ‘permanent’ buildings to the current design standards 
when supplemented with steelwork to carry any additional services 
loads. Their partial or sequential demolition would require careful 
consideration of both the temporary and permanent conditions of the 
retained portions and the adjacent structures. These halls could be 
reduced in size by the removal of whole bays. While this would allow 
the addition of perimeter extensions to form attractive elevations it 
also introduces the need for infill sections, particularly adjacent the 
proposed ‘artery’. The existing internal columns would need to be 
retained and the braced bays relocated.

It is proposed that the new-build retail and mixed use building 
on George Street, and the new Block Shop, be steel-framed with 
claddings to suit their locations. The use of a steel frame within any 
extensions, infills or replacement halls would allow the large clear 
spans desired. In all cases the foundations will need to extend through 
the existing made-ground into the underlying natural strata. It is 
envisaged that all but the George Street building will require piled 
foundations to achieve this. The design will also need to account for 
the presence of existing basements to the north-eastern corner of the 
1875 hall and the south-eastern corner of the 1976 hall.

The structural design will comply with the requirements of Part A of the 
Building Regulations applicable at the time of preparation. The design 
will conform to the relevant Eurocode for each material employed.

Drainage 
As a consequence of the CCTV survey undertaken of the drainage 
systems within Kirkgate Market it has been physically discovered that 
the system is in a relatively poor condition with a number of areas 
highlighted as being in urgent need of repair, collapsed or cracked 
pipes, or maintenance in the form of clearing silt from blocked or near 
fully blocked pipes. The drainage report has been forwarded to Leeds 
City Council with recommendations that this critical work, listed in the 
CCTV report summary, be undertaken in the short term to prevent 
blockages and flooding issues from occurring. 

There are other less serious faults such as low percentage silting, 
water pooling and minor cracking listed in the main report that will 
require less time critical attention.  

It is noted that some redundant systems were also surveyed and 
that some of the six instances of blocked pipes are within the system 
thought to be redundant. Furthermore the CCTV surveyors were 
unable to undertake surveys in the 1904 part of the market and sewers.

The full survey undertaken is appended to this study (Appendix X)

Highways
The majority of the Highways improvement work in the area will 
be undertaken by others. The highway works which fall under the 
responsibility of the Kirkgate Market redevelopment would be some 
kerbing works on the south side of George Street and a pedestrian 
crossing point across Vicar Lane in the NW corner. These would be 
dealt with under a planning condition and section 278 works to be 
agreed at detailed design stage. 

The Surface Water strategy will comply with the requirements of NPFF 
(National Planning Policy Framework) and use of Sustainable Urban 
Drainage Systems (SUDS) measures, ensuring the project achieves 
betterment of the existing undeveloped site’s surface water runoff 
at peak times. This will be achieved by providing SUDS systems 
consisting of underground storage beneath the open market area. 
We will seek further opportunities to increase the opportunities for 
improved SUD’s techniques during the detailed design process. The 
strategy proposed will mitigate against flooding on-site.  The proposed 
system will ensure that the development will not increase flood risk to 
neighbouring sites and therefore meet the requirements of NPFF.

4.6  Public Realm Design Considerations 

The space between and around stalls are the streets and squares of 
the market allowing effective circulation but also giving the opportunity 
to provide for other activities. There should be places to meet friends, 
have something to eat, or simply watch and take in the sights and 
sounds of a bustling market place.

The public realm, both inside and outside, should be designed to 
provide an attractive, flexible, accessible and safe setting for the 
activities of market stallholders, shoppers and visitors. The public 
realm should build on the strong ‘sense of place’ the market already 
has, while being sympathetic to the historic character.

Access and Connectivity
The market and overall public realm strategy should be permeable, easily 
legible and have clearly defined and visually enhanced entrance points 
to attract and welcome visitors. The design should offer clear navigation 
of market areas, with the paving design being a major element to aid way 
finding. A highly permeable perimeter would maximise connectivity and 
help open up wider areas to footfall. Enhanced entrances will also help 
provide clear pedestrian routes from the coach station, Eastgate Quarters, 
Vicar Lane, New York Street and the future NGT stop. Security measures 
can respond to this increased perforation.

Flexibility
The Markets’ public realm should create attractive spaces with variety 
in scale and enclosure to help encourage a wider range of both 
active and passive uses. The spaces should offer good flexibility and 
allow for the staging of not only markets but events such as cooking 
demonstrations, music, exhibitions or even outdoor cinema. The public 
realm should include service provision for power, water and wi-fi to 
help attract a more diverse range of users and shoppers.

Evening view from Vicar Lane towards Bus Terminus
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Character
A simple, elegant and visually coherent design style across the public 
realm should build on the strong character the market already has. A 
limited palette of materials, street furniture, lighting and tree species 
would link both new and old market spaces to create a distinct setting 
unique to Leeds.

Hard Landscape
The main element of the public realm would be the paved surface 
which should both unify the various different parts of the market and 
create subtle character differences within each market area both 
inside and out. High quality and durable natural materials should 
predominate. The character of each zone within the market could be 
identified by changes to surface finish, paving unit size and laying 
pattern. The introduction of other complimentary materials, such as 
decorative trims and feature paving, would not only help enhance the 
individual character of each market zone but enhance the market’s 
identity as a whole. Sustainable drainage should form an integral part 
of the public realm with the use of the below ground rooting areas for 
street trees, below ground modular storage and permeable paving 
helping to attenuate surface water drainage before discharge to the 
local sewer system, subject to ground investigation and infiltration test 
findings.

Soft Landscape
Soft landscaping would be confined to the outdoor market and 
George Street public realm creating attractive, comfortable spaces for 
pedestrians and a healthier local environment. Soft landscaping would 
be introduced almost entirely by street tree planting providing formal 
structure, defining spaces by creating ‘outdoor rooms’ and helping 
guide visitors to entrances and main circulation routes. Tree planting 
would also provide summer shade, shelter from wind and a green 
framework in a predominantly hard environment. The below ground 
growing medium zones would be incorporated into a sustainable 
drainage system.

Public Art
Art could help add character and style to the public realm, reflecting 
local history and culture. Subtle paving motifs, historic interpretation, 
signage, street furniture and boundary treatments could all help to 
enhance the markets’ distinctiveness and create a unique identity.
Issues highlighted by the drainage survey undertaken include fractured 
and cracked pipes and silt and debris blockages. A full list of issues 
and faults and the remedial work proposed is included in the report 
appended to this study.  

4.7  Sustainability and BREEAM

Sustainability Approach and Principles
The proposed works seek to ensure that sustainability is central to the 
core concept and design of the redevelopment of Kirkgate Market. 
The current building performs poorly with regards to energy and water 
consumption and sustainability is not integral to the operation and 
maintenance of the building. Therefore there are many opportunities 
to positively enhance the sustainability of the market through the 
redevelopment works. 

In addressing the sustainability opportunities for the redevelopment works, 
consideration has been given to The Council’s Business Plan 2008-11 
which requests that all new and refurbished buildings (where possible) 
commissioned by the council meet BREEAM Excellent standards and 
maximum energy credits. Further detail of the BREEAM pre-assessment 
outcomes for the proposed themes is provided below. Consideration 
has also been given to The Council’s 2012 Construction Commitment 
for halving waste to landfill. This can be achieved through targeting the 
maximum number of appropriate waste related BREEAM credits (which 
go beyond the 2012 Construction Commitment targets). In all cases it is 
recommended that these targets are placed as conditions on contractors 
and recorded through a thorough Site Waste Management Plan.

In seeking to ensure that sustainability is addressed adequately 
throughout the design and redevelopment works, it is suggested 
that the design team and LCC agree to a set of sustainability design 
principles that all members of the team sign up to. 

Suggested principles are shown below:

1  The market will be highly successful, profitable and sustainable, 
attracting investment and ultimately will support local businesses, 
whilst becoming a top destination for local residents and tourists. 

2  The redevelopment design will seek to achieve the maximum 
BREEAM rating possible (given the heritage and phasing 
constraints), cementing the market as one of the top 
environmentally performing Markets in the UK.

3  The redevelopment design will seek to address all aspects of 
sustainability, considering and balancing environmental, social 
and economic aspects, with a focus on longevity and growth of the 
market.

4  The redevelopment design will seek to retain, protect and enhance 
the heritage nature of the building.

5  The redevelopment of the market will seek to achieve (compared 
with original baseline):

A (% to be agreed) reduction in energy consumption/m2 floor area •	

A (% to be agreed) reduction in water consumption/m2 floor area •	

A (% to be agreed) reduction in waste consumption/m2 floor area •	

An (% to be agreed) increase in footfall •	

An (% to be agreed) increase in turnover for LCC •	

Section 5 provides detail of the sustainability opportunities and 
considerations for each Theme and is accompanied by a detailed 
BREEAM pre-assessment in Appendix XI. This shows that there are 
limited opportunities for sustainability enhancement in Themes 1 
and 2 due to the minimal works being carried out. As the scale of 
works increases through the themes, the number of opportunities for 
sustainability improvement increases, with Themes 3 and 4 providing 
the largest opportunity for improvement.

BREEAM Considerations
The client brief states that a BREEAM rating of 
‘EXCELLENT’ is to be sought with maximum 
credits achieved within the energy section. As 
shown within the pre-assessment report, the 
anticipated BREEAM rating achieved varies 
from theme to theme. This is primarily because 
each of the themes involves a differing level of 
works, and therefore in many of the BREEAM 
criteria are not applicable to all of the themes. 
The pre-assessment confirms that a score 
sufficient to achieve ‘EXCELLENT’ is unlikely 
to be achieved under current proposals, and 
therefore further investigation as to whether 
credits can be attained will need to be undertaken by the BREEAM 
assessor and design team as the design progresses and further 
information is available. However, considering the limitations imposed 
on the project by the listed status of areas of the building a BREEAM 
rating of ‘VERY GOOD’ is a very positive result.

The existing building does not perform well in terms of energy efficiency. 
High u-values and air permeability mean that there is significant heat 
loss from the building. Measures such as the use of high efficiency 
building services and renewable technologies will improve the energy 
consumption of the building to a point; however a significant amount of 
energy will be lost from the building, with no real means of improving the 
fabric. For this reason it is unlikely that the building will score well under 
the energy section of BREEAM unless the high energy use is offset by 
significant on site generation. As a consequence of this, it is believed 
that the building will not achieve the minimum standard of six credits 
under BREEAM issue ENE01 required to attain a BREEAM ‘EXCELLENT’ 
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rating. In due course full energy modelling is recommended to be 
carried out to understand the possible energy performance of the 
building and the impact improvements to the fabric plus low carbon 
energy generation could make.

An initial BREEAM workshop has been held with members of the 
design team to determine the possible BREEAM rating that could be 
achieved under all themes. This was conducted using the BREEAM 
New Construction 2011 criteria for Retail – shopping centres/retail 
park as this was thought to be the most applicable set of criteria to the 
building type based on discussions with BRE.

BREEAM 2011 is currently applicable to new construction only. Where 
the floor area of a building is greater than 50% refurbishment rather 
than new construction, BRE currently advise the use of BREEAM 
2008 to assess the building. Theme 2 comprises the maintenance 
of the existing halls with a reconfiguration of the internal layout, 
and therefore cannot be fully assessed under BREEAM. However, 
themes 3 and 4 comprise of more than 50% new construction by floor 
area, and therefore these themes would need to be assessed using 
BREEAM 2011. For the purposes of a fair comparison the BREEAM 
pre-assessment in Appendix XI is based upon a BREEAM 2011 
assessment for all themes. 

Theme 1 involves varying levels of maintenance and repair work only. 
As BREEAM addresses a range of sustainability issues relating to 
the construction process it is therefore not possible to assess theme 
1 against BREEAM. However, the works that are to be undertaken 
should, where applicable, follow the standards set by BREEAM. These 
are detailed within  section 5 and the Appendixes of this Study.
The BREEAM pre-assessment provides an overview of the likely issues 
that will need to be considered under each of the proposed themes 
and offers a summary of the anticipated BREEAM score/rating of each. 

4.8  History, Heritage and Conservation Considerations 

Kirkgate Market a History 
The following is a brief summary of the history of Kirkgate Market with 
a much fuller set of supporting information and references available 
in the Kirkgate Market Simplifying Its DNA (A Study of Givens and 
Possibilities) document appended to the Feasibility Report. This 
document prepared by Leeds City Council is a very useful compilation 
of key historic, heritage and conservation data and information that has 
informed the work of the design team.

17th Century
From the 1650s onwards, agriculture saw huge changes in efficiency 
resulting in more work being done by fewer people, the remaining farm 
workers seeking jobs in the city’s evolving industrial revolution.

18th Century
Leeds – In 1700 the Market-town of Leeds had a population of about 
1600 in 32 square miles; this included some 30 well established 
merchant families located in the upmarket Boar Lane region, their 
houses being built out of the new fashionable brick and stone.   

Communications - Wool was the great commodity at this time, which 
then needed to be transported around the country to the various 
markets.  The Turn Pike Act aimed to improve the road networks 
by allowing Turnpike trusts to be set up and raise money via tolls to 
maintain and improve the road system.

The Aire & Calder Canal was made navigable to Leeds and the Calder 
to Wakefield, by the construction of 16 locks, under the principal 
engineer	John	Hadley.		Links	onto	Hull,	allowed	exports	to	Europe,	
with wool again being the main commodity, which was easier to move 
in bulk on water.

The White Cloth Hall in Kirkgate was built in 1711 after Ralph Thoresby, 
a merchant clothier and Leeds historian made the proposal to build a 
secure and sheltered building for the trade, paid for by the traders. It 
was the first cloth hall to be built in Leeds, catering for the producers of 
un-dyed cloth who had previously sold their goods at the general cloth 
market in Briggate.  Briggate is one of the oldest streets in Leeds and 
was founded in 1207.  It was built to be extraordinarily wide so that it 
could host a market, and it was this market that was moved to a new 
building in Vicar Lane called Kirkgate Market.

From 1740 onwards the wool trade of Leeds boomed.  Before the end 
of the century Leeds would boast several cloth halls, an infirmary, an 
early railway and the Leeds-Liverpool canal.

The emerging coal mines progressively fuelled the increase in industry 
including the Leeds Pottery founded in 1760.

19th Century
It was in the C19 that Leeds began to grow into one of Britain’s largest 
cities.  This led to widespread building across the city.  Leeds’ wool 
and cloth trades resulted in the building of many industrial buildings 
during this era.  The resulting workforce which migrated to the city from 
rural areas brought about the building of many houses.  Leeds has 
perhaps the most surviving examples of back to back terrace housing 
in the UK.

As Leeds moved towards a city with formal governance by the city 
fathers, it was Leeds Improvement Act of 1843 that acquired the lands 
around the former Parish Church Vicarage that became the building 
site for Kirkgate Market.  

Further details on the history of Kirkgate Market are included in 
Appendix XII of this report along with the list entry.

Further Historical Reference Information
Electronic GIS mapping layers are available showing the Ordnance 

Survey maps across time. Collectively these tell the story of how the 
market grew or changed. Other maps pre-dating the first OS map of 
1850 are also available.  

This is covered in more detail in Section 5 ”The Historic Context” 
of the Kirkgate Market Simplifying Its DNA (A Study of Givens and 
Possibilities). The City Library has a local history section with numerous 
articles, news-cuttings and other material.  
 
The Leodis project is a repository of historic photographs (www.Leodis.
net). The Leeds Thoresby Society also have historic material, as do the 
West Yorkshire Archaeological Advisory Service and the West Yorkshire 

Historical map showing the market site in 1893
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Archives Service. The Victorian Society and similar pressure groups 
will also be able to provide material. The Leeds City Council website 
includes the historic story of the market’s evolution. Building plans, 
elevations and sections have been gathered from various sources that 
show changes across time. They include some drawings for building 
regulations applications. 

In general, the collection tells parts of the story of the market but there 
are also large gaps in the information. Up to the commencement of the 
current Feasibility Study comprehensive plans showing mechanical 
and electrical services have not been gathered, but some structural 
information has been assembled. Those known have been added 
to the project bibliography. The texts of the surrounding Listed 
buildings have been collated in the appendices of the Kirkgate Market 
Simplifying Its DNA (A Study of Givens and Possibilities). Please refer 
to Appendix XIII for the complete study.

Heritage
The points raised within this study are intended to raise awareness 
of issues related to conservation and heritage and to assist in the 
management of change and development of proposals concerning the 
Heritage Asset.  

The site sits on a East/West axis with Vicar Lane running North/South 
on the West Boundary; Running West/East is the 1904 stage of the 
development. These are Grade I listed, consisting of Leeming House 
facing Vicar Lane with a 2 storey cast iron glazed roof market behind/to 
the East.  Continuing to run to the east is the 1875 Butchers and Game 
rows/blocks, some of which have been lost as a result of fires.  Further 
to the East are the 1976 and 1981 modern market buildings, and 
further still to the East is the open market adjacent to the bus station.

Summary 
The refurbishment and revitalising of Kirkgate Market represent an 
exciting opportunity to better present and enjoy this exceptional space. 
The site runs West to East from Vicar Lane. The 1904 street range 
of Leeming Building is not part of this study but sets the scene and 
frames an entrance to the glazed, cast Iron framed two storey market 
buildings of the same period.  The lower detailed Block Shops dating 
from 1875 come next with their later still partially glazed aisle roof.  
Backing these up are relatively modern 1976 and 1981 sections.

The jewel is the 1904 glazed market hall with its well lit Cathedral like 
space, cast iron framed structure, and classical ornament.  The shops 
fronts in this area are substantially intact but need to be enhanced from 
a heritage and retail perspective, the out build cut back to the shop 
fronts, and any missing sections replaced. The faience work especially 
at the opening to the market is a particular joy which in some cases 
has been damaged by use and the insertion of services, these should 
be repaired and enjoyed.  At the moment there is no access onto the 
balcony but if access could be achieved would provide a different 
viewing opportunity of the market. At the North end of the balcony a 
conference room has been formed which appears to add little to the 
space and with advantage could be removed. The external detailing 
and the way the Market traders’ toilets have been handled on the 
balcony is very handsome. A later door has been cut into the glazed 
bricks which spoils the composition and has caused some damage; 
with advantage this insertion should be reversed.  There appears to be 
a sample remaining in one of the balcony level stores of the original 
colour scheme, which should be investigated further and the possibility 
of this informing a new colour scheme considered.

Painting another level of history are the Block Shops which are of a lower 
status of detailing but are all part of the development of the site.  The 
new aisle roof has been allowed to cut from sight the brick arches and 
detailing at the top of the building. If possible these arches and detailing 
should be revealed, and the paint from the brick work removed.  There 
are brick panels below the windows with different brick detailing, these 
are partially obscured by the build out from the Block Shops which again 
with advantage should be cut back to the main wall face.

Conservation Requirements Proposed 
Conservation and restoration works are required to allow the above areas 
to reach their full potential, it is proposed these works should include:

a) Ensuring the roof keeps out water.

b) Repairs to the faience and glazed ceramic work.

c)  Cutting back the shop fronts to the main building line and removal 
of unsympathetic fascias and signage together with repairs to the 
shop fronts and completion of any missing details.

d)  Removal/relocation of either physically or visually damaging 
services.

e)  New decoration to the glazed market hall informed by paint 
scrapes.

f) Removal of paint to the Block Shop brick walls.

g) Restoration of the Block Shops

h)  Works to the Block Shops aisle roof to allow the brick detailing to 
be revealed.

i)  A manual/design guide for any future works and repairs to guide 
the hand of new shop occupiers and the managers of the area.

The above is not an exhaustive list but indicative of the works proposed.

With any building but especially any listed building, the setting aside 
of monies for repairs in the future is important, so this should be 
budgeted for in any business plan or maintenance profile.    

4.9  ICT Considerations

The overall current provision of ICT services within Kirkgate Market is 
very poor. We outline the below ICT considerations where the current 
service offering could be enhanced dependant on the preferred way 
forward and requirements of Leeds City Council with regards to the 4 
Themes and 12 Elements detailed. 

Infrastructure
The market in general has little ICT infrastructure and needs new 
cabling infrastructure in order to provide the types of services being 
proposed. This is to support the back office function, the public facing 
services and in addition to improve support to the stallholders to 
support a more modern retail environment.

Currently stall holders have directly wired phone circuits installed by BT 
into each stall. This is an inefficient way of managing the infrastructure 
as any changes to the layout of the market or possibly the stall will 
require a BT engineer to visit and re-cable the lines as necessary. As 
part of the refurbishment, all the telephone lines should be installed 
back to a central telephone frame and re-distributed across a Cat6 
cabling backbone, with each stall having at least 2 data ports in order 
to support both telephony and a hardwired network connection. In 
order to support the expansion of digital signage and WiFi across the 
market, new data ports will need to be installed at high level across 
the market halls. The infrastructure will need to be installed in a flexible 
manner, perhaps in loose consolidation points, in order to allow 
positioning of equipment throughout the market.New York Buildings
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As the market hall areas are quite large, several secondary comms 
rooms will need to be installed in locations throughout the facility in 
order to make sure that individual cable runs are less than 100m. 
These Communication Rooms would be connected back to each other 
via fibre optic cables, and a number of copper cables to support the 
distributed telephony infrastructure.

Networking
The active network infrastructure will need to be renewed as part of 
the refurbishment project. The network should support partitioning of 
the functions being required by the various stakeholders throughout 
the market, for instance the secure council network should be 
demonstrably partitioned from any of the other networks (and perhaps 
should even be on separate physical equipment depending on the 
requirements of the corporate IT department).

A new core network will need to be installed in order to support the 
additional load and management overhead of an enterprise level 
network, including the management of the wireless network by 
centralised controllers. This would be installed in a main equipment 
room specifically designed with cooling and UPS power.

WiFi
In order to support more flexible use of IT within the market for various 
different functions it is an enterprise wireless network should be installed. It 
is important that the Council ‘owns’ the airspace in the market and stops the 
proliferation of other networks created on an ad-hoc basis by stallholders as 
this significantly reduces the efficacy of the wireless network.

An enterprise wireless network provides for the facility to have many 
different partitioned networks available for different uses throughout 
the market with varying levels of security. The network is automatically 
managed from a central location with the transmitter power being 
managed to create a ‘cloud’ throughout the facility.

The WiFi network could provide the following functions:

Private network – the secure council network used to provide •	
access to council functions throughout the market halls. This would 
be locked down to only pre-approved devices. 

Chip & Pin networks – either a managed PCI compliant network •	
from which the council offers Chip & Pin to stall holders, or 
individual ones where a particular stallholder has requested. 

Public Network – a public network used to provide free Internet •	
whilst in the market. A flat fee could be charged to all stallholders 
in order to recoup the cost of the link. This would be really useful to 
get people to linger in coffee areas or café type stalls. 

Semi-private networks – for example the University might agree •	
to extend its network into the coffee/café areas in order to allow 
students to connect back to their home network. 

Digital Media & Signage
In order to provide increased information to the market floor a digital 
signage and media solution should be installed across all the halls. A 
signage solution could provide the following features:

Wayfinding – changing display highlighting the different sections •	
and stalls. This could be changed on a regular basis, stalls could 
pay a surcharge to be ‘highlighted’ more often; 

Special offers – similar to Wayfinding but showing offers or ‘events’ •	
from stalls; 

Event information – this could be dynamic information such as •	
‘Fresh Bread ready at stall X at 9:15’ to drive sales at different 
areas; 

Emergency Signage – allows for emergency messages to be •	
displayed pointing people to use various exits etc; 

Video footage – be able to show video for specific events or linked •	
to general signage showing clips produced to promote the market.

The digital media system would need to be dynamic and linked to BMS 
systems such as the fire alarm and the emergency system. It will also 
need to be easily controlled with someone responsible for managing 
the content on a day-to-day basis. Once screens in a system such as 
this become stale they are rapidly ignored. 

Enterprise Technology
Various enterprise systems in use within the market need addressing, 
these could include:

A Workflow system; designed to provide a smoother interaction •	
with stallholders through the lifecycle from stall inquiry through 
leasing, rent and thus to operational running of the stall.

PDA/Portable Devices; on the outside market, for short term lets, •	
it would be beneficial to have a handheld device which integrates 
into the finance system in order for received rents to be updated 
immediately.

4.10 Health & Safety (CDM) Considerations

The Construction (Design & Management) Regulations (2007) are 
intended to focus attention on effective planning and management of 
construction projects, from design concept onwards. The aim is for 
health and safety considerations to be treated as a normal part of a 
project’s development, not an afterthought or bolt-on extra. 

The key aim is to integrate health and safety into the management of 
the project and encourage collaborative working to reduce the risk of 
harm to those that have to build, use, maintain and demolish buildings.
In acknowledgment that a Project Client is in a position to significantly 
influence the project and subsequent safety objectives the Regulations 
impose several Client duties.

A declaration of duties has been signed by the Council to confirm its 
awareness and acceptance of these duties.

The Regulations have two levels of application which is dependent 
upon a 30 working day or 500 person day thresholds.

In summary the CDM Regulations will fully apply to all feasibility 
options in consequence of them exceeding the above timescales, 
and as a result the project requires the appointment of a CDM Co-
ordinator and notification to the HSE if the scheme progresses beyond 
this Feasibility Stage together with a Principal Contractor to undertake 
any construction work. City Centre site and working considerations 
will need careful consideration given the proximity to other publically 
accessible spaces and overall nature of this retail environment.

Existing City centre public realm signage
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The provision of information to develop the Stage A - B feasibility 
options has included the following surveys/reports.

Condition Surveys; •	

Management Asbestos Reports (See asbestos review below); •	

CCTV of drainage system; •	

Desk top site study; •	

Geotechnical Report; •	

Statutory Utility Plans.•	

These have provided sufficient information for this stage but further 
investigations will be required if any scheme is to be progressed.  
Asbestos is a significant risk which is reviewed below.

Included in Appendix XIV is a full appraisal of Health and Safety / CDM 
considerations. In summary the appraisal has identified that all the proposed 
schemes present significant health and safety related issues including 
site contamination, asbestos and phased segregation of the works from 
the general public etc in consequence of refurbishing and developing a 
historically developed city centre building /site, however these issues are to 
be expected for a scheme of this nature.  Further investigations and detailed 
strategies for undertaking the works will be required in due course when it 
has been decided which option to progress.

Such considerations will be developed further during RIBA Stage C+ 
as appropriate.

Asbestos 
The asbestos information is limited to areas /surfaces which are 
accessible /exposed during the normal operation of the building.  
When the scheme and extent of work is determined a more thorough 
Demolition and Refurbishment survey will be required and this will 
involve destructive investigation to fully explore all materials, voids and 
cavities etc that are to be accessed or disturbed during the works. Until 
this more detailed survey is undertaken there is a project risk. When we 

have the complete picture we may require the input from an Asbestos 
abatement specialist to assist determination of a suitable removal or 
encapsulation strategy.

Specific areas of concern are as follows.

Asbestos containing materials within made ground overlying the •	
site from previous buildings etc.

During any roof covering replacement works to the 1976 and 1981 •	
Market Halls, the condition of the high level internal cladding to the 
New York Street elevation and column casings which is identified 
as containing asbestos should be closely inspected to determine 
its interface with the roof deck in order to ensure that during 
the construction phase of the re-roofing works any vibration or 
construction activity does not disturb the cladding material. 

General alteration and works proposed may well be affected by the •	
asbestos containing materials identified in the existing  1875/1904 
and 1976/1981 buildings, in particular the high level internal 
cladding to the New York Street elevation and column casings. The 
underside of the external gutter to the party wall of the 1976 and 
1875 would also be affected by demolition or alteration work. 

Removal of the ACM’s identified above would require licensed •	
removal. Incorporating asbestos removal during the construction 
phases where adjacent areas are intended to be still occupied will 
require careful planning. 

The fire break wall between the 1976 and 1981 has had some parts •	
sampled, confirming no asbestos containing materials are present, 
however  it is considered likely that such materials could have been 
used in the original 1976 gable end wall construction and may have 
been over boarded as part of 1981 building development. 

In summary we would recommend that Leeds City Council undertake •	
all necessary obligations with regards to the identification of asbestos 
throughout the market and assess and mitigate against any associated 
risk. With regards to our proposals dependant on the preferred way 
forward we would recommend that a refurbishment / demolition survey 
is undertaken alongside the necessary risk assessment to provide the 
necessary information to determine the extent of asbestos removal or 
capsulation works which would be required, in addition, advising on 
whether this could be addressed within the live market environment.

4.11 Acoustics

Following a site visit to Kirkgate Market by the appointed acoustician 
Cole	Jaman	it	is	proposed	that	an	audit	of	existing	acoustic	conditions	
should be undertaken during the Stage C works. Allowance should be 

made for the following: 

Survey of external daytime and night time noise levels at agreed •	
locations around the perimeter of the site, 

Survey of internal noise levels at selected locations within the •	
market when open for trading to the public. If particular noise 
issues are identified during this exercise, or during consultation, 
supplementary measurements may be required when the market is 
empty but plant and equipment is otherwise operating. 

Testing of internal acoustic conditions, such as reverberation times, •	
at selected locations in the market when it is empty.

Major plant and building services systems will be designed to ensure 
that internal and external noise levels do not exceed suitable limits. 
These limits will be derived from measurements carried out over 
suitable time periods and at suitable locations on the existing site, as 
described above. 

Appropriate finishes will be applied to the new build areas of the market 
to ensure that internal acoustic conditions are appropriate for the 
intended use. The market shall retain a vibrant atmosphere, but without 
leading to excessively noisy conditions that hamper trading or cause 
discomfort to customers. Any announcement made over PA systems will 
need to be clearly audible and intelligible to a suitable standard.

The central event area will need to be acoustically treated so as to 
support the proposed range of uses. Once these are properly defined, 
a 3D acoustic model of the space can be developed to check acoustic 
characteristics such as sound level, speech intelligibility and musical 
clarity, depending on the layout of the space and the type of activities 
being undertaken. A preferred objective is to achieve flexibility and 
variability in acoustic conditions, in a cost effective and functional 
manner, so as to render the events space suitable for a variety of uses.
During Stage C and later design phases, consultation will be 
undertaken to determine whether ‘soundscaping’ has the potential to 
enhance the feel and vibrancy of the market, particularly if it is able to 
respond differently to the historic and modern aspects of the market 
which are proposed.

4.12 Summary

The next section details our approach to the development of the 
Kirkgate Market themes and foundation elements within and includes 
our proposals to Leeds City Council as to how improvements could 
be taken forward to the next design stage, based upon the above 
analysis undertaken and considerations and findings outlined. Whilst 
recognising the vision, key requirements and expectations of Leeds 
City Council with regards to the project.

Fire break line between 1976 and 1981 halls
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5.1 Management Operational and Development Strategy 

The vision of the Leeds City Council Strategic Market Plan is to 
create the best market in the country by means of refurbishment, 
redevelopment, possible change of management model, and tenant 
mix improvement. The combination of history, architecture, location 
and existing strengths within the market make this a very achievable 
and realistic goal. 

The redevelopment of the Kirkgate Market must address improvements 
to the fabric of the building and must also encourage a new and 
improved stall and market layout design, which must be consistently 
implemented throughout the market. 

Development Opportunities 
It is essential that such a physical change to the stalls is undertaken, 
which would naturally include a review of current management 
practices, for example an extension of the current management 
trader letter issued to traders by the market office and consideration 
of the issuing of a tenants handbook highlighting the enforcement 
of management policy/practices on the day to day running of 
market operations. The re-development of Kirkgate Market provides 
the opportunity to include internal redecorations, environmental 
improvements, i.e improved natural ventilation, possible air curtain 
heating, new stall design, new improved alleyways, signage and the 
possible new management policy of introducing “market hot spots” to 
ensure all areas of the market trade viably. Flooring, lighting, toilets, 
servicing will also need to be considered, in order to create the right 
ambience for the market. In addition a consistent approach to the 
design of the entrances to the market must be employed thereby 
helping achieve strong external identity for the market and provide the 
appropriate attractiveness to consumers, including attractive lighting 
. The entrances on George Street in particular offer a considerable 
opportunity in design to attract new customers, and detailed care and 
attention is therefore required to achieve this objective. Leeds Markets 
has in recent times developed a strong logo and brand and it is 
recommended that the lighting and signage should have a consistent 
sign or logo representation which will be clear to pedestrians as they 
approach the entrances from an angle rather than signage applied to 
their face of the building which can only be viewed when approaching 
head on, taking account of the listed nature of the building.

The provision of a high quality modern structure both within, and on 
the perimeter of the market will also allow an opportunity to promote 
the market on special event days such as organising monthly 
promotional events; such activities are considered an essential part 
of any comprehensive marketing and promotional events programme 
that will encompass local and national events. The Leeds Market 
Team should be congratulated on developing a comprehensive events 
programme, this should however, given the new high profile proposed 

events arena, be extended and developed even further, with increased 
promotional investment.  

Future stall design is imperative and is crucial to the future success of 
the market, since it is the spectrum of interesting stalls which provides 
the unique environment of any market. It is therefore important given 
the inconsistency of the current designs, that a consistent approach 
to the stall design of fascia and stall display is achieved. The aim is 
to produce a controlled variety of signage options with for example:- 
five styles of sign writing and five background types, for the market 
halls and also the outdoor market. The design of the shop fronts 
which face outward from the market is also an important aspect in 
the refurbishment and representation of the market. Obviously under 
the terms of the individual tenant’s leases there should be a strong 
and consistent approach adopted by the council to insist on tenants 
removing or replacing any poorly presented frontages.

In developing our proposals based upon the requirements of the 
Council the following factors should be considered. 

Hot Spots 
Retailers have long understood that consumers are attracted on any 
shopping trip to purchase products in a variety of ways.

In order to spread the pedestrian flow more evenly and assist in 
upgrading the quality of tenant mix, it is recommended that in 
the future a policy initiative of creating a number of hot spots be 
introduced. These will comprise a policy of locating one or two 
exemplary traders in the terms of shop fitting, display, merchandise 
and service in a specific area, these could be existing traders or new 
traders identified from other towns and cities regionally which enhance 
rather than duplicate the existing offer. Hot spots are aimed at drawing 
regular customers and act as a catalyst to those other units with the 
immediate vicinity to gain trade and also have an effect of reducing 
congestion and equalizing rental values throughout the market.  This is 
achieved by a concentrated effort to upgrade certain existing tenants 
and/or by implanting selected new market operations.

Meat and Fish Provision 
The Meat and Fish stalls provision is one of the  most valuable assets 
to the Kirkgate Market, but maybe for historic or environmental 
reasons and the proximity to servicing both are isolated/divorced 
and tucked away in the perimeter of the market. Leeds City Council 
currently place great emphasis on promoting the food stalls within the 
Kirkgate market, given that  this valuable asset to the market, extensive 
promotion of the excellent fresh food products should be extended to 
increase awareness and drive new custom.
The refurbishment / redevelopment of the meat and fish stalls, should 
be relocated in a defined location which should be centralized and 
create the backbone of the new market redevelopment 

New signage for a new meat and fish hall would create an imaginative 
display of fresh produce; this would be conducive in creating an 
attractive atmosphere and vitality within the market. 

Model environmental control methods would need to be reviewed 
which ensures that the Meat and Fish Market Hall become an 
integrated part of the rest of the market.

Tenant Mix Strategy 
Within the existing tenants there are a number of traders who 
understand consumer trends and are capable of exploiting new 
opportunities, they also have the skills to develop new concepts but 
are restrained by the overall lack of pedestrian flows to certain areas of 
the current market.

The aim and opportunities of a new tenant mix strategy will be to 
achieve the following

Achieve a consistent level of offer through the markets in terms of •	
quality and service;

A policy for developing hot spots as previously described should •	
be considered;

Introduce new offers into the market to ensure that public opinion •	
changes;

Promote an environment of self-improvement by example thereby •	
uplifting existing traders performance and the standards of the 
market in general;

Create an extension of current  opportunities to promote the market •	
via specialist events/offers, eg farmer markets, pleasure fairs, 
cultural events, organic food week, specialist food festivalsand so 
forth. 

All of the above will depend on the existing traders buying into the 
principles outlined. The council should understand that any new trader 
needs to know and adhere to any such policy based on these principles.

5. Development of Options based on Elements and Themes
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Existing Market area before hot spots.

Internal Fish Stall

Internal Fish Stall
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1904 units to Leeming House set under balcony
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The main principles of a tenant mix are that:-

The market should remain a retail food led destination market place, indeed •	
the zoning of fresh food outlets would be considered advantageous, (this 
also applies to the creation of separate flower avenue). 

Quality catering units / cafes should also be considered to be •	
maximized depending on the views of the consumer. 

Market Management have included a  variety of new specialist •	
users and services, this should continue to be the trend  aimed 
at specific target groups; these include Specialist food, catering, 
branded	fashion,	Designer	Jewellery.	Body	care	products,	arts	and	
crafts, personal services, beauty treatment centres. supplemented 
by services for shopper convenience such as, for example 
ATM machines, post office, Wifi,  an Information Centre and the 
continuation and expansion of services such as Shop & Drop/Shop 
& Deliver, and loyalty schemes.  The diversity of the Leeds culture 
should continue to be reflected through a mix of global food and 
non-food offers – an area which offers scope for further expansion 
and promotion.

Finally in addition to creating the right product mix, Market Management 
need to continue to pursue the right balance in offering new agreements 
to existing traders but also look at opportunities of encouraging new 
potential traders to the market, to this end it is necessary to create a 
“creative industry” policy that is based on individual creativity, skills and 
talent. This is identifying those that have the potential in business to 
create wealth and jobs through developing intellectual property.

The creative industries for future consideration in the market fix and 
trends should include the following product lines:-

Advertising;•	

Art and Antiques Markets;•	

Beauty Care; •	

Computer and Video Games;•	

Crafts;•	

Design;•	

Designer Fashion;•	

Film and Video;•	

IT / Wifi;•	

Music;•	

Organic Products;•	

Performing Arts;•	

Software;•	

Television and Radio. •	

5.2  The 12 Elements 

Following on from the market operational strategy and the extensive 
feedback received from stakeholders the development of the 12 Elements 
has occurred which provide the strategic building blocks upon which 
each of the themes has been developed upon which an informed decision 
can be taken by the Council on how they wish to proceed in delivering 
improvements to the market dependant on the level of capital investment 
and funding available to be identified within the Business Case.

The 12 elements as detailed previously are:

Element 1 Fixing the basics

Element 2 Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls

Element 3 Heating and cooling

Element 4 Finding you way around

Element 5 Creating Zones

Element 6 Creating a Heart

Element 7 Creating a new route through the market

Element 8 Layout

Element 9 Improving the look and feel of the market

Element 10 Reducing the size

Element 11 Improving George Street

Element 12 Improving public external spaces

The development of the 12 Elements will allow the Council to consider 
which are of the highest priority with consideration to the Themes 
developed and detailed and within the scope of available funding for 
an initial investment scheme and will allow a significant step forward to 

be taken towards achieving its ‘Vision’ for the market.  

The 12 Elements An Overview 
The below provides an overview of the 12 elements which are the 
foundation of the Themes.

Element 1 – Fixing the basics
Recent condition surveys of the building have shown that, whilst the 
building meets current health and safety requirements, there is the 
need to undertake a comprehensive upgrade of things like the fire 
sprinkler system, roof finishes, lighting, drainage, etc. in the near 
future. Upgrades are required to services within each of the stalls so 
that everyone is operating to the same standard.

Element 2 - Replacing the Roof of the 1976 and 1981 Halls
Replace the covering of the flat roof to the 1976 and 1981 halls, erected after 
the fire of 1975, by stripping off the existing roof covering and replacing it 
with a modern material. This requires a large capital investment, but should 
last around 25 years and removes the need for costly patch repairs.

Element 3 - Heating and Cooling
Involves the introduction of a heating and cooling system throughout 
the market; combined with improvements to the existing ventilation 
system.

Element 4 - Finding Your Way Around
Introducing a range of things like display screens advertising events, 
offers and activities, re-naming the different areas of the market, ‘you 
are here’ maps at the entrances, using colours and designs to link areas 
together or make them easier to find. This links with other elements such 
as ‘layout’ and improving the look and feel of the market’.

Element 5 – Creating Zones
A good way to create zones which will act as magnets to attract 
shoppers is to combine the existing fish, game and butchery into one 
location to create a new food hall. Depending on the design chosen, 
this could mean bringing the butchers over to the existing Fish and 
Game location, or relocating both into a purpose built new area. This 
approach could also work for fruit, vegetables  and flowers, or world 
foods, or ‘food to go’ Other ‘magnets’ we could use might be specialist 
or niche retailers not found in the city centre, regional independent 
stores, a drop in zone for young people, craft workshops, cooking 
demonstrations and shops which meet the needs of a wide range of 
nationalities.

Element 6 – Creating a Heart
Create a new central events, performance and display area by 
reconfiguring some of the market stalls. This area can also be used for 
additional ‘pop-up’ trading in a clearly defined, centrally located area, 
probably with cafes and seating nearby, well signposted and lit.
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Element 7 - Creating a new route through the market
The creation of a walkway, running North to South through the market 
(George Street to New York Street).This could be a new build covered 
atrium or it could simply be marked out on the ground, with possibly 
some reconfiguration of the market stalls. This would be a clearly 
defined route which could double up as a flexible activity, trading or 
performance space.

Element 8 – Layout
The layout of some areas of the market would change to improve 
sightlines, increase the space between stalls and make the layout 
more logical. This could include replacing some stalls with new ones, 
and refurbishing others – combining some into bigger units and 
demolishing some completely.

Element 9 - Improving the Look and Feel of the Market
Rather than just doing maintenance works as described in element 1, 
Fixing the Basics, this element builds on this and would include some 
refurbishment works.

Element 10 – Reducing the Size
This could mean:

Demolishing part of the existing 1976 and 1981 halls, as shown, •	
which could be put back if trading conditions improve in the future.  
 
or;

Reduce the number of stalls by removing some, or combining them •	
into bigger units, or through the creation of wider aisles or element 
6+7 event space. 
 
or;

Demolishing all of the existing 1976 and 1981 halls and replacing •	
with a new smaller hall.

Element 11- Improving George Street
The single storey 1930s buildings (at the top end of George Street) are 
part of the market but are dated and out of scale with the Grade I listed 
front end.

These would be demolished and replaced with a new 3-4 storey 
building that matches the historic market building better. This would 
be double sided shop units at ground floor, linking George St with the 
inside of the market where people would be able to see into the market 
and also across to the new Eastgate Quarterss shopping centre.

Element 12 – Improving Public External Spaces
The 1980s shops with offices above (at the bottom end of George Street) 
are part of the market but are dated and out of scale with the Grade I listed 
front end. These would be demolished and replaced with landscaping and 
planting, linking to a new, better entrance into the market.

5.3  The 4 Themes

The Kirkgate Market design team has adopted an comprehensive 
information gathering process throughout feasibility study. This has 
involved the reviewing existing baseline information provided by LCC and 
the markets team and obtaining information from numerous sources in 
order to build up a clear picture of the markets past its present and what 
its future could be.

Through a series consultations and design workshops a masterplan for a 
series of step change themes has been developed that can respond to a 
number of different economic scenarios and also respond to urban design 
regeneration principles adopted by Leeds City Council.

A core objective of the theme approach is to ensure that the market 
maintains its role as a key component of the economic and social 
structure of the city centre and is capable of responding to the constantly 
changing retail environment. The study also recognises that the future of 
the market is not just about economic activity and spending money , but 
it is also about is also about maintaining and creating an environment 
where social interaction can take place and the continuation and evolution 
of a lively social and community orientated city centre landmark. With the 
exception of Theme 1 each theme contributes to the overall delivery of the 
market masterplan. In each case, a theme can ‘stand alone’ , in as much 
as it can be created with no further works or it can be combined in order to 
create a more significant response to the masterplan

The emerging design responses also take into account current and future 
proposals for new retail locations and neighbouring regeneration initiatives 
that will inevitably result in a ‘migration’ of the centre of gravity city centre’s 
retailing activity.

Certainly the market together with the city centre as a whole faces 
several challenges which it has to respond to if it is to remain in a healthy 
condition. The design proposals advocate some fundamental changes 
that we believe, if adopted, will allow it to respond positively to change and 
that hopefully see it grow and flourish as an essential component of the 
city centre’s fabric and character.

Within this study we have developed and detailed 4 Themes which each 
comprise a number of the 12 Elements. Each Theme offers an illustrative 
option as to how the Council could take forward investment in the market 
infrastructure based upon the requirments of LCC a bespoke theme with 
any of the elements can be developed at the next design stage.

The 4 Themes (and options within) are as follows:

Theme 1 – Maintenance  •	

 Option 1 (Minimum) •	

 Option 2 (Optimum) •	

 Option 3 (Maximum) •	

Theme 2 – Reconfiguration•	   

Theme 3 – New Build / Refurbishment  •	

 Option 1 - New Build George Street and Internal reconfiguration •	

 Option 2 - New Build George Street and Building adaption •	

 Option 3 - New Build George Street with new build hall. •	

Theme 4 – Comprehensive Redevelopment•	

Theme Phasing 

Our approach to phasing has been informed by knowledge built up over 
the duration of feasibility study through review of existing information, 
discussion with key stakeholders and experience from within the project 
team.  Discussion, coordination and review have been undertaken with the 
Investment Case team which has our approach.  Clearly any assumptions 
will need further development at the next stage, at which point the design 
team will be working to a brief, supported by the Leeds City Council 
Investment Case.

The existing building and any works carried to improve, extend or remove 
will require further in depth investigation.  Asbestos, maintenance of life 
safety during the building, working within an active city/built environment 
with major construction in the immediate vicinity, will all have an impact 
and will require careful thought and further discussion with all key 
stakeholders. All of which will have an influence on phasing, decanting, 
and temporary building programme requirements.
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12 Elements proposed under the 4 Themes
The table below shows which elements are proposed under each of 
the 4 Themes.

Theme Conservation Considerations 
As a general observation in carrying out any of the proposals in the 
feasibility study care will need to be taken not to damage the historic 
fabric or character of the 1875 and 1904 buildings and listed elements 
and where possible to improve their condition and reveal them more 
fully to the public.  Of particular potential concern are any maintenance 
works, together with works to the services, if not handled correctly such 
interventions could damage the heritage assets.  Where such works are 
planned a conservation advisor should be involved, with every opportunity 
taken to reverse previous damage, reroute services and other appropriate 
works so that they allow greater opportunity to reveal and enjoy the 
historic plan form details and overall features of the listed structures.

Theme 4 provides the greatest opportunity in respect of the 
conservation of the listed buildings while Themes 1, 2 and 3 provide 
opportunity to carefully consider the restoration and response of the 
historic fabric of the market in certain instances. We would recommend 
that the introduction of more extensive conservation works should be 
included in any final scheme agreed with the Council in recognition of 
the need to protect and enhance the unique and special asset.

5.4  Approach to Costing the Themes 
 
Cost estimates have been produced to support the feasibility study 
and to provide Leeds City Council with an ‘Order of Cost’ for each of 
the proposed themes to the level of detail reflective of this early RIBA 

Stage B design. The proposals are the design teams interpretations of 
the Leeds City Council Brief v1.00.
The approach to cost assessments varies from theme to theme as the 
scope of works identified within the brief document and the design 
teams interpretation vary. The cost assessments on a theme by theme 
basis have been developed as follows.

Theme 1 
Captures the costs associated with the repairs & maintenance works 
which have been identified within the condition surveys commissioned 
and provided by Leeds City Council with the exception of works 
which have already been carried out under the markets maintenance 
programme or are programmed to be undertaken imminently. The 
varying options within Theme 1 focus on works range from addressing 
the immediate Health & Safety and Compliance maintenance through 
to addressing the long standing repair and improvement works. 

Themes 2, 3 and 4 
Expanding on the Theme 1, the works in themes 2 to 4 vary from internal 
reconfiguration & refurbishment, through to significant redevelopment of the 
market buildings. Given the complexity of the market buildings and the wide 
array proposed works throughout the themes, a design narrative for each 
has been produced. This design narrative captures and describes the works 
identified by each design discipline, categorises the works and provides the 
basis for all cost estimating. Costs in the large have been estimated using 
benchmark rates and target allowances applied on a £/m2 basis. Where 
possible, the creation of specific cost models (again applied on a £/m2 
basis) have been developed in particular for the proposed new build works.

Budget allowances or ‘spot items’ have been identified where specific 
works are not broken down into building elements and where works are 
unquantifiable either due to the need for detailed surveys or design works, 
provisional sum allowances have been included. This cost approach is 
considered typical of estimates at this early stage of feasibility design. 

The below provides the basis of the construction costs for the feasibility 
estimate. The ‘On Costs’ have been identified below

Preliminaries
Main Contractor Preliminaries have been applied at varying levels 
between 11.5 and 14% of the construction costs. The allowances 
have been calculated based on the anticipated programme durations 
and reflective of the preliminaries costs for projects of this size and 
complexity in the current competitive market. 

Contractors Overheads & Profit
Main contractors’ overheads & profit has been applied at 3% to the 
construction & preliminaries costs. Whilst OH&P allowances vary 
from contractor to contractor and project to project, this percentage 
allowance is representative of the current economic climate. 

Professional Fees
Following clarification from Leeds City Council, professional fees have 
been included from RIBA Stage C through to completion of the project 
at RIBA Stage L. The fee calculation has been based on a percentage 
allowances which are reflective of full design team services procured 
through the OGC framework for mixed new build & refurbishment 
works. The percentages allowances under the OGC framework are 
calculated on a sliding scale depending on project value, procurement 
route and contract form. For the purposes of this estimate only, it has 
been assumed that the project would be delivered through a traditional 
procurement	route	via	a	JCT	standard	contract	form.		This	allowance	
has been applied to construction costs and the above ‘on cost’ values.

Risk / Contingency
An allowance of 15% has been applied to construction and 
aforementioned  ‘on costs’. This allowance is considered typical for 
a project at this RIBA B stage. It is recommended as the scheme 
develops that a priced risk register be developed via risk workshops to 
monitor and mitigate any potential cost risks.

Provisional Sums
Provisional sum allowances have been applied where identified works 
at this stage are unquantifiable. The provisional sums included vary 
from theme to theme and as such, are identified separately within the 
theme details.

Asbestos allowance 
It should be noted that allowances for asbestos have been included to the 
sum of £1m across all the theme estimates at this stage. It is recommended 
that during the next stages of the project, the preferred theme works are 
explored in further detail. Localised testing can then be carried out by an 
asbestos specialist to provide a clearer picture of the extent of asbestos 
removal or capsulation works which would be required, in addition, advising 
on whether this could be addressed within the live market environment.

Cost Summary
Theme 1 Maintenance 

Option 1 (Minimum)
Theme 1 Maintenance 

Option 2 (Optimum)
Theme 1 Maintenance 
Option 3 (Maximum)

Theme 2 
Reconfiguration

Theme 3 New build / 
Refurbishment Option 

1

Theme 3 New build / 
Refurbishment Option 

2

Theme 3 New build / 
Refurbishment Option 

3

Theme 4 
Comprehensive 
Redevelopment

Construction Costs 2,163,630£                   3,550,140£                   6,611,490£                   6,351,759£                   9,158,186£                   15,839,687£                 17,875,356£                 33,166,424£                 
Preliminaries 281,272£                      461,518£                      859,494£                      889,246£                      1,190,564£                   2,059,159£                   2,323,796£                   3,814,139£                   
Main Contractor OH&P 73,347£                        120,350£                      224,130£                      217,230£                      310,463£                      536,965£                      605,975£                      1,109,417£                   

SUB TOTAL £2,518,249 £4,132,008 £7,695,113 £7,458,235 £10,659,213 £18,435,812 £20,805,127 £38,089,980
Professional Fees 251,825£                      413,201£                      769,511£                      745,824£                      1,065,921£                   1,659,223£                   1,872,461£                   3,428,098£                   
Risk / Contingency 415,511£                      681,781£                      1,269,694£                   1,230,609£                   1,758,770£                   3,014,255£                   3,401,638£                   6,227,712£                   
Provisional Sums 1,038,000£                   1,076,000£                   1,135,200£                   1,076,000£                   1,088,000£                   1,126,000£                   1,185,200£                   1,285,200£                   
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £4,223,585 £6,302,990 £10,869,518 £10,510,668 £14,571,904 £24,235,290 £27,264,427 £49,030,989

AREA SUMMARY Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 7,086 7,086 7,086 6,571 5,173 5,873 5,873
Circulation 7,185 7,185 7,185 7,185 7,449 6,806 6,702 6,702
Upper Floor Space 2,206 2,206 2,206 2,206 3,080 3,280 3,280 3,280
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 314 314 314 314 101 101 800
Temporary Market 0 0 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 5,000
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 16,791 19,291 19,291 19,914 17,860 18,456 21,655

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £150 £246 £399 £387 £535 £1,032 £1,127 £1,759
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £252 £375 £563 £545 £732 £1,357 £1,477 £2,264

Open Market 6,186 6,186 6,186 6,186 6,186 6,186 6,186 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 0 0 0 0 1,678 1,678 1,678 1,678
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 0 0 0 0 0 2,643 2,643 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 6,186 6,186 6,186 7,864 10,507 10,507 10,507

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 £0 £0 £0 £104 £110 £111 £286
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £6 £12 £19 £12 £112 £150 £155 £384

Please note £/m2 allowances are aproximate only and are based upon the current design proposals for the Themes and in some instances are inclusive of the GIFA of the temporary market

Theme Cost Estimates Summary - The table below provides a summary of the cost estimates for each of the Themes.
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Year BCIS TPI Inflation from 2Q13 
(%)

2Q 2013 221 -

2Q 2014 226 2.2%

2Q 2015 233 5.4%

2Q 2016 241 9.0%

2Q 2017 252 14.0%

Inflation
Costs included within this feasibility estimate are current as at 2Q 2013. 
Given the uncertainty at this stage as to when the construction works 
are likely to occur, no forecast allowance for inflation has been applied 
to the feasibility costs however, the following is a forecast guide for 
inflation based on the current BCIS Tender Price Indices.

VAT
VAT has been excluded from all costs identified within this feasibility 
estimate. It is advised that Leeds City Council appoint a VAT expert 
to advise on VAT as there may be some areas of the market or some 
specific works which may receive some taxation relief or exemption.

Costs
Recognition of the basis of costs in which the assessments are 
derived is critical in understanding what has and has not been 
accounted for within the feasibility study. Given the variance of works 
within the proposed theme, the basis of costs are largely specific 
to each theme and as such, the detail of inclusions, exclusions 
and assumptions are identified in the detail of each. Where themes 
contain various options within, the generic basis information is 
detailed within the overriding theme introduction, with the specifics 
contained within the options detail.

For the basis of costs on a theme by theme basis, please refer to 
Appendix XV. 

5.5 Categories of Work 

To explore the options available to the Council a categories of work 
have been agreed with regards to Themes 2, 3 and 4 to detail the works 
proposed within each theme and for the purposes of cost estimating. The 
below table depicts the works categorisation A, B, C and D the nature and 
level of these works and an example of what they may involve.

For a detailed narrative on the categorisation of works within Themes 

Category Works For example

A Light Essential Maintenance in relation to H&S. 
Repairs to Floors/Structure or Emergency 
Systems

B Medium Cosmetic surface alterations rather than 
structural intervention and essential 
maintenance.

C Heavy Radical intervention, restoration and works 
including demolition refurbishment and new 
build.  

D New 
Build

Rebuild of new single storey market hall 
structure, arcade, creation of new public 
realm. New 3-4 storey retail/mixed use 
structure

2, 3 and 4 please refer to Appendix XVI Kirkgate Market Works 
Categorisation Narrative.

5.6  Stall Fit Out Development

Stall Fit Out Approach
Dependant on level of intervention, theme or element, works 
associated to stall fit out has been approached as set out here. Further 
consultation and input will ultimately be required to appreciate final 
requirements for the tenant and Council, which ultimately requires a 
fixed layout.  Cost allowances have been made for the purposes of this 
feasibility study. The Councils specific requirements have been sought 
from the market management, which is based on working examples 
or practices utilised currently, which has proved cost effective and 
versatile in terms of layout, size and flexibility. 

Leeds City Council market management currently procure a standard 
steel goal post  frame from a local supplier, the design of which has 
been honed and adapted to suit LCC’s requirements, units adhere  to 
a specific height and standard approach with regard to  components 
and fittings which enable a consistent approach to the installation of 
security shutters and sign boards etc.  

These units are referred to as ‘Green Stalls’, a name taken from 
the final finish colour of the frame.  Each modular unit installation 
is manufactured off site, bolted together on site with final fit out 
undertaken by joinery and electric contractors.  

Our assumptions thus far  builds on the above, with an initial allowance 
made dependant on the potential final use, which will require further 
development.

Indoor Standard Stall
This could be installed as part of a new layout within the 1976/81 
hall.  A ‘Green Stall’ as discussed would be erected, fitted out to suit 
a ‘standard’ , ‘lifestyle’ or ‘dry’ trader, e.g. Mobile phone retailer/repair, 
textile/fashion  products or non fresh products.  The fit out consists of 
open mesh ceiling (to enable sprinkler penetration), concealed shutter, 
sign board and frame boxing to aisles and public areas.  Walls where 
required shall be timber lined and decorated.  NO allowances are 
made for trader specific fit out elements, such as counters, specialist 
display equipment/boarding or  floor coverings etc.  Each stall will be 
provided with a suitable power supply, individual metre, double socket, 
data point and water if required. No specific trader fit out work will be 
undertaken by LCC on behalf of the trader.

Catering or Fresh Produce Stall 
As currently adopted, new stalls are created using the above ‘Green 
Stall’, fit out specification, which is increased to suit the relevant 
Health and Hygiene requirements of the trader. Clearly at this stage, 
with limited trader input, final requirements could change dependant 
on layout, zone or final location of individual traders. The ‘Green 
Stall’ is provided with a hygienic suspended ceiling, drain, cold water 
supply and a sprinkler drop pipe.  Beyond this it is anticipated that  a 
trader would  provide and procure specific elements such as catering 
equipment and hygienic panelling etc, all of  which would be managed 
and enforced through development of a  ‘Trader  Handbook’. We 
would for example request the trader to confirm any specific servicing 
requirements in terms of electrical load requirements and drainage etc, 
which would be provided and managed by trader directly, from both a 
financial and labour point of view. 

We have suggested and explored varying approaches to the 
refurbishment of the existing.  Again it is dependent on the scale of 
works adopted through the selection of a theme or set of elements.

Refurbished modern stall 
In the case of an existing ‘modern’ stall refurbishment (1976/81), a cost 
allowances will require final detailing and key decisions to be made in 
terms of decant or reallocation and the condition of the stall all of which 
will form part of the next stage of design development.

Our proposal would therefore assume that a similar approach would 
be required to that discussed above, i.e. stall fit out would fall within 
two categories, standard or catering/fresh produce.  Stall fit out by the 
landlord would be as stated above and exclude trader specific fit out 
elements.
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Refurbished Historic stall 
The 1875 and 1904 markets contain a combination of the above 
stalls, new green stall installations or modern stall units which have 
been integrated within the historic fabric.  Again, these would need 
to be upgraded or refurbished in line with their final requirements.  
The Themes explore a range of proposals in terms a basic level of 
refurbishment to suit a existing or new trader to  a full restoration 
of historical features and potentially the removal of ‘build outs’ and 
building services fixtures and fittings, such as refrigeration units.
The ultimate vision in terms of stall fit out would to create a consistent 
image across the whole market, allowing for bespoke ‘quirks’ one 
would expect to see in a market retail setting.  A firmer commitment 
to stall fit out will be made on completion of further design exercises.  
The final layout alone will need careful consideration. Throughout the 
feasibility study, the team have shared their own working knowledge of 
market layout design, with further knowledge gleaned visiting a wide 
range of markets locally and internationally.
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1904 balcony looking towards the Kirkgate Conference suite



Theme 1 - Maintenance 
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Theme 1 - Maintenance 

Architectural Overview 
Theme 1 comprises of the rectification of all short and long term 
maintenance requirements including works identified in the condition 
survey and check and challenge reports prepared by SDA and Faithful 
and Gould respectively.

For the purposes of the study, the rectification of maintenance 
requirements is considered under three main options namely Minimum 
Maintenance, Optimum Maintenance and Maximum Maintenance.

Building Services Overview 
Theme 1 comprises three categories of works described as follows

Minimum - Essential Maintenance in relation to H&S - (Replacement •	
of defective items identified within maintenance reports. 

Optimum - Essential Maintenance (as minimum). Replacement of •	
age related and defective M&E Systems not considered to be a 
H&S requirement– Lighting, power,  fire alarms, smoke extract , 
ventilation, sprinklers, water services and above ground drainage.

Maximum - Upgrade and replacement of the existing M&E systems •	
incorporating installation of green technologies where possible.

Structural Overview
Theme 1 comprises of the remediation of all short and long term 
maintenance requirements including works identified in the condition survey 
and highlighted in the reports prepared by SDA and Faithful and Gould. 

Three categories of works are considered under the main options as 
outlined above.

Public Realm Overview
Theme 1 public realm works are limited and comprise essential 
maintenance works to remedy all short and long term maintenance 
requirements.

Theme 1 public realm works are limited to the repair and maintenance of 
floor finishes as identified under the Architectural overview for each option.

BREEAM / Sustainability Overview
Due to the nature of the works proposed for Theme 1, there are limited 
opportunities to enhance the sustainability of the building within the 
scope of the works. 

In terms of BREEAM, the BREEAM criteria can only applied to major 
refurbishment or new build schemes. In the case of Theme 1, this is 
considered a minor refurbishment, with little alteration to the building 
fabric and services and therefore the majority of the BREEAM criteria 
are not applicable and cannot be assessed. Upon review of the existing 
building and services, the majority of the existing facilities would not 
meet the minimum standards required for any BREEAM rating, such as 
high frequency lighting and low water consuming sanitary ware. These 
items are not being upgraded within the scope of the proposed Theme 
1 works under the minimum and optimum variances. As such it is not 
possible to provide a BREEAM rating for this theme.

However there are a number of sustainability inclusions or practices 
that could be addressed within the scope of works of Theme 1, with 
the most opportunity within the maximum works variance. These are 
included in Appendix VI.

For further details of works proposed and categorisations for costing 
purposes please refer to the Kirkgate Market Works Categorisation 
Narrative included in Appendix XVI 

Conservation Overview 
Generally this theme, which focuses on Fixing the Basics (Element 
1) would keep the weather out but there is no major conservation 
improvements to the listed buildings. Clearly the maintenance works 
proposed for the 1875 and 1904 structures are welcomed but the 
public would not see any greater reveal of the listed assets. 

Theme Phasing and Works Programme 
All works associated with maintaining and upgrading building fabric 
and building systems have been reviewed by the design and council 
team.  It has been agreed that the work could be undertaken over 
weekend and ‘out of hours’ periods with limited impact on the day 
to day market operations.  The market team are currently managing 
a range of maintenance works within the live building; it is therefore 
thought that theme 1 maintenance works can be achieved with limited 
impact on the day to day operations. 

Theme 1 Cost Estimate
The information in Appendix XVII forms the generic basis of cost detail 
for Theme 1, covering the information which has been used for the 
purposes of the assessment, the clarification notices, details of the 
estimate inclusions, allowances & exclusions and finally, the provisional 
sums are contained within the estimates.

The Themes - Theme 1 - Maintenance
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1904 Stall Area
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Existing market frontage diversity
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Theme 1 - Option 1 - Minimum Maintenance
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Elements Within Theme 1 Option 1 
The “Elements” in Theme 1 Option 1 are: 

Fixing the basics;•	

Finding your way around.•	

Architectural Overview
Option 1 is a  basic specification of essential maintenance works to 
address issues that present significant H&S risks, impacts on the 
existing security provision, renders business continuity and access 
to public areas impossible, causes deterioration of adjoining building 
elements and impacts on the means of escape/ fire integrity of the 
building.

Key features include:
No reduction in market internal or external site area; •	

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building elements •	
which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk; 

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems. 

Basic Specification of Essential Maintenance Works to Address •	
Previous Ad-hoc or Under Investment That Currently:-

Presents potential Health and Safety Risks; •	

Allows deteriorating fabric or structure of the building to decay •	
unchecked or inefficiently maintained; 

Impacts negatively on existing security provision; •	

Limits or impacts negatively on business continuity and public •	
access to areas; 

Impacts on the means of escape in the event of emergency. •	

Building Services Overview 
Option 1 Involves the undertaking of essential maintenance works to 
correct significant H&S risks identified within maintenance reports.

Structural Overview
Option 1 involves the undertaking of essential maintenance and 
remediation works to correct deterioration in the structural fabric of the 
market as identified in the maintenance reports and highlighted in the 
architectural narrative that follows.

Conservation Overview 
This option implements a minimum level of maintenance.  This would 
start to implement a maintenance regime that would provide some 
benefit to the listed structures. Also the intention of introducing a 
guaranteed adequate water pressure for sprinklers would help to 
safeguard the building for the future.

Interventions proposed under this option would help to keep the 
building wind and water tight which at a basic level of conservation 
is desirable, although the opportunity to better present the building 
would be far less than proposed in the alternative options for Theme 1 
options 2 and 3.

Theme Benefits 
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

Legal obligations as building landlord are met; •	

Minimises health & safety related risk to traders and public; •	

Minimum requirements for defect rectification are met; •	

Guaranteed adequate water pressure for sprinkler system and •	
compliance with insurance provider’s requirements;
Continuous compliance with statutory/regulatory requirements; •	

Prolong the life of core infrastructure.•	

Theme 1 - Option 1 - Minimum Maintenance
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Theme 1- Option 1 Cost Estimate 

The below table sets out the Theme 1 Option 1 cost estimate, a full 
breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII

Appendix XV contains the Theme 1 Option 1 specific information which 
has been used to generate the estimate.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Kirkgate Market Theme 1 - Maintenance Works Programme 305 days

2

3 Option 1 - Minimum Maintenance Works 305 days

4 Mobilisation 1 mon

5 1976 & 1981 Market Halls 5 mons

6 1930s and 1980s Block shops and Butchers Row 2 mons

7 George St Outbuilding 2 mons

8 1904 Market Hall 4 mons

9 1875 Market Hall 5 mons

E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M
Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12 Month 13 Month 14 Month 1

Task

Split

Progress

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Page 1

Project: Theme 1 - Op 1 Maintenance P
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Cost Summary T1 Option 1 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 2,163,630£                                   915,850£                      347,600£                      146,500£                      436,830£                      306,750£                      10,100£                        -£                                
Preliminaries 281,272£                                     119,061£                      45,188£                        19,045£                        56,788£                        39,878£                        1,313£                         -£                                
Main Contractor OH&P 73,347£                                       31,047£                        11,784£                        4,966£                         14,809£                        10,399£                        342£                            -£                                

SUB TOTAL £2,518,249 £1,065,958 £404,572 £170,511 £508,426 £357,026 £11,755 £0
Professional Fees 251,825£                                     106,596£                      40,457£                        17,051£                        50,843£                        35,703£                        1,176£                         -£                                
Risk / Contingency 415,511£                                     175,883£                      66,754£                        28,134£                        83,890£                        58,909£                        1,940£                         -£                                
Provisional Sums 1,038,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                38,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £4,223,585 £1,498,437 £661,783 £215,697 £993,159 £801,638 £14,871 £38,000

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 N/A
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 N/A
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 N/A
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 N/A
Temporary Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 N/A

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £150 £207 £143 £117 £123 £115 £116 N/A
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £252 £291 £234 £148 £240 £257 £147 N/A

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £6

Cost Summary T1 Option 2 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George  St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 3,550,140£                                   1,025,850£                   693,800£                      223,400£                      951,185£                      635,705£                      20,200£                        -£                                
Preliminaries 461,518£                                     133,361£                      90,194£                        29,042£                        123,654£                      82,642£                        2,626£                         -£                                
Main Contractor OH&P 120,350£                                     34,776£                        23,520£                        7,573£                         32,245£                        21,550£                        685£                            -£                                

SUB TOTAL £4,132,008 £1,193,987 £807,514 £260,015 £1,107,084 £739,897 £23,511 £0
Professional Fees 413,201£                                     119,399£                      80,751£                        26,002£                        110,708£                      73,990£                        2,351£                         -£                                
Risk / Contingency 681,781£                                     197,008£                      133,240£                      42,903£                        182,669£                      122,083£                      3,879£                         -£                                
Provisional Sums 1,076,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                76,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £6,302,990 £1,660,393 £1,171,505 £328,919 £1,750,462 £1,285,970 £29,741 £76,000

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 N/A
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 N/A
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 N/A
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 N/A
Temporary Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 N/A

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £246 £232 £285 £178 £268 £237 £233 N/A
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £375 £323 £414 £225 £423 £413 £294 N/A

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £12

Cost Summary T1 Option 3 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George  St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 6,611,490£                                   1,666,300£                   1,295,250£                   353,400£                      1,514,410£                   1,062,430£                   20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 859,494£                                     216,619£                      168,383£                      45,942£                        196,873£                      138,116£                      2,626£                         90,935£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 224,130£                                     56,488£                        43,909£                        11,980£                        51,338£                        36,016£                        685£                            23,713£                        

SUB TOTAL £7,695,113 £1,939,407 £1,507,541 £411,322 £1,762,622 £1,236,562 £23,511 £814,148
Professional Fees 769,511£                                     193,941£                      150,754£                      41,132£                        176,262£                      123,656£                      2,351£                         81,415£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,269,694£                                   320,002£                      248,744£                      67,868£                        290,833£                      204,033£                      3,879£                         134,334£                      
Provisional Sums 1,135,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                115,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded -£                                -£                                

TOTAL £10,869,518 £2,613,349 £2,067,040 £520,323 £2,579,717 £1,914,251 £29,741 £1,145,097

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,291 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £399 £377 £533 £282 £426 £397 £233 £326
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £563 £508 £730 £357 £624 £614 £294 £412

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £19

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 1 (Minimum)

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 2 (Optimum)

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 3 (Maximum)

Theme 1 Option 1 Works Programme

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.
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Theme 1 - Option 2 - Optimum Maintenance
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Elements Within Theme 1 Option 2
 The “Elements” in Theme 1 Option 2 are: 

Fixing the basics;•	

Finding your way around. •	

Partial replacement of the roof of the 1976 & 1981 Hall•	

Architectural Overview 
Option 2 is a mid range specification (greater than Option 1) to address 
issues as identified in Option 1 and also proposes building element 
alterations that will improve security provisions to person and property, 
improve access and means of escape, enhance elemental building life, 
and ensure compliance with current legislation and improves general 
market environment.

Key features include: 
No reduction in market internal or external site area;•	

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building elements •	
which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk;

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems;

Targeted maintenance of building fabric and systems;•	

Compliance with current legislative requirements.•	

Mid Range Specification of Maintenance Works (Greater than Option 1) 
To Address Previous Ad-hoc or Under Investment That Currently:-

Presents potential Health and Safety Risks; •	

Allows deteriorating fabric or structure of the building to decay •	
unchecked or inefficiently maintained; 

Impacts negatively on existing security provision; •	

Limits or impacts negatively on business continuity and public •	
access to areas; 

Impacts on the means of escape in the event of emergency.•	

Improvement works to the roof finish of the 1976 & 1981 Halls.•	

Proposed general improvement works:

Improvements to general market environment; •	

Targeted interventions to buildings and mechanical systems that •	
support planned and cyclical maintenance regime; 

Targeted interventions to buildings and mechanical systems that •	
support current urban design and conservation principles.

Building Services Overview
Option 2 is the mid range specification which includes the undertaking 
of the essential maintenance detailed in Option 1  with the replacement 
of age related and defective M&E Systems not considered to be a H&S 
requirement – including Lighting, power,  fire alarms, smoke extract , 
ventilation, sprinklers, water services and above ground drainage.

Structural Overview
Option 2 is a mid range specification which comprises of the 
remediation of all short and long term maintenance requirements 
as discussed in Option 1 with works to be undertake to enhance 
elemental building life.  The drainage systems will be surveyed and 
repaired where necessary as highlighted in the Kirkgate Market Works 
Categorisation Narrative within Appendix XVI. 

Conservation Overview 
The replacement of floor finishes needs to be monitored to ensure 
that good original or quality finishes are not lost.  In carrying out 
enhancement to the life span elements of the structure, observing 
compliance with statutory/regulatory requirements, improved 
environment for traders, shoppers and visitors etc it is imperative to 
ensure these works are not destructive to the historic fabric.  Indeed 
every opportunity needs to be taken to ensure these works are carried 
out in such a way as to enhance the historic character/fabric of the 
listed and historic structures.

Theme Benefits 
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

Minimises health & safety related risks to traders and public; •	

Minimum requirement for defect rectification are met; •	

New roof to finish to 1976/1930/1981 buildings minimises risks of •	
roof leakage and maintenance issues; 

Replacement of floor finishes minimises trip hazards; •	

Guaranteed adequate water pressure for sprinkler system and •	
compliance with insurance provider’s requirements; 

All defects/ damage to existing building fabric and core •	
infrastructure are repaired or patch repaired; 

Life Span of elements of buildings is enhanced; •	

Improved environment for traders, shoppers and visitors; •	

Continuous compliance with statutory/ regulatory requirements;•	

Theme 1 - Option 2 - Optimum Maintenance
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Theme 1- Option 2 Cost Estimate

The below table sets out the Theme 1 Option 2 cost estimate, a full 
breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII

Appendix XV captures the Theme 1 Option 2 specific information which 
has been used to generate the estimate.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Kirkgate Market Theme 1 - Maintenance Works Programme 385 days

2

3 Option 2 - Optimum Maintenance Works 385 days

4 Mobilisation 1 mon

5 1976 & 1981 Market Halls 7 mons

6 1930s and 1980s Block shops and Butchers Row 2 mons

7 George St Outbuilding 2 mons

8 1904 Market Hall 5 mons

9 1875 Market Hall 6 mons

E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B
-1 Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12 Month 13 Month 1 Month 15 Month 16 Month 17 Month 18 M

Task
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Progress
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Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Page 1

Project: Theme 1 - Op 2 Maintenance P
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Cost Summary T1 Option 1 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 2,163,630£                                   915,850£                      347,600£                      146,500£                      436,830£                      306,750£                      10,100£                        -£                                
Preliminaries 281,272£                                     119,061£                      45,188£                        19,045£                        56,788£                        39,878£                        1,313£                         -£                                
Main Contractor OH&P 73,347£                                       31,047£                        11,784£                        4,966£                         14,809£                        10,399£                        342£                            -£                                

SUB TOTAL £2,518,249 £1,065,958 £404,572 £170,511 £508,426 £357,026 £11,755 £0
Professional Fees 251,825£                                     106,596£                      40,457£                        17,051£                        50,843£                        35,703£                        1,176£                         -£                                
Risk / Contingency 415,511£                                     175,883£                      66,754£                        28,134£                        83,890£                        58,909£                        1,940£                         -£                                
Provisional Sums 1,038,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                38,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £4,223,585 £1,498,437 £661,783 £215,697 £993,159 £801,638 £14,871 £38,000

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 N/A
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 N/A
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 N/A
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 N/A
Temporary Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 N/A

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £150 £207 £143 £117 £123 £115 £116 N/A
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £252 £291 £234 £148 £240 £257 £147 N/A

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £6

Cost Summary T1 Option 2 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George  St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 3,550,140£                                   1,025,850£                   693,800£                      223,400£                      951,185£                      635,705£                      20,200£                        -£                                
Preliminaries 461,518£                                     133,361£                      90,194£                        29,042£                        123,654£                      82,642£                        2,626£                         -£                                
Main Contractor OH&P 120,350£                                     34,776£                        23,520£                        7,573£                         32,245£                        21,550£                        685£                            -£                                

SUB TOTAL £4,132,008 £1,193,987 £807,514 £260,015 £1,107,084 £739,897 £23,511 £0
Professional Fees 413,201£                                     119,399£                      80,751£                        26,002£                        110,708£                      73,990£                        2,351£                         -£                                
Risk / Contingency 681,781£                                     197,008£                      133,240£                      42,903£                        182,669£                      122,083£                      3,879£                         -£                                
Provisional Sums 1,076,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                76,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £6,302,990 £1,660,393 £1,171,505 £328,919 £1,750,462 £1,285,970 £29,741 £76,000

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 N/A
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 N/A
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 N/A
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 N/A
Temporary Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 N/A

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £246 £232 £285 £178 £268 £237 £233 N/A
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £375 £323 £414 £225 £423 £413 £294 N/A

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £12

Cost Summary T1 Option 3 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George  St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 6,611,490£                                   1,666,300£                   1,295,250£                   353,400£                      1,514,410£                   1,062,430£                   20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 859,494£                                     216,619£                      168,383£                      45,942£                        196,873£                      138,116£                      2,626£                         90,935£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 224,130£                                     56,488£                        43,909£                        11,980£                        51,338£                        36,016£                        685£                            23,713£                        

SUB TOTAL £7,695,113 £1,939,407 £1,507,541 £411,322 £1,762,622 £1,236,562 £23,511 £814,148
Professional Fees 769,511£                                     193,941£                      150,754£                      41,132£                        176,262£                      123,656£                      2,351£                         81,415£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,269,694£                                   320,002£                      248,744£                      67,868£                        290,833£                      204,033£                      3,879£                         134,334£                      
Provisional Sums 1,135,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                115,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded -£                                -£                                

TOTAL £10,869,518 £2,613,349 £2,067,040 £520,323 £2,579,717 £1,914,251 £29,741 £1,145,097

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,291 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £399 £377 £533 £282 £426 £397 £233 £326
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £563 £508 £730 £357 £624 £614 £294 £412

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £19

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 1 (Minimum)

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 2 (Optimum)

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 3 (Maximum)

Theme 1 Option 2 Works Programme

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.
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Elements Within Theme 1 Option 3
The “Elements” in Theme 1 Option 3 are: 

Fixing the basics; •	

Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls; •	

Finding your way around. •	

Architectural  Overview 
Option 3 is a high specification and scope of works (greater than 
Option 1&2) to address issues as identified in Option 2 and also 
proposes general improvement works to ensure good housekeeping 
and improve market environment and in line with planned and cyclical 
maintenance regime, extensively support current urban design and 
conservation principles and aspirations for the market.

Key features include:
No reduction in market internal or external site area; •	

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building elements •	
by up to 25 years which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S 
risk; 

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems; 

Enhanced maintenance of building fabric and systems; •	

Compliance with current legislative requirements. •	

Building element alterations to: 

Improve security provisions; •	

Improve building content and fabric protection; •	

Improve access and means of escape; •	

Enhanced elemental building life span up to 25 years; •	

Ensure compliance with current legislations.•	

Improvement works to the roof finish of the 1976 & 1981 Halls.•	

Enhanced sprinkler tank and pump provision.•	

Works support planned and cyclical maintenance regime; •	

Works support current urban design and conservation principles; •	
High Specification and Scope of Maintenance Works (Greater 
than Option 1 and Option 2) To Address Previous Ad-hoc or Under 
Investment That Currently:- 

Presents potential Health and Safety Risks; •	

Allows deteriorating fabric or structure of the building to continue to •	
decay unchecked or inefficiently maintained; 

Impacts negatively on existing security provision; •	

Limits or impacts negatively on business continuity and public •	
access to areas; 

Impacts on the means of escape in the event of emergency. •	

Building Services Overview 
Option 3 is the high specification and scope of works were complete 
upgrade and replacement of the existing M&E systems is undertaken 
were possible incorporating installation of green technologies. 

Structural Overview 
Option 3 is the high specification which addressed the issue in 
Options 1 and 2 and includes structural improvements to facilitate the 
architectural improvements and sustainability aspirations. 

Conservation Overview 
Again as for the works described in Options 1 and 2 care will need 
to be taken to ensure any maintenance works and associated 
interventions are sympathetic to the fabric and structure of the listed 
and historic elements of the buildings. 

Theme Benefits 
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

Minimises health & safety related risks to traders and public; •	

Minimum requirement for defect rectification are met; •	

New roof to 1976/1930/1981 buildings resolves continuous roof •	
leakage and maintenance issues; 

Replacement of floor finishes and substrate eradicates trip hazards; •	

Guaranteed adequate water pressure for sprinkler system and •	
compliance with insurance provider’s requirements; 

All defects/ damage to existing building fabric are replaced or •	
repaired; 

Historic merits of existing buildings are enhanced; •	

Life Span of elements of buildings is enhanced; •	

Improved environment for traders, shoppers and visitors; •	

Improved building functionality; •	

Continuous compliance with statutory/ regulatory requirements.•	

Theme 1 - Option 3 - Maximum Maintenance
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Theme 1- Option 3 Cost Estimate

The below table sets out the Theme 1 Option 3 cost estimate, a full breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII.

Appendix XV captures the Theme 1 Option 3 specific information which has been used to generate the estimate.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Theme 1 - Maintenance Works Programme 425 days

2

3 Option 3 - Maximum Maintenance Works 425 days

4 Mobilisation 1 mon

5 Outdoor Market 2 mons

6 1976 & 1981 Market Halls 7.5 mons

7 1930s and 1980s Block shops and Butchers Row 2 mons

8 George St Outbuilding 2.5 mons

9 1904 Market Hall 5 mons

10 1875 Market Hall 6 mons

E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E
 -1 Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 1 Month 12 Month 13 Month 1 Month 15 Month 1 Month 17 Month 1 Month 19 Month 20

Task

Split

Progress

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Page 1

Project: Theme 1 - Op 3 Maintenance P
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Cost Summary T1 Option 1 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 2,163,630£                                   915,850£                      347,600£                      146,500£                      436,830£                      306,750£                      10,100£                        -£                                
Preliminaries 281,272£                                     119,061£                      45,188£                        19,045£                        56,788£                        39,878£                        1,313£                         -£                                
Main Contractor OH&P 73,347£                                       31,047£                        11,784£                        4,966£                         14,809£                        10,399£                        342£                            -£                                

SUB TOTAL £2,518,249 £1,065,958 £404,572 £170,511 £508,426 £357,026 £11,755 £0
Professional Fees 251,825£                                     106,596£                      40,457£                        17,051£                        50,843£                        35,703£                        1,176£                         -£                                
Risk / Contingency 415,511£                                     175,883£                      66,754£                        28,134£                        83,890£                        58,909£                        1,940£                         -£                                
Provisional Sums 1,038,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                38,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £4,223,585 £1,498,437 £661,783 £215,697 £993,159 £801,638 £14,871 £38,000

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 N/A
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 N/A
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 N/A
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 N/A
Temporary Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 N/A

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £150 £207 £143 £117 £123 £115 £116 N/A
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £252 £291 £234 £148 £240 £257 £147 N/A

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £6

Cost Summary T1 Option 2 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George  St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 3,550,140£                                   1,025,850£                   693,800£                      223,400£                      951,185£                      635,705£                      20,200£                        -£                                
Preliminaries 461,518£                                     133,361£                      90,194£                        29,042£                        123,654£                      82,642£                        2,626£                         -£                                
Main Contractor OH&P 120,350£                                     34,776£                        23,520£                        7,573£                         32,245£                        21,550£                        685£                            -£                                

SUB TOTAL £4,132,008 £1,193,987 £807,514 £260,015 £1,107,084 £739,897 £23,511 £0
Professional Fees 413,201£                                     119,399£                      80,751£                        26,002£                        110,708£                      73,990£                        2,351£                         -£                                
Risk / Contingency 681,781£                                     197,008£                      133,240£                      42,903£                        182,669£                      122,083£                      3,879£                         -£                                
Provisional Sums 1,076,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                76,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL £6,302,990 £1,660,393 £1,171,505 £328,919 £1,750,462 £1,285,970 £29,741 £76,000

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 N/A
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 N/A
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 N/A
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 N/A
Temporary Market 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
TOTAL GIA (m2) 16,791 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 N/A

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £246 £232 £285 £178 £268 £237 £233 N/A
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £375 £323 £414 £225 £423 £413 £294 N/A

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £12

Cost Summary T1 Option 3 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George  St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 6,611,490£                                   1,666,300£                   1,295,250£                   353,400£                      1,514,410£                   1,062,430£                   20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 859,494£                                     216,619£                      168,383£                      45,942£                        196,873£                      138,116£                      2,626£                         90,935£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 224,130£                                     56,488£                        43,909£                        11,980£                        51,338£                        36,016£                        685£                            23,713£                        

SUB TOTAL £7,695,113 £1,939,407 £1,507,541 £411,322 £1,762,622 £1,236,562 £23,511 £814,148
Professional Fees 769,511£                                     193,941£                      150,754£                      41,132£                        176,262£                      123,656£                      2,351£                         81,415£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,269,694£                                   320,002£                      248,744£                      67,868£                        290,833£                      204,033£                      3,879£                         134,334£                      
Provisional Sums 1,135,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                115,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded -£                                -£                                

TOTAL £10,869,518 £2,613,349 £2,067,040 £520,323 £2,579,717 £1,914,251 £29,741 £1,145,097

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,291 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £399 £377 £533 £282 £426 £397 £233 £326
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £563 £508 £730 £357 £624 £614 £294 £412

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £19

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 1 (Minimum)

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 2 (Optimum)

Theme 1 Maintenance Option 3 (Maximum)

Theme 1 Option 3 Works Programme 

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.
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Elements Within Theme 2
The “Elements” in Theme 2 are: 

Fixing the basics; •	

Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls – partially;  •	

Finding your way around; •	

Creating a new route through the market; •	

Improving the look and feel of the market – partially; •	

Reducing the size – partially. •	

Creating zones - partially •	

Architectural Overview  
The basis for the Theme 2 proposals are Theme 1 Option 2 optimum 
maintenance works.

The internal market stalls could be reconfigured or removed to enable 
the creation of a central artery, with surface treatment to the walls, stall 
frontages to create an isolated area of improvement. In order to create 
a improved environment for the existing butchers, internal relocation 
consisting of refurbishment, reconfiguration and introduction of new 
stalls.  A zone containing fresh meat and fish could be creating zones 
adjacent the existing Fish Row.  The vacated Butchers Row units would 
be refurbished to create improved units to allow use for general market 
stalls. There are no dramatic works scheduled to the external fabric with 
the exception of maintenance, repairs and Health & Safety works.  

Key Features of this Theme include the following:
No reduction in the overall area; •	

All essential maintenance undertaken to indoor and outdoor •	
markets; 

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building elements •	
which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk; 

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems; 

Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of sprinkler system; •	

New consolidated fresh food area created for Fish, Game and Meat •	
within Fish & Game Row; 

Vacated Butchers row converted to new general stalls; •	

   New central ‘artery’ created on north/south axis. •	

Essential Maintenance Works To Address Previous adhoc or Under 
Investment That Currently:- 

Presents potential Health and Safety Risks; •	

Allows deteriorating fabric or structure of the building to decay •	
unchecked or inefficiently maintained; 

Impacts negatively on existing security provision; •	

Limits or impacts negatively on business continuity and public •	
access to areas; 

Impacts on the means of escape in the event of emergency. •	

Public Realm Overview  
The internal reorganisation of spaces within the existing market layout 
offer limited opportunities to enhance the interior public realm. However 
improvements to surface finishes would help define new and existing 
spaces and along with improved signage assist in way finding.

Building Services Overview
The Building Services works will follow the key features outlined in the 
Architectural overview for the reconfiguration of the market. The works 
will include the installation of a new sprinkler tank and pump system 
located in the 1976 hall to serve existing valve chambers located in the 
1976 and 1904 halls. The new services would include energy efficiency/
carbon reduction features where possible to meet the client BREEAM 
and sustainability aspirations.

Structural Overview  
Theme 2 comprises of the remodelling to create a new fresh food area 
and remediation of all short and long term maintenance requirements 
including works identified in the condition survey and highlighted in the 
reports prepared by SDA and Faithful and Gould.  

Conservation Overview 
Generally Theme 2 would keep the weather out with the addition of some 
internal re-planning which would open up the central ‘Artery’ link between 
George Street and New York Street, further raising the profile of the overall 
buildings that comprise the indoor market trading halls.

The general maintenance and improvements being proposed would 
appear to be desirable, but on the understanding that care is taken to 
enhance the historic character/fabric of the heritage asset.

The ‘Artery’ feature linking between George Street and New York Street 
should raise the profile of the New York and Westminster Buildings, this 
would also raise the profile of these as heritage assets which is desirable.
The comments from Theme 1 also apply.

BREEAM / Sustainability 
The opportunities to enhance the sustainability of Kirkgate Market via the 
proposed works for Theme 2 are predominantly the same as those identified 

for theme 1. The scale of refurbishment of Theme 2 is not significant enough to 
enable a high BREEAM score and many issues covered within BREEAM are 
still not applicable given the “minor refurbishment” nature of the scheme. This 
is because BREEAM is unable to assess maintenance and reconfiguration.

The BREEAM pre-assessment undertaken with the design team for theme 
2 indicates that a BREEAM score of 26.0% should be achievable, which 
falls significantly short of achieving any BREEAM rating. In addition to this, 
BREEAM 2011 requires minimum standards to be achieved for any given 
rating, and the pre-assessment result indicates that under theme 2 the 
minimum standards for a ‘PASS’ rating would not be met. Therefore the 
theme 2 works are likely not to achieve any BREEAM rating.

Theme Phasing and Works Programme
One approach taken to deliver a combined fresh food area consisting of 
Butchers, Fish and Game could be through the relocation of Butchers Row 
within an area created in the vicinity of the current Fish and Game Row.  
Works will require the conversion and creation of new units to enable all 
affected  traders to relocate in the correct trading environment.  The works 
programme will require managed decanting and repositioning utilising 
vacant stalls  or those vacated/created , with careful consideration to 
minimising  one move per business.  A limited number of a stalls will be 
affected through the creation of the ‘Artery’, it is felt that tenant relocation 
can therefore be undertaken using vacant stalls or new stall area.

Theme Benefits 
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

Potential disruption by new construction minimised; •	

Lifespan of essential components of market infrastructure extended •	
up to 15 Years; 

Greater Impact of variety of goods on offer and choice created by •	
consolidated food area; 

Improved connectivity and way finding achieved by new ‘Artery’ feature; •	

Opportunity to re-brand butchers and fish and game row; •	

Legal obligations as building landlord are met; •	

Minimises health & safety related risk to traders and public; •	

Minimum requirements for defect rectification are met; •	

New sprinkler tank and pump system;•	

Guaranteed adequate water pressure for sprinkler system and •	
compliance with insurance provider’s requirements; 

Continuous compliance with statutory/regulatory requirements.•	

Theme 2 - Reconfiguration
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Theme 2 Cost Estimate

The below table sets out the Theme 2 cost estimate, a full breakdown of the cost estimate is included in 
Appendix XVII.

Appendix XV forms the basis of cost detail for Theme 2, covering the information which has been used for 
the purposes of the assessment, the clarification notices, details of the estimate inclusions, allowances & 
exclusions and finally, the provisional sums are contained within the estimates.

ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

1 Theme 2 - Reconfiguration Works Programme 410 days Tue 01/01/13 Mon 28/07/14

2 Mobilisation 1.5 mons Tue 01/01/13 Mon 11/02/13

3 Outdoor Market 2.5 mons Tue 29/01/13 Mon 08/04/13 2FS-0.5 mons

4 1976 Market Hall 4 mons Tue 12/03/13 Mon 01/07/13 3FS-1 mon

5 1981 Market Hall 3 mons Tue 04/06/13 Mon 26/08/13 4FS-1 mon

6 1930s and 1980s Block shops and Butchers Row 2.5 mons Tue 30/07/13 Mon 07/10/13 5FS-1 mon

7 George St Outbuilding 2 mons Tue 10/09/13 Mon 04/11/13 6FS-1 mon

8 1904 Market Hall 4.5 mons Tue 22/10/13 Mon 24/02/14 7FS-0.5 mons

9 1875 Market Hall 6.5 mons Tue 28/01/14 Mon 28/07/14 8FS-1 mon
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Project: Theme 2 - Reconfiguration Wor
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Cost Summary T2 - TOTAL 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 6,351,759£                                   1,955,350£                   793,800£                      697,400£                      1,322,548£                   862,961£                      20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 889,246£                                     273,749£                      111,132£                      97,636£                        185,157£                      120,815£                      2,828£                         97,930£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 217,230£                                     66,873£                        27,148£                        23,851£                        45,231£                        29,513£                        691£                            23,923£                        

SUB TOTAL 7,458,235£                                   2,295,972£                  932,080£                     818,887£                     1,552,936£                  1,013,289£                  23,719£                       821,353£                     
Professional Fees 745,824£                                     229,597£                      93,208£                        81,889£                        155,294£                      101,329£                      2,372£                         82,135£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,230,609£                                   378,835£                      153,793£                      135,116£                      256,234£                      167,193£                      3,914£                         135,523£                      
Provisional Sums 1,076,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                76,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 10,510,668£                                3,054,405£                  1,329,081£                  1,035,892£                  2,314,464£                  1,631,810£                  30,004£                       1,115,011£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,291 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £387 £446 £329 £561 £375 £325 £235 £329
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £545 £593 £470 £710 £559 £524 £297 £416

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £12

Cost Summary T3 Option 1 1875 Hall 1904 Hall Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 9,158,186£                                   1,133,250£                   724,400£                      571,640£                      3,127,107£                   1,718,201£                   1,163,888£                   20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 1,190,564£                                   147,323£                      94,172£                        74,313£                        406,524£                      223,366£                      151,305£                      2,626£                         90,935£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 310,463£                                     38,417£                        24,557£                        19,379£                        106,009£                      58,247£                        39,456£                        685£                            23,713£                        

SUB TOTAL 10,659,213£                                1,318,990£                  843,129£                     665,332£                     3,639,640£                  1,999,814£                  1,354,649£                  23,511£                       814,148£                     
Professional Fees 1,065,921£                                   131,899£                      84,313£                        66,533£                        363,964£                      199,981£                      135,465£                      2,351£                         81,415£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,758,770£                                   217,633£                      139,116£                      109,780£                      600,541£                      329,969£                      223,517£                      3,879£                         134,334£                      
Provisional Sums 1,088,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      50,000£                        38,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 14,571,904£                                1,818,522£                  1,216,558£                  841,645£                     4,604,144£                  2,879,765£                  2,063,631£                  79,741£                       1,067,897£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 6,571 2,089 892 N/A 606 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,449 1,720 1,408 N/A 264 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 3,080 1,338 530 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 N/A Incl in circulation 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,914 5,147 2,830 0 2,082 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £535 £256 £298 N/A £1,748 £483 £435 £233 £326
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £732 £353 £430 N/A £2,211 £696 £662 £790 £412

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL GEA (m2) 7,864 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £104 N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £112 N/A N/A £502 N/A N/A N/A N/A £6

Cost Summary T3 Option 2 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
Remodel 1976 Hall Remodel 1981 Hall New Artery

Outdoor Mkt,  Sub & 
Wc's

Construction Costs 15,839,687£                                 1,541,250£                   856,300£                      652,072£                      571,640£                      3,127,107£                   4,091,629£                   2,591,805£                   1,226,434£                   1,181,450£                   
Preliminaries 2,059,159£                                   200,363£                      111,319£                      84,769£                        74,313£                        406,524£                      531,912£                      336,935£                      159,436£                      153,589£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 536,965£                                     52,248£                        29,029£                        22,105£                        19,379£                        106,009£                      138,706£                      87,862£                        41,576£                        40,051£                        

SUB TOTAL 18,435,812£                                1,793,861£                  996,648£                     758,947£                     665,332£                     3,639,640£                  4,762,247£                  3,016,602£                  1,427,447£                  1,375,090£                  
Professional Fees 1,659,223£                                   161,447£                      89,698£                        68,305£                        59,880£                        327,568£                      428,602£                      271,494£                      128,470£                      123,758£                      
Risk / Contingency 3,014,255£                                   293,296£                      162,952£                      124,088£                      108,782£                      595,081£                      778,627£                      493,214£                      233,388£                      224,827£                      
Provisional Sums 1,126,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                126,000£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 24,235,290£                                2,398,605£                  1,399,298£                  951,340£                     833,993£                     4,562,289£                  6,319,477£                  4,131,310£                  1,789,304£                  1,849,675£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,173 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 592 724 0 0
Circulation 6,806 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,962 1,042 410 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 101 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 101
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 17,860 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 2,554 1,766 410 2,601

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,032 £349 £352 £1,615 N/A £1,748 £1,865 £1,708 £3,482 £338
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,357 £466 £494 £2,024 N/A £2,191 £2,474 £2,339 £4,364 £424

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £110 N/A N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A £64
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £150 N/A N/A N/A £497 N/A N/A N/A N/A £93

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 2

Theme 2 Reconfiguration

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 1

Theme 2 Works Programme 

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.
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Architectural Overview 
Theme 3 explores the creation of a new development on George Street to 
replace the outdated units and accommodation, with alternative approaches 
to works associated with the indoor market halls including refurbishment 
and new build proposals. 

Option 1 – George Street redevelopment with internal market •	
reorganisation and limited visual change. 

Option 2 - George Street redevelopment but with 1976 and 1981 halls •	
structurally reconfigured to form new trading space. 

Option 3 – George Street redevelopment, with 1976 and 1981 halls •	
removed entirely to enable creation of a replacement market hall.  

George Street Overview
In terms of the Improving George Street element the provision of double fronted 
trading units that face onto George Street and also open into the indoor market 
hall would significantly enhance the permeability and commercial opportunities 
for the market. 

The Investment Case that the Council has developed would require the current 
footprint occupied by the 1930’s and 1980’s shops to be redeveloped and 
provide an appropriate number of purpose built retail units that would ensure 
the required level of rental income to make the case for redevelopment stack 
up financially for the Council. The opportunity for flats/apartments or other 
appropriate development on the floors above the retail units could open up 
further commercial opportunities for the Council which would enable it to secure 
a strong value for money solution that would benefit not only the George Street 
frontage and permeability to the market but wider improvements to the overall 
market infrastructure. 

Careful thought and consideration will need to be taken to ensure that the right 
balance of new build retail units, associated development above these and 
improvements to entrances into the market and public realm along George 
Street are captured in the overall design proposals and master plan approach.

Public Realm Overview 
Theme 3 presents a major opportunity to create new internal and external public 
realm to significantly upgrade the appearance of Kirkgate Market. The character 
and identity of newly created internal spaces and specialised shopping zones 
would be visually enhanced and linked to the wider public realm’ through the 
adoption of coordinated palette of new floor finishes and street furniture. The 
creation of ‘The Artery’, a new arcade, provides an important pedestrian link to 
adjacent developments while the new public square to George Street provides a 
major new gateway to the market.
Options 1 and 2 provide a new public realm to George Street while applying a 
lighter touch to public realm enhancement within the market building.

The Architectural proposals for Option 3 offer more significant public realm 
improvements to establish a strong market character which directly relates 
to the surrounding area.

Building Services  
The Building Services works proposed will follow the key features outlined 
in the Architectural overview with the provision of new services for the new 

build elements. This will include heating to the new market halls. Diversion 
of supplies from YEDL sub-station and the provision of new distribution 
supplies suite the market layouts. The new services would include energy 
efficiency/carbon reduction feature where possible to meet the client 
BREEAM and sustainability aspirations.

Structural Overview 
Theme 3 structural works proposed will follow the key features outlined in the 
architectural overview along with the remediation of all short and long term 
maintenance requirements including works identified in the condition survey and 
highlighted in the reports prepared by SDA and Faithful and Gould.  

Civils Overview 
The majority of the Highways improvement work in the area will be 
undertaken by others. The highway works which fall under the responsibility 
of the Kirkgate Market redevelopment would be some kerbing works on the 
south side of George Street and a pedestrian crossing point across Vicar 
Lane in the NW corner. This has been agreed with Leeds City Council. These 
would be dealt with under a planning condition and section278 works to be 
agreed at detailed design stage. 

The Surface Water strategy will comply with the requirements of NPFF 
(National Planning Policy Framework) and use of Sustainable Urban 
Drainage Systems (SUDS) measures, ensuring the project achieves 
betterment of the existing undeveloped site’s surface water runoff at 
peak times. This will be achieved by providing SUDS systems consisting 
of underground storage beneath the open market area. We have 
currently identified a requirement for circa 135 cu.m. We will seek further 
opportunities to increase the opportunities for improved SUD’s techniques 
during the detailed design process. The strategy proposed will mitigate 
against flooding on-site.  The proposed system will ensure that the 
development will not increase flood risk to neighbouring sites and therefore 
meets the requirements of NPFF.

Conservation Overview
The major benefits of this Theme are the public realm space generated in 
George Street, the works to the modern market halls and the replacement 
of the butcher’s row buildings.  These would generally create an improved 
overall setting for the listed buildings and some welcomed conservation 
works to the historic structures.

BREEAM / Sustainability Overview 
Theme 3 provides a significant opportunity to enhance the sustainability 
characteristics of the market due to the demolition and rebuild of the 1981 
and 1976 halls, plus central food zone and arcade. 
The BREEAM pre-assessment undertaken with the design team for theme 
3 indicates that a BREEAM score of 67.3% should be achievable, equating 
to a ‘VERY GOOD’ rating. BREEAM 2011 also requires minimum standards 
to be achieved for any given rating, and the pre-assessment result indicates 
that under theme 3 the minimum standards for a ‘VERY GOOD’ rating would 
be satisfied. Therefore the theme 3 works are likely to achieve a robust 
‘VERY GOOD’ as a minimum score of 55% is required to achieve this. 

Full details of the suggested sustainability inclusions for this theme in 
relation to BREEAM are shown in the BREEAM Pre-assessment in Appendix 
XI, and key opportunities are identified in the Kirkgate Market Works 
Categorisation Narrative included in Appendix XI

Theme Phasing
Theme 3 - Option 1 
Works to create a combined Meat and Fish zone, Central Heart and  Artery 
within the existing 1976/81 hall  could be achieved through the relocation 
of businesses  into vacant stalls, reconfigured  stalls or within  new stall 
construction within  the 1976/81 halls.

Construction of the George Street development will require the relocation of 
Butchers Row which would be undertaken as part of an early programme 
activity. Further design development is required to the layout of the fresh food 
zone which will require careful consideration by the market team.

It should be noted that  several tenants currently located on George 
Street may require temporary accommodation that suits their specific 
trading requirements.  Which may not be offered through relocation within 
an internal market area. Further liaison and consideration to the most 
appropriate solution will be required.

Following relocation of existing tenants and office staff, the former land on 
which the current building stands will be converted into public open space.  
Works will need to be programmed and developed through discussion with 
Highways and Statutory Bodies all of which could impact on the decant 
programme period.

Theme 3 - Options 2 & Option 3 
The two possible variants, currently developed, will involve the 
redevelopment of the George Street, to which a commentary is given 
within Theme 3 Option 1 decant narrative. Each option within this theme 
will involve fundamental alteration or replacement of the 1976/81 halls, 
to improve the 1976/81 hall trading environment, but will also involve 
fundamental interventions to the structure to create the ‘new Central 
Heart or Artery’.  As such, significant disruption will be encountered which 
requires further carful consideration by all parties.  It is envisaged to vacate 
traders and enable safe creation of the new or reconfigured 1976/81 hall a 
temporary market facility will be created.  

At this stage, scale and specification of a temporary facility will need further 
development. Impact will occur wherever the temporary structure is located.  
Currently an area of the existing open market has been considered as a 
possible location.  Once a temporary market has been established, works can 
be undertaken to deliver a scheme which addresses the issues associated to 
the 1976/81 hall. Given the site constraints which include asbestos and the 
existing structural frame it has been  assumed all stalls associated with the 
1976/81 hall will have to be temporarily relocated to enable a vacant site.

Relocation and creation of a combined food area has been proposed  within 
earlier theme text, there are multiple options to the layout, therefore further 
consideration is required. Consideration will also be  needed   to establish 
scale, impact and requirements associated  with relocation of the existing 
toilet accommodation within the market.

Theme 3 Cost - Generic
The information included in Appendix XV forms the generic basis of cost 
detail for Theme 3, covering the information which has been used for the 
purposes of the assessment, the clarification notices, details of the estimate 
inclusions, allowances & exclusions and finally, the provisional sums are 
contained within the estimates.

Theme 3 - Market New Build / Refurbishment
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Elements Within Theme 3 Option 1
The “Elements” in Theme 3 Option 1 are: 

Fixing the basics; •	

Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls – partially;  •	

Finding your way around; •	

Creating Zones; •	

Creating a Heart; •	

Creating a new route through the market; •	

Improving the look and feel of the market – partially;  •	

Reducing the size – partially;  •	

Improving George Street; •	

Improving public realm external spaces.•	

Architectural Overview
Works to create a new development associated to the market on George 
Street would require relocation of Butchers Row.  Building on the concept 
explored in Theme 2, this option relocates the Butchers to new purpose 
built units within the   1976 hall.  Modification of stalls associated to Fish 
and Game Row allows creation of a new zone.

All inhabitants of the shops and offices located along George Street 
would be relocated, enabling the demolition of all existing structures. The 
cleared site enables creation of new public realm which complements The 
Eastgate Quarters proposals.  A new building improving the George Street 
elevation of the market enables a 3-4 storey building to be constructed in 
sympathy with the existing 1904 building.  Dual frontage units to the ground 
floor will enable desirable trading space to be created, upper floors of the 
development could host a wide range of uses which at this stage have not 
been explored in detail.

As discussed in Theme  2, an artery through the market is created as part 
of stall relocation and adaption.  In this option, the artery provides a new 
circulation route, which links and integrates with a new Central Heart.  The 
new Central Heart in this option is created through removal and reallocation 
of stalls, with new finishes that complement the Artery.

Key features include:
Possible 10-15% reduction in market area; •	

New retail and commercial space fronting onto George Street;•	  

1980 retail units/office demolished and increase; •	

All essential maintenance undertaken to indoor and outdoor markets; •	

Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of sprinkler system;•	

Meat area created in existing 1976 hall linked to Fish & Game row; •	

New central ‘artery’ created on north/south axis; •	

Works proposed are intended to extend the life of building elements •	
which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk; 

Maintenance to be carried out to core infrastructure including •	
mechanical and electrical systems; 

New Central ‘Heart’ Space;•	

Essential Maintenance Works To Address Previous Adhoc or Under 
Investment That Currently:-

Presents potential Health and Safety Risks;•	

Allows deteriorating fabric or structure of the building to decay •	
unchecked or inefficiently maintained;

Impacts negatively on existing security provision;•	

Limits or impacts negatively on business continuity and public access to •	
areas;

Impacts on the means of escape in the event of emergency.•	

Public Realm Overview
The new outdoor public realm to George Street provides the opportunity to 
create an important link to the Eastgate Quarters development and create 
a major new gateway to the Market. Materials here should make reference 
to the paving design of the Eastgate Quarters whilst firmly establishing 
a strong Market style and setting the quality benchmark for future 
improvements.

The internal reorganisation of spaces within the existing market layout 
offer limited opportunities to enhance the interior public realm. However 
improvements to surface finishes would help define the new ‘Artery’, ‘Central 
Space’ and the new ‘Butcher’s Area and assist in way finding.

Building Services Overview
The Building Services works will follow the key features outlined in the 
Architectural overview and includes the undertaking of the essential 
maintenance work detailed in T1 Option 2.  with the replacement of 
age related and defective M&E Systems not considered to be a H&S 
requirement– Lighting, power,  fire alarms, smoke extract , ventilation, 
sprinklers, water services and above ground drainage.

Structural Overview 
Theme 3 Option 1 structural work will follow the key features outlined in 
the architectural overview, including the construction of a new retail and 
commercial space fronting onto George Street, along with the remediation 
of all short and long term maintenance requirements including works 
identified in the condition survey and highlighted in the reports prepared by 
SDA and Faithful and Gould.  

Conservation Overview
The comments from Theme 1 and 2 apply.  The removal of the George Street 
1980s buildings and replacement with a new appropriate scale and form of 
buildings should be welcomed, however care will need to be taken to ensure 
that these new building complement and enhance the setting for the listed 
buildings, with particular reference to the relationship with Leeming House 
particularly  the massing, detailing etc.  

Again the ‘Artery; feature and central ‘Heart’ space creating a positive and 
attractive link from George Street to New York Street through the 1976 and 
1981 Halls would be desirable and allow better access to and around the 
internal spaces including a stronger link with the 1875 and 1904  halls. 

Theme Benefits
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

Increased public realm and potential to extend open market along •	
George Street; 

Improved George Street facade to 1981 hall resulting in greater •	
transparency; 

Potential for larger market stalls/retail onto George Street with extended •	
hours of opening;

New ‘Streetscape’ created to George Street; •	

Open market expanded to allow for greater flexibility ain layout and •	
uses; 

Improved connectivity and way finding route through the market •	
achieved by new ‘Artery’ in relation to Eastgate and wider Kirkgate 
Quarters; 

Opportunity to re-brand butchers and fish and game row; •	

Greater Impact of variety of goods on offer and choice created by •	
consolidated food area; 

Lifespan of essential components of market infrastructure extended by •	
up to 15 Years; 

Continuous compliance with statutory, regulatory, building insurance, •	
health & safety requirements and landlord obligations.

New sprinkler tank and pump system•	

Theme 3 - Market New Build / Refurbishment - Option 1
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Theme 3 Option 1 Cost Estimate

The below table sets out the Theme 3 Option 1 cost estimate, a full breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII

Appendix XV captures the Theme 3 Option 1 specific information which has been used to generate the estimate.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Kirkgate Market Theme 3 - Works Programme 440 days

2

3 Option 1 - New Build / Refurbishment Works Programme 440 days

4 Mobilisation 1.5 mons

5 Outdoor Market 1.5 mons

6 1976 Market Hall 4 mons

7 1981 Market Hall 3 mons

8 George Street Outbuilding 0.75 mons

9 New George Street Development 5 mons

10 Public Ream Space 2 mons

11 1904 Market Hall 4 mons

12 1875 Market Hall 5 mons

E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M
 -1 Month 1 Month Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 1 Month 2 Mont
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Project: Theme 3 Op 1 - Refurb New Bu
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Cost Summary T2 - TOTAL 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 6,351,759£                                   1,955,350£                   793,800£                      697,400£                      1,322,548£                   862,961£                      20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 889,246£                                     273,749£                      111,132£                      97,636£                        185,157£                      120,815£                      2,828£                         97,930£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 217,230£                                     66,873£                        27,148£                        23,851£                        45,231£                        29,513£                        691£                            23,923£                        

SUB TOTAL 7,458,235£                                   2,295,972£                  932,080£                     818,887£                     1,552,936£                  1,013,289£                  23,719£                       821,353£                     
Professional Fees 745,824£                                     229,597£                      93,208£                        81,889£                        155,294£                      101,329£                      2,372£                         82,135£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,230,609£                                   378,835£                      153,793£                      135,116£                      256,234£                      167,193£                      3,914£                         135,523£                      
Provisional Sums 1,076,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                76,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 10,510,668£                                3,054,405£                  1,329,081£                  1,035,892£                  2,314,464£                  1,631,810£                  30,004£                       1,115,011£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,291 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £387 £446 £329 £561 £375 £325 £235 £329
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £545 £593 £470 £710 £559 £524 £297 £416

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £12

Cost Summary T3 Option 1 1875 Hall 1904 Hall Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 9,158,186£                                   1,133,250£                   724,400£                      571,640£                      3,127,107£                   1,718,201£                   1,163,888£                   20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 1,190,564£                                   147,323£                      94,172£                        74,313£                        406,524£                      223,366£                      151,305£                      2,626£                         90,935£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 310,463£                                     38,417£                        24,557£                        19,379£                        106,009£                      58,247£                        39,456£                        685£                            23,713£                        

SUB TOTAL 10,659,213£                                1,318,990£                  843,129£                     665,332£                     3,639,640£                  1,999,814£                  1,354,649£                  23,511£                       814,148£                     
Professional Fees 1,065,921£                                   131,899£                      84,313£                        66,533£                        363,964£                      199,981£                      135,465£                      2,351£                         81,415£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,758,770£                                   217,633£                      139,116£                      109,780£                      600,541£                      329,969£                      223,517£                      3,879£                         134,334£                      
Provisional Sums 1,088,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      50,000£                        38,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 14,571,904£                                1,818,522£                  1,216,558£                  841,645£                     4,604,144£                  2,879,765£                  2,063,631£                  79,741£                       1,067,897£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 6,571 2,089 892 N/A 606 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,449 1,720 1,408 N/A 264 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 3,080 1,338 530 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 N/A Incl in circulation 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,914 5,147 2,830 0 2,082 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £535 £256 £298 N/A £1,748 £483 £435 £233 £326
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £732 £353 £430 N/A £2,211 £696 £662 £790 £412

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL GEA (m2) 7,864 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £104 N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £112 N/A N/A £502 N/A N/A N/A N/A £6

Cost Summary T3 Option 2 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
Remodel 1976 Hall Remodel 1981 Hall New Artery

Outdoor Mkt,  Sub & 
Wc's

Construction Costs 15,839,687£                                 1,541,250£                   856,300£                      652,072£                      571,640£                      3,127,107£                   4,091,629£                   2,591,805£                   1,226,434£                   1,181,450£                   
Preliminaries 2,059,159£                                   200,363£                      111,319£                      84,769£                        74,313£                        406,524£                      531,912£                      336,935£                      159,436£                      153,589£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 536,965£                                     52,248£                        29,029£                        22,105£                        19,379£                        106,009£                      138,706£                      87,862£                        41,576£                        40,051£                        

SUB TOTAL 18,435,812£                                1,793,861£                  996,648£                     758,947£                     665,332£                     3,639,640£                  4,762,247£                  3,016,602£                  1,427,447£                  1,375,090£                  
Professional Fees 1,659,223£                                   161,447£                      89,698£                        68,305£                        59,880£                        327,568£                      428,602£                      271,494£                      128,470£                      123,758£                      
Risk / Contingency 3,014,255£                                   293,296£                      162,952£                      124,088£                      108,782£                      595,081£                      778,627£                      493,214£                      233,388£                      224,827£                      
Provisional Sums 1,126,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                126,000£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 24,235,290£                                2,398,605£                  1,399,298£                  951,340£                     833,993£                     4,562,289£                  6,319,477£                  4,131,310£                  1,789,304£                  1,849,675£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,173 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 592 724 0 0
Circulation 6,806 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,962 1,042 410 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 101 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 101
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 17,860 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 2,554 1,766 410 2,601

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,032 £349 £352 £1,615 N/A £1,748 £1,865 £1,708 £3,482 £338
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,357 £466 £494 £2,024 N/A £2,191 £2,474 £2,339 £4,364 £424

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £110 N/A N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A £64
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £150 N/A N/A N/A £497 N/A N/A N/A N/A £93

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 2

Theme 2 Reconfiguration

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 1

Theme 3 Option 1 Works Programme

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.
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Elements Within Theme 3 Option 2
The “Elements” in Theme 3 Option 2 are: 

Fixing the basics; •	

Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls; •	

Finding your way around; •	

Creating Zones; •	

Creating a Heart; •	

Creating a new route through the market; •	

Layout; •	

Improving the look and feel of the market; •	

Reducing the size; •	

Improving George Street; •	

Improving public realm external spaces. •	

Architectural Overview
This option explores creation of a Central Heart and creation a 
combined Meat and Fish zone as previously detailed.  Toilets could also 
be moved as part of this option, to enable better sight lines through 
the overall building and improved toilet facilities.  George Street is 
redeveloped as set out in Option 2.  

The new public realm to George Street would increase and integrate with 
an extended open market.  Additional external space is created through 
the reduction in size of the 1976 and 1981 halls.  The existing frame would 
need to be structurally altered with new facades fitted.  The new stall layout 
will enable improvements to aisle sight line as wells as improving the overall 
look and feel.  As part of the structural work, the existing building could be 
adapted to create a new Artery through the building with roof lights and 
new entrances.

Key Features include:
20-25% reduction in market area; •	

Targeted refurbishment and reorganisation of stalls and trading areas; •	

Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of sprinkler system; •	

Butchers moved to new consolidated Fresh Food area around Fish & •	
Game row; 

New Central Artery created on North/South Axis; •	

Flexible ‘heart space’ created off new ‘artery’;•	

Toilets relocated onto external hall for extended hours use; •	

Open market increased in area; •	

Works proposed are intended to extend the lifeof building elements •	
which are tired, worn out or potentially a H&S risk.

Maintenance Works to Address Previous Ad-hoc or Under Investment 
That Currently:-

Presents potential Health and Safety Risks; •	

Allows deteriorating fabric or structure of the building to decay •	
unchecked or inefficiently maintained; 

Impacts negatively on existing security provision; •	

Limits or impacts negatively on business continuity and public •	
access to areas; 

Impacts on the means of escape in the event of emergency. •	

Public Realm Overview 
The new outdoor public realm to George Street provides the opportunity to 
create an important link to the Eastgate Quarterss development and create a 
major new gateway to the market, as detailed in Theme 3 Option 1.

The remodelling of the 1976/81 hall and the creation of a new ‘Artery’ 
offers an opportunity to create a strong public realm ‘style’. Layout, detail 
and subtle shifts in materials would help create a new clear identity. In 
particular the use of more decorative flooring, mosaic borders and centre 
decorative pieces would firmly place the new ‘Artery’ as an important 
and attractive pedestrian link and a valued addition to ‘Covered Leeds’. 
Improvements to surface finishes in the ‘Central Space’ and remaining 
Hall would help define the new spaces and assist in way finding.

Additional outdoor market space will be created as part of the 1976/1980 
Hall remodelling and this should be linked in material selection and 
detail to the George Street Public Realm and provide a transition to the 
existing outdoor market.

Building Services Overview 
The Building Services works will follow the key features outlined in the 
Architectural overview. Option 2 includes the replacement of age related 
and defective M&E Systems, in addition to the works considered to be 
a H&S requirement undertaken under option 1– Lighting, power, fire 
alarms, smoke extract, ventilation, sprinklers, water services and above 
ground drainage.

Structural Overview 
Theme 3 Option 2 structural work will follow the key features outlined 
in the architectural overview, including the construction of a new retail 
and commercial space fronting onto George Street and  demolition 
of the 1980 retail units / office. Remediation of all short and long term 
maintenance requirements including works identified in the condition 
survey and highlighted in the reports prepared by SDA and Faithful and 
Gould will also be undertaken. 
 
Conservation Overview 
The comments in Option 1 above apply. The reduction in size of the 
1976 and 81 Halls and the opportunity to have considered new facades 
and new build elements which respect and enhance the existing listed 
and historic assets, if tackled in a sensitive manner, are to be welcomed.  
This option would expose to some extent the rear of the Westminster 
Building which will allow this structure to be enjoyed more fully and raise 
its profile.

Theme Benefits
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

More concentrated use of indoor market accommodation; •	

Increased public realm and potential to extend open market along •	
George Street; 

 Improved appearance of east end of market and greater •	
transparency through new facades; 

Potential for larger market stalls/retail onto George Street with •	
extended hours of opening; 

Improved connectivity and way finding achieved by artery; •	

Greater variety of use and events by inclusion of new heart space; •	

Open market expanded to provide greater flexibility in layout and uses; •	

Greater Impact of variety of goods on offer and choice created by •	
consolidated food area; 

Improved connectivity and way finding achieved by new ‘Artery’ in •	
relation to Eastgate and wider Kirkgate Quarters; 

Opportunity to re-brand butchers and fish and game row;•	

Lifespan of essential components of market infrastructure including •	
services extended up to 15 Years; 

Continuous compliance with statutory, regulatory, building •	
insurance, health & safety requirements and landlord obligations;

New sprinkler tank and pump system•	

Theme 3 - Market New Build / Refurbishment - Option 2
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Theme 3 Option 2 Cost Estimate

The below table sets out the Theme 3 Option 2 cost estimate, a full breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII

Appendix XV captures the Theme 3 Option 2 specific information which has been used to generate the estimate.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Kirkgate Market Theme 3 - Works Programme 520 days

2

3 Option 2 - New Build / Refurbishment Works Programme 520 days

4 Mobilisation 1.5 mons

5 Outdoor Market and Externals 1.5 mons

6 New Artery 2 mons

7 Remodel 1976 Market Hall 4 mons

8 Remodel 1981 Market Hall 3 mons

9 New George Street Development 5 mons

10 Public Ream Space 2 mons

11 New Block Shop and WCs 2 mons

12 1904 Market Hall 4 mons

13 1875 Market Hall 5 mons

E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B M E B
h - Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month M

Task

Split

Progress

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Page 1

Project: Theme 3 Op 2 - Refurb New Bu
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Theme 3 Option 2 Works Programme

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.

Cost Summary T2 - TOTAL 1875 Hall 1904 Hall
30 & 80 Blocks & 

Butchers Row
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 6,351,759£                                   1,955,350£                   793,800£                      697,400£                      1,322,548£                   862,961£                      20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 889,246£                                     273,749£                      111,132£                      97,636£                        185,157£                      120,815£                      2,828£                         97,930£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 217,230£                                     66,873£                        27,148£                        23,851£                        45,231£                        29,513£                        691£                            23,923£                        

SUB TOTAL 7,458,235£                                   2,295,972£                  932,080£                     818,887£                     1,552,936£                  1,013,289£                  23,719£                       821,353£                     
Professional Fees 745,824£                                     229,597£                      93,208£                        81,889£                        155,294£                      101,329£                      2,372£                         82,135£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,230,609£                                   378,835£                      153,793£                      135,116£                      256,234£                      167,193£                      3,914£                         135,523£                      
Provisional Sums 1,076,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                76,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 10,510,668£                                3,054,405£                  1,329,081£                  1,035,892£                  2,314,464£                  1,631,810£                  30,004£                       1,115,011£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 7,086 2,089 892 1,121 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,185 1,720 1,408 0 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 2,206 1,338 530 338 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 0 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,291 5,147 2,830 1,459 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £387 £446 £329 £561 £375 £325 £235 £329
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £545 £593 £470 £710 £559 £524 £297 £416

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
TOTAL GEA (m2) 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £12

Cost Summary T3 Option 1 1875 Hall 1904 Hall Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
1976 Hall 1981 Hall George St Sub & WC's Outdoor Market

Construction Costs 9,158,186£                                   1,133,250£                   724,400£                      571,640£                      3,127,107£                   1,718,201£                   1,163,888£                   20,200£                        699,500£                      
Preliminaries 1,190,564£                                   147,323£                      94,172£                        74,313£                        406,524£                      223,366£                      151,305£                      2,626£                         90,935£                        
Main Contractor OH&P 310,463£                                     38,417£                        24,557£                        19,379£                        106,009£                      58,247£                        39,456£                        685£                            23,713£                        

SUB TOTAL 10,659,213£                                1,318,990£                  843,129£                     665,332£                     3,639,640£                  1,999,814£                  1,354,649£                  23,511£                       814,148£                     
Professional Fees 1,065,921£                                   131,899£                      84,313£                        66,533£                        363,964£                      199,981£                      135,465£                      2,351£                         81,415£                        
Risk / Contingency 1,758,770£                                   217,633£                      139,116£                      109,780£                      600,541£                      329,969£                      223,517£                      3,879£                         134,334£                      
Provisional Sums 1,088,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      50,000£                        38,000£                        
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 14,571,904£                                1,818,522£                  1,216,558£                  841,645£                     4,604,144£                  2,879,765£                  2,063,631£                  79,741£                       1,067,897£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 6,571 2,089 892 N/A 606 1,702 1,282 0 0
Circulation 7,449 1,720 1,408 N/A 264 2,435 1,622 0 0
Upper Floor Space 3,080 1,338 530 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 314 0 0 N/A Incl in circulation 0 213 101 0
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 19,914 5,147 2,830 0 2,082 4,137 3,117 101 2,500

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £535 £256 £298 N/A £1,748 £483 £435 £233 £326
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £732 £353 £430 N/A £2,211 £696 £662 £790 £412

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL GEA (m2) 7,864 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 6,186

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £104 N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A £0
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £112 N/A N/A £502 N/A N/A N/A N/A £6

Cost Summary T3 Option 2 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
Remodel 1976 Hall Remodel 1981 Hall New Artery

Outdoor Mkt,  Sub & 
Wc's

Construction Costs 15,839,687£                                 1,541,250£                   856,300£                      652,072£                      571,640£                      3,127,107£                   4,091,629£                   2,591,805£                   1,226,434£                   1,181,450£                   
Preliminaries 2,059,159£                                   200,363£                      111,319£                      84,769£                        74,313£                        406,524£                      531,912£                      336,935£                      159,436£                      153,589£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 536,965£                                     52,248£                        29,029£                        22,105£                        19,379£                        106,009£                      138,706£                      87,862£                        41,576£                        40,051£                        

SUB TOTAL 18,435,812£                                1,793,861£                  996,648£                     758,947£                     665,332£                     3,639,640£                  4,762,247£                  3,016,602£                  1,427,447£                  1,375,090£                  
Professional Fees 1,659,223£                                   161,447£                      89,698£                        68,305£                        59,880£                        327,568£                      428,602£                      271,494£                      128,470£                      123,758£                      
Risk / Contingency 3,014,255£                                   293,296£                      162,952£                      124,088£                      108,782£                      595,081£                      778,627£                      493,214£                      233,388£                      224,827£                      
Provisional Sums 1,126,000£                                   150,000£                      150,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                126,000£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 24,235,290£                                2,398,605£                  1,399,298£                  951,340£                     833,993£                     4,562,289£                  6,319,477£                  4,131,310£                  1,789,304£                  1,849,675£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,173 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 592 724 0 0
Circulation 6,806 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,962 1,042 410 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 101 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 101
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 17,860 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 2,554 1,766 410 2,601

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,032 £349 £352 £1,615 N/A £1,748 £1,865 £1,708 £3,482 £338
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,357 £466 £494 £2,024 N/A £2,191 £2,474 £2,339 £4,364 £424

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £110 N/A N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A £64
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £150 N/A N/A N/A £497 N/A N/A N/A N/A £93

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 2

Theme 2 Reconfiguration

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 1
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Elements Within Theme 3 Option 3
The “Elements” in Theme 3 Option 3 are: 

Fixing the basics; •	

Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls; •	

Heating and cooling; •	

Finding you way around; •	

Creating Zones; •	

Creating a Heart; •	

Creating a new route through the market; •	

Layout; •	

Improving the look and feel of the market; •	

Reducing the size; •	

Improving George Street; •	

Improving public realm external spaces. •	

Architectural Overview 
As option 1 and 2 in terms of the George Street and the internal market 
reconfiguration within the 1875 hall.  The 1976 and 1981 halls are 
demolished and the site cleared to enable creation of a new purpose 
built market hall with a reduced footprint.  The design approach to the 
new build would enable creation of the Artery and Central Heart as 
part of the proposals. The overall improvement to the site would be 
dramatic and contribute hugely to the master plan concept.

Key Features include  
20-25% reduction in market area; •	

New modern market halls built to replace current 1976 and 1981 •	
halls; 

New retail and commercial space fronting onto George Street; •	

1980’s retail/office demolition and increase in public realm; •	

Fire Protection issue addressed by upgrading and new sprinkler system;•	

Butchers moved to new consolidated Fresh Food area in new hall; •	

New central artery created on North South Axis;•	

Flexible ‘Heart Space’ created off new artery; •	

Toilets relocated onto external boundary to enable flexible opening •	
and use; 

Open market increased in area. •	

Public Realm Overview  
Option 3 offers a major opportunity to provide a strong, coherent and 
high quality public space centred on Kirkgate Market. The remodelling 
allows the creation of new internal public realm including shopping 
zones and the ‘Central Heart’ space. The new public realm on George 
Street creates a significant new public square and gateway to the 
market, while the ‘Artery’ provides a key pedestrian link to the adjacent 
developments and a significant addition to ‘Covered Leeds’.
New, high quality and co-ordinated floor finishes, street furniture and 
planting would link the internal public realm with the new square on 
George Street and the flexible outdoor market space to create a strong 
and unique character to the market.

Building Services Overview
The Building Services works will follow the key features outlined in the 
Architectural overview with the provision of new services for the new 
build elements. This will include the complete renewal of the existing 
mechanical and electrical infrastructure within the existing halls. The 
new services will include the provision of gas fired radiant tube heating 
to the new market halls in Theme 3 Option 3 which is one of the most 
energy efficient forms of space heating available utilising fuel at the 
point of use with very little loss and efficiency distributing heating 
around the building. More importantly in the case of large volume 
spaces that warm from the radiant system is felt by the public and is 
less effected by cold air influx through doors opening and closing. The 
ability of the radiant heating system to rapidly respond to changing 
conditions is also paramount. The new services would include energy 
efficiency/carbon reduction features where possible to meet the client 
BREEAM/sustainability aspirations.

Structural Overview
Theme 3 Option 3 structural work will follow the key features outlined 
in the architectural overview, including the construction of a new retail 
and commercial space fronting onto George Street, construction of 
a new modern hall and demolition of the 1980 retail units / office. 
Remediation of all short and long term maintenance requirements 
including works identified in the condition survey and highlighted 
in the reports prepared by SDA and Faithful and Gould will also be 
undertaken.  

Conservation Overview 
The conservation comments above apply. However, the proposals 
to rebuild the 1976 and 1981 market halls will provide a substantially 
better setting and feel to the overall site and buildings.

Theme Benefits 
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

New modern market halls purpose built to meet business case and •	
trading environment needs; 

More efficient and optimised use and commercial viability for indoor •	
market accommodation; 

Improved environmental performance and considerations including •	
use of renewable technologies, waste recycling and energy 
management; 

Improved and enhanced public realm and interface with Eastgate •	
development to attract and draw more people into the market; 

Removal of the large proportion of current and ongoing •	
maintenance liabilities; 

Much more attractive and commercially attractive environment for •	
market trading; 

Greater Impact of variety of goods on offer and choice created by •	
consolidated food area; 

Improved connectivity and way finding achieved by new ‘Artery’ in •	
relation to Eastgate and wider Kirkgate Quarters; 

Opportunity to re-brand butchers and fish and game row; •	

Lifespan of essential components of market infrastructure extended •	
up to 15 Years; 

Continuous compliance with statutory, regulatory, building •	
insurance, health & safety requirements and landlord obligations.

Greatly improved building services•	

Theme 3 - Market New Build / Refurbishment - Option 3
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Theme 3 Option 3 Cost Estimate 
 
The below table sets out the Theme 3 Option 3 cost estimate, a full breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII.

Appendix XV captures the Theme 3 Option 3 specific information which has been used to generate the estimate.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Kirkgate Market Theme 3 - Works Programme 680 days

2

3 Option 3 - New Build / Refurbishment Works Programme 680 days

4 Mobilisation 1.5 mons

5 Outdoor Market and Externals 2 mons

6 New Artery and Central Heart 3 mons

7 Remodel 1976 Market Hall 6 mons

8 Remodel 1981 Market Hall 5 mons

9 New George Street Development 5 mons

10 Public Ream Space 2.5 mons

11 New Block Shop and WCs 2 mons

12 1904 Market Hall 5 mons

13 1875 Market Hall 6 mons
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Project: Theme 3 Op 3 - Refurb New Bu
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Theme 3 Option 3 Works Programme

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.

Cost Summary T3 Option 3 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
 New 1976 Hall New 1981 Hall New Artery New Central Heart

Outdoor Mkt, Sub & 
WC's

Construction Costs 17,875,356£                                 1,688,550£                   1,102,600£                   637,972£                      571,640£                      3,106,827£                   3,516,924£                   2,740,165£                   1,066,583£                   2,262,645£                   1,181,450£                   
Preliminaries 2,323,796£                                   219,512£                      143,338£                      82,936£                        74,313£                        403,888£                      457,200£                      356,221£                      138,656£                      294,144£                      153,589£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 605,975£                                     57,242£                        37,378£                        21,627£                        19,379£                        105,321£                      119,224£                      92,892£                        36,157£                        76,704£                        40,051£                        

SUB TOTAL 20,805,127£                                1,965,303£                  1,283,316£                  742,536£                     665,332£                     3,616,036£                  4,093,348£                  3,189,278£                  1,241,396£                  2,633,493£                  1,375,090£                  
Professional Fees 1,872,461£                                   176,877£                      115,498£                      66,828£                        59,880£                        325,443£                      368,401£                      287,035£                      111,726£                      237,014£                      123,758£                      
Risk / Contingency 3,401,638£                                   321,327£                      209,822£                      121,405£                      108,782£                      591,222£                      669,262£                      521,447£                      202,968£                      430,576£                      224,827£                      
Provisional Sums 1,185,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                165,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 27,264,427£                                2,623,508£                  1,768,637£                  930,768£                     833,993£                     4,532,701£                  5,131,012£                  4,347,760£                  1,906,090£                  3,301,083£                  1,888,875£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,873 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 759 615 0 642 0
Circulation 6,702 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,092 885 410 924 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 101 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 0 101
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 18,456 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 1,850 1,500 410 1,566 2,601

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,127 £382 £453 £1,580 N/A £1,737 £2,213 £2,126 £3,028 £1,682 £336
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,477 £510 £625 £1,980 N/A £2,177 £2,774 £2,899 £4,649 £2,108 £421

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £111 N/A N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £64
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £155 N/A N/A N/A £497 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £93

Cost Summary T4 - Total 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
 New 1976 Hall New 1981 Hall New Artery New Central Heart

Outdoor Mkt, Sub & 
WC's

Construction Costs 33,166,424£                                 9,707,318£                   4,637,400£                   637,972£                      571,640£                      3,107,027£                   3,516,924£                   2,740,165£                   1,066,583£                   2,262,645£                   4,918,750£                   
Preliminaries 3,814,139£                                   1,116,342£                   533,301£                      73,367£                        65,739£                        357,308£                      404,446£                      315,119£                      122,657£                      260,204£                      565,656£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 1,109,417£                                   324,710£                      155,121£                      21,340£                        19,121£                        103,930£                      117,641£                      91,659£                        35,677£                        75,685£                        164,532£                      

SUB TOTAL 38,089,980£                                11,148,369£                5,325,822£                  732,679£                     656,500£                     3,568,265£                  4,039,011£                  3,146,942£                  1,224,917£                  2,598,535£                  5,648,938£                  
Professional Fees 3,428,098£                                   1,003,353£                   479,324£                      65,941£                        59,085£                        321,144£                      363,511£                      283,225£                      110,243£                      233,868£                      508,404£                      
Risk / Contingency 6,227,712£                                   1,822,758£                   870,772£                      119,793£                      107,338£                      583,411£                      660,378£                      514,525£                      200,274£                      424,860£                      923,601£                      
Provisional Sums 1,285,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                265,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 49,030,989£                                14,134,481£                6,835,918£                  918,413£                     822,923£                     4,472,820£                  5,062,901£                  4,294,692£                  1,885,434£                  3,257,263£                  7,346,144£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,873 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 759 615 0 642 0
Circulation 6,702 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,092 885 410 924 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 800 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 0 800
Temporary Market 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,000
TOTAL GIA (m2) 21,655 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 1,850 1,500 410 1,566 5,800

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,759 £2,166 £1,882 £1,559 N/A £1,714 £2,183 £2,098 £2,988 £1,659 £569
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £2,264 £2,746 £2,416 £1,954 N/A £2,148 £2,737 £2,863 £4,599 £2,080 £713

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £286 N/A N/A N/A £391 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £266
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £384 N/A N/A N/A £490 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £364

Theme 4 Comprehensive Redevelopment

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 3
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Elements Within Theme 4
The “Elements” in Theme 4 are: 

Fixing the basics; •	

Replacing the roof on the 1976 and 1981 halls; •	

Heating and cooling; •	

Finding you way around; •	

Creating Zones; •	

Creating a Heart; •	

Creating a new route through the market; •	

Layout; •	

Improving the look and feel of the market; •	

 Reducing the size; •	

 Improving George Street; •	

 Improving public realm external spaces. •	

Architectural Overview 
This theme builds on the dramatic change delivered by Theme 3 
option 3.  The external market is redeveloped to enable greater 
interaction with the new market hall structure, with feature canopies 
covering flexible trading areas and new public realm. The New Hall, 
Central Heart and Artery are created with additional improvements 
within the 1875 and 1904 building.  Restoration and refurbishment 
proposed of key historical features. The concept of replacing the 1875 
aisle roofs with new coverings, roof lights and ceilings concealing plant 
and services has been explored in this option.

Key features include: 
Delivery of ‘theme’ ultimately creates a redefined ‘City Block’ •	
within the city Creation which enables creation of a city destination 
‘Quarter’ i.e Kirkgate Qtr, Eastgate and Victoria Quarters; 

20-25% reduction of indoor market area; •	

New modern hall created with feature canopies; •	

 Adaptation of George Street substation with new wrap around •	
accommodation, Cafe, toilets, information point; 

 New covered delivery  area associated with new fresh food area •	
located off New York Street; 

 New retail and commercial space fronting onto George Street; •	

 1980’s retail/offices demolished and subsequent increase in flexible •	
public realm; 

 Fire Protection issues addressed by upgrading of systems and new •	
sprinkler system; 

 Butchers moved to new consolidated Fresh Food area in new hall; •	

New central artery created on North South Axis linking George •	
Street and New York Street; 

 Flexible internal ‘Heart Space’ created off new artery; •	

 Toilets relocated to external boundary position to enable flexible •	
opening hours and use; 

 Reconfigured Open Market, increased in area and number of stalls •	
and provision for ‘drive on’ mobile stalls to attract a wider range of 
specialist traders; 

 Restoration, enhancement and revealing of heritage elements; •	

 Comprehensive integration of sustainable and environmental •	
features; 

 Renewal / extensive improvements to roofs of 1875 Block Shops; •	

 Refurbishment of 1875 and 1904 aisle coverings, re-grading to •	
eliminate stall threshold plinths; 

 1875 aisle roof reconfiguration enabling concealed integration of •	
trader and landlord plant and services; 

 Heritage refurbishment works; •	

 Reconfigured outdoor Market; •	

 Renewal / extensive improvements to roofs of 1875. •	

George Street Overview
In terms of the Improving George Street element the provision of 
double fronted trading units that face onto George Street and also 
open into the indoor market hall would significantly enhance the 
permeability and commercial opportunities for the market. 

The Investment Case that the Council has developed would require 
the current footprint occupied by the 1930’s and 1980’s shops to be 
redeveloped and provide an appropriate number of purpose built retail 
units that would ensure the required level of rental income to make 
the case for redevelopment stack up financially for the Council. The 
opportunity for flats/apartments or other appropriate development 

on the floors above the retail units could open up further commercial 
opportunities for the Council which would enable it to secure a strong 
value for money solution that would benefit not only the George Street 
frontage and permeability to the market but wider improvements to the 
overall market infrastructure. 

Careful thought and consideration will need to be taken to ensure that 
the right balance of new build retail units, associated development 
above these and improvements to entrances into the market and 
public realm along George Street are captured in the overall design 
proposals and master plan approach.

Public Realm Overview 
The delivery of the ‘ultimate’ vision for the market would include the 
extensive re-design and remodelling of the interior and exterior Public 
Realm to provide a range of interconnected flexible spaces to help 
define the ‘City Block’. The Public Realm would reach out to connect 
with the surroundings and enhance the markets place as an integral 
part of the city centre fabric.

The replacement of the paving within the 1904 and 1875 halls would 
provide an attractive, safe and durable surface. A simple clean surface 
of natural stone with a decorative unifying trim, should compliment the 
adjacent listed buildings. The use of more decorative paving elements 
at entrances, such as motifs set in the paving, could celebrate the 
market’s history and make visual reference to the glazed bricks and 
tiles decorating the interior of the 1904 Hall.

The new outdoor public realm to George Street would create a vital link to 
the Eastgate Quarterss development and provide a major new gateway 
to the Market. This new Market ‘Square’ would wrap around the adapted 
sub station and WC’s to link with the outdoor market space. Materials 
and furniture should strongly define the ‘Market’ city block while making 
reference and connections to the paving design of the surroundings.

The internal public realm of the new hall, artery and central space 
would all combine to clearly define the character of the city block, with 
materials and finishes that seamlessly link with the external public 
realm and outdoor market.

The existing outdoor market would be radically reconfigured, 
incorporating additional outdoor market space created as part of 
the new hall, to provide a more flexible space with strong links to 
George Street ‘Market Square’, the bus station and future NGT. Using 
a hierarchy of routes, permeable boundary and street tree planting, 
the outdoor market could be sub-divided into various ‘outdoor rooms’ 
which would be combined to provide one large outdoor market, or 
divided to provide spaces for a variety of other uses such as outdoor 
exhibitions, music events, street theatre or outdoor cinema.
A tensile roof, street furniture and the incorporation of sustainable and 
environmental features would be integral to the design.

Theme 4 - Comprehensive Redevelopment
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Building Services Overview
The Building Services works will follow the key features outlined in the 
Architectural overview with the provision of new services for the new 
build elements. This will include heating to the new market halls and 
the complete renewal of the mechanical and electrical infrastructure in 
the existing halls. The new services would include energy efficiency/
carbon reduction feature where possible to meet the client BREEAM/
sustainability aspirations.

Structural Overview 
Theme 4 work will follow the key features outlined in the architectural 
overview, including the construction of a new retail and commercial 
space fronting onto George Street, construction of a new modern hall 
with feature canopies, modification of the substation to include wrap 
around accommodation and demolition of the 1980 retail units / office. 
Remediation of all short and long term maintenance requirements 
including works identified in the condition survey and highlighted 
in the reports prepared by SDA and Faithful and Gould will also be 
undertaken.  

Civils Overview
The majority of the Highways improvement work in the area will 
be undertaken by others. The highway works which fall under the 
responsibility of the Kirkgate Market redevelopment would be some 
kerbing works on the south side of George Street and a pedestrian 
crossing point across Vicar Lane in the NW corner. This has been agreed 
with Leeds City Council. These would be dealt with under a planning 
condition and section278 works to be agreed at detailed design stage. 

The Surface Water strategy will comply with the requirements of NPFF 
( National Planning Policy Framework) and use of Sustainable Urban 
Drainage Systems (SUDS) measures, ensuring the project achieves 
betterment of the existing undeveloped site’s surface water runoff 
at peak times. This will be achieved by providing SUDS systems 
consisting of underground storage beneath the open market area. We 
have currently identified a requirement for circa 135 cu.m. We will seek 
further opportunities to increase the opportunities for improved SUD’s 
techniques during the detailed design process. The strategy proposed 
will mitigate against flooding on-site.  The proposed system will ensure 
that the development will not increase flood risk to neighbouring sites 
and therefore meets the requirements of NPFF.

BREEAM / Sustainability Overview 
Theme 4 provides a significant opportunity to enhance the 
sustainability characteristics of the market due to the fact that this 
theme combines all other previous themes (2, 3) into a series of co-
ordinated phases, with a high degree of rebuild and reconfiguration. 
Due to the combining of Themes into one Theme, the sustainability 
opportunities are considered equal to that of Theme 3 and therefore 
have not been listed here again for brevity. 

Full details of the suggested sustainability inclusions for this theme 
in relation to BREEAM are shown in the BREEAM Pre-assessment in 

Appendix xxxx, and key opportunities are identified in the Kirkgate 
Market Works Categorisation Narrative included in Appendix xxxx

Conservation Overview 
This scheme incorporates all of the works as set out in Themes 1 to 3, 
but with a full restoration of the heritage assets on site.  This Theme, 
in conservation terms, presents thoroughly desirable proposals that 
would set all the heritage assets in good order for the future, as well as 
revealing more of the heritage asset.  The core proposals in this Theme 
most benefit the conservation of the overall site and buildings.  There is 
some concern surrounding the 1875 aisle roof configuration to enable 
the concealed integration of trader and landlord plant and services.  
This would need to be carefully developed to enhance the space and 
heritage asset features.  This scheme would allow the opportunity to 
redefine, enhance and reveal the listed and historic elements on site 
through a holistic and carefully planned set of interventions. 

Theme Phasing and Works Programme 
In its current form, theme 4 explores the possibility of delivering the 
majority of features identified within the previous options.  Proposals 
are expanded  in scope, which include  works to enhance and improve 
the outdoor market offer and more intrusive works to refurbish and 
enhance heritage aspects of the building.

As proposed within option 3, full decant will be required to a temporary 
market hall so that the 1976/1981 hall and George Street can be 
redeveloped.  Currently it is envisaged that a  temporary market could 
be located on the outdoor market.   Clearly the decanting and impact 
on the outdoor market will need further consideration, since the 
outdoor market operation is as important to the council as the indoor.  
Emerging design features associated with a redeveloped  market hall 
include, increased canopies and greater integration of the public realm 
areas, all of which could be undertaken in phases to reduce impact on 
the market, city centre and traders.   From the outset, consideration 
needs to be given to the establishment of a ‘contractors’ temporary site 
setup and compound, a final proposal for this can only be established 
once a clear indication of the scope of works is received for both the 
internal and external proposals.

As part of Theme 4, restoration and enhancements are suggested 
such as the replacement of aisle roofs between block shops to enable 
better natural light , concealment of services and restore aspects of 
the historical fabric throughout the 1875 and 1904 areas.  At this stage, 
limited investigation has been undertaken to the viability of undertaken 
these works.  It is unlikely that the entire market operation will be closed 
to the public for any significant length of time enabling a fully vacant 
building, therefore a phased programme of works will be required.  The 
programme and phasing  will need to consider the requirement to keep 
as much of the building active as possible, particularly areas associated 
to the 1875 and 1904 halls . Although further design development is 
required, it could be possible to undertake high level works from high-
level scaffold decks, double boarded and water sealed to enable work to 
progress over active areas.

Theme Benefits
The key benefits that this particular theme offers include:

Extended Sustainable and environmental performance •	
improvements; 

Identification and development of Inward Investment opportunities •	
by developing parts of the out environment for alternative revenue 
and investment purposes; 

New modern market halls purpose built to meet business case and •	
trading environment needs; 

More efficient use and commercial viability of indoor market •	
accommodation; 

Improved environmental performance and considerations including •	
use of renewable technologies, waste recycling and energy 
management; 

Improved and enhanced public realm and interface with Eastgate •	
development to attract and draw more people into the market; 

Removal of the large proportion of current and ongoing •	
maintenance liabilities; 
 
1875 aisle roof reconfiguration enabling concealed integration of 
trader and landlord plant and services; 

Revealing of original mass and form of 1875 Blockshops; •	

Restoration of 1875 Blockshops; •	

Full refreshment of public realm associated to the outdoor market •	
including new flexible stall layout; 

Aesthetic improvement through integration of new ‘masking’ •	
accommodation around existing substation; 

Delivery of ‘theme’ ultimately creates a redefined ‘City Block’ •	
within the city Creation which enables creation of a city destination 
‘Quarter’ i.e Kirkgate Qtr, Eastgate and Victoria Quarter; 

Further access / DDA elements incorporated.•	
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Theme 4 Cost Estimate

The below table sets out the Theme 4 cost estimate, a full breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix XVII

Appendix XV forms the basis of cost detail for Theme 4, covering the information which has been used for the purposes of the assessment, the clarification notices, details of the estimate inclusions, allowances & exclusions and finally, the 
provisional sums are contained within the estimates.

ID Task Name Duration

1 Kirkgate Market Theme 4 - Works Programme 710 days

2

3 Comprehensive Redevelopment Works Programme 710 days

4 Mobilisation 1.5 mons

5 Outdoor Market and Externals 3 mons

6 New Artery and New Central Heart 4 mons

7 New 1976 Market Hall 7 mons

8 New 1981 Market Hall 6 mons

9 New George Street Development 5 mons

10 Public Ream Space 3 mons

11 New Block Shop and WCs 2 mons

12 1904 Market Hall 7 mons

13 1875 Market Hall 10 mons
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Project: Theme 4 - Comprehensive Red
Date: Wed 19/12/12

Cost Summary T3 Option 3 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
 New 1976 Hall New 1981 Hall New Artery New Central Heart

Outdoor Mkt, Sub & 
WC's

Construction Costs 17,875,356£                                 1,688,550£                   1,102,600£                   637,972£                      571,640£                      3,106,827£                   3,516,924£                   2,740,165£                   1,066,583£                   2,262,645£                   1,181,450£                   
Preliminaries 2,323,796£                                   219,512£                      143,338£                      82,936£                        74,313£                        403,888£                      457,200£                      356,221£                      138,656£                      294,144£                      153,589£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 605,975£                                     57,242£                        37,378£                        21,627£                        19,379£                        105,321£                      119,224£                      92,892£                        36,157£                        76,704£                        40,051£                        

SUB TOTAL 20,805,127£                                1,965,303£                  1,283,316£                  742,536£                     665,332£                     3,616,036£                  4,093,348£                  3,189,278£                  1,241,396£                  2,633,493£                  1,375,090£                  
Professional Fees 1,872,461£                                   176,877£                      115,498£                      66,828£                        59,880£                        325,443£                      368,401£                      287,035£                      111,726£                      237,014£                      123,758£                      
Risk / Contingency 3,401,638£                                   321,327£                      209,822£                      121,405£                      108,782£                      591,222£                      669,262£                      521,447£                      202,968£                      430,576£                      224,827£                      
Provisional Sums 1,185,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                165,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 27,264,427£                                2,623,508£                  1,768,637£                  930,768£                     833,993£                     4,532,701£                  5,131,012£                  4,347,760£                  1,906,090£                  3,301,083£                  1,888,875£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,873 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 759 615 0 642 0
Circulation 6,702 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,092 885 410 924 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 101 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 0 101
Temporary Market 2,500 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 2,500
TOTAL GIA (m2) 18,456 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 1,850 1,500 410 1,566 2,601

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,127 £382 £453 £1,580 N/A £1,737 £2,213 £2,126 £3,028 £1,682 £336
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,477 £510 £625 £1,980 N/A £2,177 £2,774 £2,899 £4,649 £2,108 £421

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £111 N/A N/A N/A £397 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £64
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £155 N/A N/A N/A £497 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £93

Cost Summary T4 - Total 1875 Hall 1904 Hall New Block Shop & WC's Public Realm Space
New George St 

Development
 New 1976 Hall New 1981 Hall New Artery New Central Heart

Outdoor Mkt, Sub & 
WC's

Construction Costs 33,166,424£                                 9,707,318£                   4,637,400£                   637,972£                      571,640£                      3,107,027£                   3,516,924£                   2,740,165£                   1,066,583£                   2,262,645£                   4,918,750£                   
Preliminaries 3,814,139£                                   1,116,342£                   533,301£                      73,367£                        65,739£                        357,308£                      404,446£                      315,119£                      122,657£                      260,204£                      565,656£                      
Main Contractor OH&P 1,109,417£                                   324,710£                      155,121£                      21,340£                        19,121£                        103,930£                      117,641£                      91,659£                        35,677£                        75,685£                        164,532£                      

SUB TOTAL 38,089,980£                                11,148,369£                5,325,822£                  732,679£                     656,500£                     3,568,265£                  4,039,011£                  3,146,942£                  1,224,917£                  2,598,535£                  5,648,938£                  
Professional Fees 3,428,098£                                   1,003,353£                   479,324£                      65,941£                        59,085£                        321,144£                      363,511£                      283,225£                      110,243£                      233,868£                      508,404£                      
Risk / Contingency 6,227,712£                                   1,822,758£                   870,772£                      119,793£                      107,338£                      583,411£                      660,378£                      514,525£                      200,274£                      424,860£                      923,601£                      
Provisional Sums 1,285,200£                                   160,000£                      160,000£                      -£                                -£                                -£                                -£                                350,000£                      350,000£                      -£                                265,200£                      
Inflation Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded
VAT Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded

TOTAL 49,030,989£                                14,134,481£                6,835,918£                  918,413£                     822,923£                     4,472,820£                  5,062,901£                  4,294,692£                  1,885,434£                  3,257,263£                  7,346,144£                  

AREA SUMMARY Total
Retail / Stall Space 5,873 2,089 892 270 N/A 606 759 615 0 642 0
Circulation 6,702 1,720 1,408 0 N/A 264 1,092 885 410 924 0
Upper Floor Space 3,280 1,338 530 200 N/A 1,212 0 0 0 0 0
Services (Incl George St Sub & WC's) 800 0 0 Incl above N/A Incl in circulation 0 0 0 0 800
Temporary Market 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,000
TOTAL GIA (m2) 21,655 5,147 2,830 470 0 2,082 1,850 1,500 410 1,566 5,800

SUBTOTAL GIA (£/m2) £1,759 £2,166 £1,882 £1,559 N/A £1,714 £2,183 £2,098 £2,988 £1,659 £569
TOTAL GIA (£/m2) £2,264 £2,746 £2,416 £1,954 N/A £2,148 £2,737 £2,863 £4,599 £2,080 £713

Open Market 6,186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,186
George St Public Realm Space 1,678 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Externals (Bdgs Reduced) 2,643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,643
TOTAL GEA (m2) 10,507 0 0 0 1,678 0 0 0 0 0 8,829

SUBTOTAL GEA (£/m2) £286 N/A N/A N/A £391 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £266
TOTAL GEA (£/m2) £384 N/A N/A N/A £490 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A £364

Theme 4 Comprehensive Redevelopment

Theme 3 New build / Refurbishment Option 3

Theme 4 Works Programme

The works programme outlined below reflects an indicative programming of the construction works proposed.

The works programme does not take into account relocation or decant requirements that will be dependant on the location and level of work proposed 
(which could be between one and two years). Nor does the programme include for design works necessary.

Dependent on how the council wishes to proceed we would propose to work up a more detailed works programme to include phasing considerations.
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6.1 Realising the Councils vision

To address the issues Kirkgate Market faces and realise the Council’s 
vision requires a joined up and coordinated approach to taking forward 
the findings of this feasibility study along with the Council led business 
investment and management and ownership options appraisal work 
streams initiated by the Council to the next stage of design development 
and project detail. 

The NPS Group and its specialist partners who comprise the feasibility 
study project team commend the acceptance of this report and for the 
Council which we trust will support the recommendations made to the 
Leeds City Council Executive Board in Early 2013.

Assuming the Executive Board wishes to progress with the further detailed 
development proposals to improve the Kirkgate Market infrastructure 
the next steps involve the production and submission of the Leeds 
City Council Executive Board Report in Early 2013. This will ultimately 
be informed by this feasibility study and the outcome of the respective 
business case and management and ownership options report.

6.2 Issue of a Design Brief

Following the decisions made by the Leeds City Council Executive 
Board the requirements of the Council are to be clearly defined as to 
the option(s) the Council wishes to proceed with from an Elements and 
Theme perspective in the form a Kirkgate Market design brief to allow 
further advancement from RIBA Stage C onwards. 

The detailed design brief will further expand on the works undertaken in 
this feasibility study in terms of detailing the individual Elements supported 
by the Investment Case and consultation feedback and the necessary 
associated works into a bespoke Option (Theme). This will allow the 
project team to further develop defined proposals to improve Kirkgate 
Market into a concept design. The detailed outcome of the Investment 
Case will inform the design brief and set clear budgetary parameters of 
the bespoke Option the Council chooses to proceed with. The project 
team will work within the budgetary parameters in the development of the 
concept design to improve and redevelop Kirkgate Market alongside the 
necessary investment objectives set by the Council. 

6.3 Key Matters 

Whilst the Council considers how to progress the more detailed work 
on the Kirkgate Market scheme we draw the attention of the Council to 
the following key matters:-

a)       Landlord Responsibilities 
Leeds City Council should continue to undertake all essential 
Landlord Responsible Maintenance Works up to the point where it 
wishes to commit to a bespoke Theme based upon the options as 
set out within this feasibility study. Health and Safety and urgent 
maintenance works that must be carried out before any capital 
investment arising from this study should be advanced as choosing 
not to do so would present unacceptable risks alongside potential 
damage to the reputation of the Council.

b)   Annual Maintenance 
Irrespective of any capital investment in the market arising from this 
feasibility study, it is strongly recommended that an appropriate 
amount of annual maintenance funding is ring fenced to ensure the 
historic and listed buildings that form part of Kirkgate Market are 
maintained in an adequate manner going forward. This funding and its 
deployment could be guided by a rolling five year annual maintenance 
plan as agreed with Council officers, Heritage representatives and 
other appropriate individuals. 

c) Feasibility Study Survey Findings 
Throughout the feasibility study from our detailed investigative works 
and the surveys commissioned the project team has identified a 
number of areas where further work is to be undertaken irrespective 
of any capital investment in the market arising from the proposals 
outlined in this feasibility study. We would advise the Council to review 
these findings and progress with the necessary works in an expedient 
manner. In particular these include the progression of the findings of 
the drainage survey and the Council undertaking a comprehensive 
review of their records and obligations with regards to current asbestos 
legislation in order to confirm they are undertaking the necessary 
duties in the management of asbestos. 
 
d) George Street Proposals 
It is recommended that the Council consider the George Street 
proposals presented within this feasibility study and consider the 
options as to how to progress this as a standalone element of works 
given the emerging proposals of the Eastgate Quarters development. 
This would offer the Council a number of options in the progression 
of this particular element of our proposals dependent upon specific 
requirements and investment opportunities which are to be explored 
further at the next stage.

We look forward to instruction from the Council on how they wish to 
proceed and ultimately working on the next stages of the Kirkgate 
Market project which is a unique and exciting project of significant 
importance for the Council and city of Leeds. 

The NPS Group of specialist partners will be pleased to take forward 
the further development of the proposals outlined in this feasibility 
study report on behalf of Leeds City Council.

6. Next Steps

Views of existing open market
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Appendix 

I.  Leeds City Council Brief V1.00

II.  Stage 1 Checks 

III.  Survey Schedule

IV.  Land Registry Titles 

V.  Qa Stage 1 Report 

VI.  Qa Stage 2 Report 

VII.  CCPM Consultation Report 

VIII. Theme 1 Schedule of Maintenance Works 

IX.  NPS Ventilation Feasibility Report 

X.  Drainage Survey 

XI.  Breeam Pre-assessment 

XII.  NPS Group Ltd Conservation and Heritage Report 

XIII. LCC Kirkgate Market Simplifying its DNA – A Study of Givens and Possibilities 

XIV. NPS Group Ltd Health and Safety / CDM Considerations 

XV.  Theme Basis of Costs 

XVI. Kirkgate Market Works Categorisation Narrative 

XVII. Theme Cost Estimate Breakdown 

XVIII. NPS Planning Report  

XIX. Malcolm Hughes Kirkgate Market Measured Survey 

XX.  Malcolm Hughes Accommodation Schedule (1875 and 1904 halls)

XXI. George Street and 1981 Office Condition Survey 

XXII. Kirkgate Market Photographic Survey 

The above appendix documentation is not appended to this report due to file size and the format of certain documents. The full appendix is available to view on the 

NPS Group online web based portal system Concerto (https://concerto.nps.co.uk/login.aspx) under the project reference LCC-KM01 - Leeds City Council Kirkgate 

Market Feasibility Study.
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